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An important aspect which causes a significant effect on performance of asphalt materials is 
aging. With increase of aging, asphalt materials lose their relaxation capabilities and becomes 
more susceptible to cracking. Thus, an improved understanding of how aging impacts the 
cracking behavior of asphalt materials will allow for design of more reliable and durable 
asphalt pavements. In this study, different laboratory aging levels were performed to simulate 
different periods of pavement service life. Various performance tests (including Complex 
Modulus (E*), Simplified Viscoelastic Continuum Damage (S-VECD), Semi Circular Bending 
(SCB) and Disk Shaped Compact Tension (DCT) tests for asphalt mixtures; Frequency and 
Temperature Sweep test using a Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR) with 4mm plate and Linear 
Amplitude Sweep (LAS) test for asphalt binders) were conducted to evaluate the changes of 
material’s properties (including fundamental viscoelastic/rheological property, fatigue 
characterization, and fracture behavior) over time. The advanced Mechanistic-Empirical (ME) 
Models (FlexPAVE and IlliTC) were also employed to simulate the aging effects using the 
predicted fatigue and thermal cracking performance of asphalt mixtures in context of pavement 
structure, traffic and climatic conditions. The performance tests and simulation models 
provided a way to quantify the effects of aging on cracking behavior of asphalt materials and 
they can estimate the roles of various mixture variables on the cracking performance. Based on 
the testing and simulation results, this study also (1) developed new performance indices to 
evaluate the fatigue performance of asphalt binders with aging; (2) developed a rheological -
based mixture aging model to evaluate cracking and aging susceptibility of asphalt mixtures 
over time; (3) provided insights on the relationships between binder and mixture cracking 
ix 
 
behaviors. This dissertation makes a contribution in improvement of the approaches for 
evaluation of cracking potential of asphalt pavements and  allows for assessment of different 





1.1 Background and Motivation 
Cracking is a primary concern for asphalt pavements since it affects ride quality and allows 
water to penetrate from the surface to underlying base and soil layers, decreasing the 
serviceability of the pavement, elevating the chance of road accidents and requiring 
considerable amount of taxpayers’ money on the frequent maintenance or rehabilitation. The 
American Society of Civil Engineers estimates that deteriorating roads are costing taxpayers 
$67 billion per year [1]. It has also been well recognized in the literature and through field 
observations that asphalt materials’ resistance to cracking decreases with time as it ages in the 
field, due to the decrease of the relaxation capability and increase of brittleness of the asphalt 
binders and mixtures. Since the asphalt mixtures, which is made up with different variables, 
(e.g. aggregates, asphalt binders, and recycled materials from existing roadways) will have very 
different cracking behaviors with increase of aging, it is important to have an understanding of 
how the cracking resistance of the binders and mixtures will change over time at the time 
materials are selected and pavements are constructed . This can help the agencies and 
contractors to adjust mix variables and improve cracking performance of designed pavements, 
addressing four of the six FHWA high-priority highway challenges [2]: enhancing performance; 
promoting sustainability; maintaining infrastructure integrity; preparing for future. 
Asphalt pavements undergo aging during construction (short term aging, mostly evaporation 
of lighter weight molecules at the high production temperatures), and also over the pavement 
service life (long term aging due to oxidation and continued loss of lighter weight 
hydrocarbons), which increases the brittleness and cracking susceptibility of asphalt material. 
During design phase of pavement, it is imperative to know beforehand what the properties of 
the pavement will be after field aging. This will help to minimize maintenance cost due to 
premature failure and to increase the reliability of the pavement design. It is evident; therefore, 
that there is a need for accelerated laboratory conditioning (aging) method  that can simulate 
binder properties similar to that of field aged binder.  
At present, many agencies’ material specifications rely primarily on volumetric properties and 
their empirical relationship to performance. The current asphalt material specifications do not 
put emphasis on need for mechanical testing of asphalt materials. Research and experimental 
construction projects [3,4] have shown that the Superpave volumetric mixture design method 
alone is not enough to ensure reliable mixture performance over a wide range of materials, 




develop so called “Asphalt Performance Tests” that can link laboratory measured parameters 
to actual pavement performance [3]. Some research is also undertaken to refine the asphalt mix 
design method so that laboratory tests and procedures can be incorporated as part of material 
specification [5]. Research efforts are needed to explore availability of such “asphalt 
performance tests”, their suitability and their use for evaluation of the local and regional 
mixtures and projects. 
Motivated by these aspects, this doctorate dissertation evaluates different laboratory 
conditioning procedures which are able to reliably simulate the aging of asphalt materials in 
field and further proposes models for prediction of mechanical properties over pavement life 
based on the laboratory testing on the study binders/mixtures. 
In addition to investigating and exploring different laboratory conditioning methods and 
performance tests, the advanced pavement performance simulation and prediction tools, such 
as IlliTC and FlexPAVETM, are also evaluated and utilized in this dissertation work. These 
programs typically use the fundamental properties measured from the laboratory performance 
tests to determine the structural pavement response due to traffic and environmental loading. 
Then, the pavement distresses can be quantitatively simulated and calculated, such as the 
percent damage of the road cross section, amount of cracking and rutting depth on pavement. 
Using of the performance simulation and prediction programs can close the gap of how well 
we can test and evaluate the mixtures to quantify the expected or future performance of the 
asphalt mixtures in context of pavement structure, local climate and traffic conditions. 
1.2 Objectives 
The principal objectives of this research are to: 
1. Quantitatively evaluate how the cracking performance of both asphalt mixture and binder 
changes over pavement service life;  
2. Correlate the laboratory conditioning (aging) methods with actual field aging duration; and, 
3. Provide recommendations and guidelines on how to identify crack and aging susceptible 
binders/mixtures during material selection and mix design. 
1.3 Overall Research Approach 
In order to fulfill the dissertation objectives a number of research efforts are undertaken to 
evaluate the cracking performance of asphalt mixtures and binders that  are included in this 
dissertation work. The research approach used in this study generally includes: 




b) Evaluation of Aging Effect on Asphalt Mixtures 
c) Evaluation of Aging Effect on Asphalt Binders 
d) Comparisons and Correlations between the Mixture and Binder Cracking Parameters (in 
context of their evolution with aging) 
Figure 1-1 presents a simplified process diagram of the overall research approach. The 
overview and brief discussion of each facet will be presented next. 
 
Figure 1-1 Overall Research Approach and Dissertation Structure 
1.3.1 Selection of Laboratory Conditioning Methods 
In order to capture the long-term performance of the asphalt mixtures and binders and, simulate 
the physical and chemical changes of asphalt material in field, the appropriate laboratory 
conditioning (aging) methods are needed. In this dissertation work, the traditional binder 
conditioning methods documented in the Superpave binder specification including the rolling 
thin film oven (RTFO) procedure and the typical 20 hours pressure aging vessel (PAV) method 




procedure (24 hr. at 135°C on loose mix) and the NCHRP 09-54 project recommendations (1-
12 days at 95°C on loose mix) are included and performed on the plant-produced mixtures.  
1.3.2 Evaluation of Aging Effect on Asphalt Mixtures 
To evaluate the impact of aging on mixture properties, a set of 11 different mixtures from New 
Hampshire Department of Transportation (NHDOT) are subject to the various mixture 
conditioning protocols and then tested using the mixture performance tests. Mixture (including 
the field cores) characterization is done using Complex Modulus, Simplified Viscoelastic 
Continuum Damage (SVECD) fatigue, Semi Circular Bending (SCB) and Disc-Shaped 
Compact Tension (DCT) tests to measure the linear viscoelastic (LVE) properties, fatigue 
behavior, and fracture performance, respectively. Various mixture performance indices 
calculated from the test measurements are used to quantitatively evaluate and investigate the 
aging and cracking susceptibility of the mixtures with different mix variables. In addition to 
the laboratory performance tests, the advanced pavement performance simulation and 
prediction programs including FlexPAVETM and IlliTC are also used to predict and compare 
the fatigue and thermal cracking performance of different mixtures with various aging 
conditions in context of pavement stricture, climatic and traffic conditions. The climatic aging 
index (CAI) model developed by NCHRP 09-54 project is also utilized to calculate the 
appropriate field aging duration corresponding with the different laboratory mixture 
conditioning protocols. 
Based on the mixture testing results, the mixture Glover-Rowe (G-Rm) parameter, that 
incorporates both stiffness and relaxation capacity, is selected and used as the Aging Index 
Property (AIP) to model the evolution of mixture cracking performance with aging. The 
simplified and experimental mixture aging model developed from this study along with the 
CAI model are used to evaluate and predict the aging and cracking susceptibility of the asphalt 
mixtures over their service lives. 
1.3.3 Evaluation of Aging Effect on Asphalt Binders 
To evaluate the impact of aging on the binder properties in this dissertation work, binder 
samples extracted and recovered from the aged mixtures and field cores (three layers with 0.5in 
per each) are tested. Rheological characterization of the binder samples is performed by a 
typical Frequency and Temperature Sweep test using the Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR) 
with a 4mm plate. Various rheological indices (e.g. binder Glover-Rowe parameter, R-value) 
measured from the 4mm DSR test are employed to evaluate the aging and cracking 
susceptibility of the different asphalt binders. The field aging gradient is evaluated and the 




pavement depths are calculated. In addition, the comparison between the laboratory mixture 
conditioning protocols with the binder aging methods is evaluated and investigated.  
The fatigue behavior of the binders with various aging levels are measured by the Linear 
Amplitude Sweep (LAS) test with an 8mm plate. In addition to the traditional parameters (A, 
B parameter and the Nf-strain plot), several new indices that can be used to better evaluate the 
change of asphalt binder’s fatigue performance with aging are developed based on the 
viscoelastic continuum damage (VECD) theory and failure energy. Comparing with the 
traditional parameters measured from the LAS test, these developed indices can capture the 
actual failure point of the binder samples and show a consistent decrease in the fatigue 
performance of the binder samples with aging. These new parameters also have the potential 
to be used to evaluate the mixture fatigue performance by incorporating the aging effect. 
1.3.4 Comparison and Correlation between the Mixture and Binder Cracking Parameters 
The different mixture and binder performance tests and the corresponding performance indices 
described above provide researchers a valuable way to quantitatively evaluate the cracking and 
aging susceptibility of different asphalt binders and mixtures. However, the relationship 
between binder cracking performance and mixture cracking behavior is still not completely 
understood, and there is still a question of how mixture properties change with changes in 
binder characteristics and how the binder and mixture testing methods and parameters may 
differentially evaluate expected performance of asphalt materials with respect to cracking. To 
fill the existing gap, a comprehensive comparison and correlation between the mixture and 
binder cracking performance is conducted, while also taking aging effect into account. 
1.4 Organization of the Dissertation 
This doctorate dissertation is organized in 9 chapters as indicated in Figure 1-1. A short 
summary of each chapter is provided in this section and full manuscripts are either attached as 
appendices to this document or have been discussed within the thesis under designated chapter 
number and title. 
Chapter 1 is dedicated to the introduction and motivation for this research, as well as the study 
objectives. An overview of the research approach that is used in this dissertation work to fulfill 
the study objectives is also included in this chapter. 
Chapter 2 includes the background and literature review on the topics of aging mechanism and 
the different laboratory conditioning methods to simulate the aging in field, as well as the 
various models in the literature that have been developed and used to track changes of 




Chapter 3 discusses the breadth of materials that are examined in this study, followed by a 
description of the different laboratory conditioning (aging) methods used to simulate the aging 
in field, various mechanistic and performance-based laboratory tests, as well as the advanced 
programs that are employed to characterize the asphalt mixtures’ performance within the 
structure, climate and traffic conditions.  
Chapters 4 evaluates the effect of aging on mixture properties including the viscoelastic 
characteristics and the cracking performance (cracking initiation and fracture behavior) 
through use of various mechanic tests and advanced performance simulation and prediction 
programs. Also, the correlations between the different laboratory mixture conditioning 
methods and the actual field aging durations are also investigated . 
A mixture rheology-based aging model is developed and discussed in Chapter 5. This 
developed aging model can be used to not only capture the two aging reaction periods of asphalt 
material, but also track and predict the change of mixture cracking performance over time 
(pavement service life) and identify the aging susceptibility of the mixtures with different mix 
variables.  
Chapters 6 evaluates the effect of aging on binder rheological property through testing on the 
binder samples extracted and recovered from the laboratory conditioned mixtures and the cores 
taken from the field sections. The comparison between the laboratory mixture aging protocols 
with the binder aging methods is investigated, and the aging gradient within the pavement 
structure is also evaluated in this chapter.  
Chapter 7 discusses the development of the new performance indices that are used to evaluate 
the fatigue performance of asphalt binders by incorporating aging effect. These parameters are 
developed based on the viscoelastic continuum damage (VECD) theory and failure energy and, 
they are shown to capture the actual failure point of the binder samples during the test.  
Chapter 8 combines the findings from previous chapters where the correlations and 
comparisons between the mixture and binder cracking performance are investigated and 
evaluated.  
Chapter 9 summarizes the findings of the research and contribution of the thesis, which 
provides the recommendations and guidelines for selection of more appropriate asphalt 
material and design of more durable asphalt pavement. The limitations of the dissertation study 
and recommended future work are also briefly described. 
Details of research efforts and corresponding results and discussion from Chapters 4 thru 8 of 




from these manuscripts are provided as body of these chapters. The current status of these five 
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2 Literature Review 
2.1 Asphalt Chemistry and Aging Mechanism 
Asphalt is either derived from natural deposits or obtained as a residue of crude petroleum or 
a product of solvent extraction of petroleum. Asphalt binder is a complex material consists of 
high molecular weight hydrocarbon molecules (composed of carbon (typically 80–88%) and 
hydrogen atoms (10–12%)), and naturally occurring heteroatoms (include nitrogen (0–2%), 
oxygen (0–2%), and sulphur (0–9%)), as well as small amount (typically far less than 1%) of 
trace metals (e.g., vanadium and nickel) that contribute to the polarity within the asphalt 
molecules [6-8]. The hydrocarbons constitute the basic structure of asphalt binders while the 
metal atoms provide indication or characteristic of asphalt crude source. Heteroatoms 
contribute to many of asphalt’s unique chemical and physical properties by interacting with 
molecules.  
Based on Corbett’s method [9], Asphalt binder can be described as a colloid which consists of 
a dispersion of asphaltenes with large molecular weight in an oily matrix constituted by 
saturates, aromatics, and resins (as illustrated in Figure 2-1). Asphaltenes and saturates are 
normally incompatible compounds and are brought together by aromatics. Asphaltenes are 
mainly responsible for viscosity/stiffness while abundance of aromatics and saturates increases 
the ductility of asphalt materials. Studies regarding changes of chemical composition of asphalt 
through aging indicate that the asphaltenes content generally increases, while the resins and 
aromatics contents decrease [10]. Details of how the aging changes the chemical components 
of asphalt binder will be discussed in section 2.1.1 and 2.1.2 below. 
 
Figure 2-1 Typical Asphalt Components [11] 
Since aging can significantly impact the composites and properties of asphalt material, 
numerous researchers have continued to develop an understanding of the mechanisms causing 




(or steric hardening), polymerization due to actinic light, and condensation polymerization due 
to heat [13-17]. Among them, volatilization and oxidation are considered as the two leading 
mechanisms for the aging of asphalt materials [18]. During production and construction 
(laydown and compaction), stages that are commonly referred to as short-term aging (STA), 
asphalt binders/mixtures are exposed to higher temperatures which results in loss of volatile 
compounds. On the contrary, long-term aging (LTA) during pavement service life takes place 
at ambient temperature, the mechanism for LTA is primarily due to oxidation of organic 
compounds [19]. 
2.1.1 Volatilization.  
Volatilization is one of the important aging mechanisms for asphalt material. Volatilization 
mainly occurs during the production and construction stages due to the evaporation of the 
lighter fractions (hydrocarbons) under the high temperatures of mixing and compaction [20,21]. 
When the asphalt binder is heated up or the thin asphalt film comes into contact with hot 
aggregates in the plant, aromatic fractions rapidly evaporate, resulting in the increase of 
asphaltene fractions between 1 and 4% [22]. As a result of these changes in the components of 
asphalt binder, the properties are significantly affected. Researchers [13, 23] have found 
viscosity increases between 150 to 400% and significant increase of modulus and decrease of 
phase angle because of volatilization process [24]. Anderson and Bonaquist [19] suggested that 
quantifying the amount of volatile compound loss is essential for better understanding of the 
asphalt properties after STA. 
2.1.2 Oxidation.  
Oxidative aging is another important aging mechanism for asphalt material. Significant 
research efforts have been dedicated to address binder oxidation chemistry [25-29]. Oxidation 
is generally known as the irreversible chemical reaction process resulting in significant  
alterations to the chemical, physical and/or mechanical properties of asphalt materials. 
Oxidative aging of asphalt is typically caused by the generation of oxygen-containing polar 
chemical functionalities on asphalt molecules that further leads to the agglomeration among 
molecules caused by the increased chemo-physical associations such as hydrogen bonding, van 
der Waals force, and Coulomb force [30-32].  
Asphalt oxidation significantly changes the chemical composition of asphalt. During the 
oxidation process, saturates typically remain unchanged because of their low chemical 
reactivity while other three fractions exhibit significant variations [33,34]. Due to oxidative 
aging, chemical and functional groups (i.e., carbonyl and sulfoxide groups) are formed, leading 
to decrease in aromatic fractions and increase of asphaltenes fractions [35]. Many researches 




elements/groups. Liu et al. [36] indicated that the area of carbonyl region (CA) measured from 
Fourier transform infrared spectroscopy (FTIR) can be used to assess the binder composition 
changes due to oxidative aging and be an effective measurement of binder oxidation effect [25].  
Research conducted by Petersen et al. [32] indicated that oxidation reaction kinetics between 
binder and oxygen exhibits the “Dual, Sequential Reaction Kinetics”, which consists an initial 
high reactivity rate (also known as “spurt”) followed by a slower relatively constant reaction 
rate. The observation is typically caused by the different chemical products formed during the 
oxidation reaction period . Petersen et al. [37] proposed that during the binder oxidation process, 
Ketones and Sulfoxides are the two main reaction products, while only a minor amount of 
dicarboxylic anhydrides and carboxylic acids are formed during oxidation stage. During the 
spurt stage, sulfoxides are the major oxidation product and cause an increase in viscosity. 
During the slower (constant) reaction period, ketones are the major product and drive the 
increase in viscosity [37]. Figure 2-2 illustrates the two oxidation reaction periods with the 
corresponding chemical reaction products. 
 
Figure 2-2 Kinetic Oxidation of Asphalt Binder [reproduced from 37] 
 
2.2 Laboratory Conditioning Methods 
Aging can significantly impact the performance of asphalt materials and can drastically alter 
the serviceable life of asphalt pavements. Considering the performance prediction of asphalt 
materials with aging and the importance of performance-based design methodologies, there is 
a need for accelerated laboratory aging methods that can simulate and predict the change of 




maintenance and rehabilitation costs due to the different pavement distresses and to increase 
the confidence level of the pavement designs. Significant research efforts have been dedicated 
to developing and establishing the appropriate laboratory conditioning methods to simulate the 
corresponding field aging periods. These procedures can be generally classified based on the 
type of material during aging: binders, and asphalt mixtures. 
2.2.1 Aging of Asphalt Binder 
Different accelerated conditioning methods have been developed to age the asphalt binders in 
the laboratory. By increasing temperature, decreasing binder film thickness, increasing more 
contact with air (greater flow), and increasing pressure, the aging process of asphalt material 
can be dramatically accelerated, providing a way to simulate the long-term aging of asphalt 
pavement in the lab. After aging acceleration treatment, samples are usually studied and 
investigated to evaluate the changes in the asphalt binder properties, e.g. weight loss, viscosity, 
penetration, functional groups and stiffness modulus (commonly known as AIP) to quantify 
the aging effect. 
2.2.1.1 Short Term Aging 
The Thin-Film Oven test ((TFOT) ASTM D1754/AASHTO T179) was first introduced [38] to 
simulate STA by conditioning the binder samples at a temperature of 163°C with a binder film 
thickness of 3.2 mm for 5 hours’ duration. However, it has been received many criticisms due 
to the thicker film thickness than that is commonly observed in the field [17]. Later, many 
studies have been attempted to improve the conditioning methods to better simulate the STA, 
including the Modified Thin Film Oven test [39], Shell Micro Film test [40], Rolling Micro 
Film Oven test [41], Tilt Oven Durability test [42], and Thin Film Accelerated Aging test [43]. 
Among these methods, the most significant modification of the TFOT was the Rolling Thin-
Film Oven test (RTFOT), developed by the California Division of Highway [44], where the 
asphalt samples are exposed to air flow and heat at the temperature of 325°F (163°C) for 85 
minutes with a thin film of 1.25 mm. This method ensures uniform aging of asphalt [45], and 
has been proved to be a reasonable and effective way of simulating the STA of unmodified 
binders not only with respect to physical property changes but also with respect to volatilization, 
as measured by changes in the infrared absorption spectrum [46]. However, several researchers 
[47-49] identified a number of deficiencies (e.g., spilling out from RTFOT bottles, surface skin 
formation and poor flow in the bottles) in RTFOT especially for conditioning of the modified 
asphalt binders. To overcome these limitations, researchers developed improved testing 
methods such as Modified Rolling Thin Film Oven Test (RTFOTM) [50], Modified German 
Rotating Flask (MGRF) [51], and Stirred Air Flow Test (SAFT) [52] to evaluate STA of both 




2.2.1.2 Long Term Aging 
A number of studies have been conducted by combining thin film oven tests with the oxidative 
aging methods such as Pressure Aging Vessel (PAV) [23, 53], Iowa Durability test [54], 
Pressure Oxidation Bomb [39], and High Pressure Aging test [55] and Accelerated Aging Test 
device [56] to simulate and capture the long-term aging effect. Among those different 
conditioning methods, PAV treatment is generally believed and widely accepted for simulation 
of long-term aging in field. Standard PAV method typically conditions the binder samples 
under pressure of 300 psi (2070 kPa) with a temperature of 194°, 212°, 230°F (90°, 100°, or 
110°C) for 20 hours. Different temperatures are typically used to simulate the LTA of asphalt 
pavement under different climate conditions. RTFO together with PAV method is expected to 
simulate 7–10 years oxidation of asphalt in service based on AASHTO R 28 [57]. However, 
20 hours conditioning in PAV may not be sufficient for simulation of LTA under the severe 
weather conditions like in the Middle East where up to 70 hours of conditioning may be needed 
to simulate the 5 years field aging of asphalt pavement. Many researchers already started to use 
the extended PAV aging methods, such as the PAV conditioning with 40, 60 and 80 hours’ 
duration to capture the aging effect throughout the pavement life. 
2.2.2 Aging of Asphalt Mixture 
The different binder conditioning methods provide researchers and agencies the valuable ways 
to simulate the field aging in laboratory, however, the main drawback of the binder 
conditioning methods is that the binder aging kinetics in field also depend on the mixture 
parameters (such as air voids and binder content) [25]. Therefore, researchers [58-62] 
recommend aging the asphalt mixture in the oven to capture the effect of mixture parameters 
on the asphalt binder oxidation process, such as the air voids, binder content, and the 
interactions between recycled and virgin binder. 
2.2.2.1 Short Term Aging 
AASHTO R 30 is the current standard laboratory conditioning procedure that has been widely 
adopted by states to simulate both short-term and long-term aging conditions. For STA, it 
suggested to place the pans of loose mix asphalt in a forced-draft oven for 4 hours at a 
temperature of 275°F (135°C). The loose mix asphalt should be stirred after 1 hour to obtain 
uniform conditioning. This procedure has been proved by many researches with respect to its 
effectiveness to capture the STA effect [16,63]. 
Many other researchers have also tried to simulate STA by applying different temperatures 
with different conditioning durations. Aschenbrener and Far [64] suggested conditioning the 
laboratory-produced mixtures for 2 hours at the field compaction temperature in order to 




evaluated different short-term aging protocols, and the finally recommended to condition loose 
mixture at 135°C for 2 hours before compaction. Brown and Scholz [66] also tried to condition 
the compacted specimens at 135°C for 2-5 hours to simulate the STA of asphalt material.  
Many recent studies have also been undergone to develop the appropriate STA conditioning 
method for warm mix asphalt (WMA). Research conducted by Estakhri et al. [67] performed 
the HWTT on the WMA and HMA mixtures with different conditioning levels. They finally 
recommended a 4 hours’ oven aging (at 135°C) as the optimum conditioning method for WMA 
mixtures. The NCHRP project 9-43 [68] and Project 9-49 [34] also investigated the appropriate 
aging time and temperature on WMA mixtures. NCHRP 9-43 study recommended 2-hours 
oven aging for WMA at the compaction temperature, whereas NCHRP 9-49 suggested 
conditioning WMA for 2 hours at 240°F (116°C), and 2 hours at 275°F (135°C) for HMA to 
simulate the STA. 
2.2.2.2 Long Term Aging 
Several asphalt mixture laboratory conditioning procedures to simulate the long-term aging of 
asphalt pavement in the field are documented in the literature. These procedures can be further 
classified based on state of mixture during aging: (a) compacted specimen (b) loose mix. 
2.2.2.2.1 Aging of compacted specimen 
Experimental results from Bell et al. [13,58] recommended to condition the compacted 
specimen at 85°C for 2 days or 100°C for 1 day duration to simulate around 1 to 3 years’ field 
aging condition. A longer conditioning time (4 to 8 days for 85°C or 2 to 4 days for 100°C) 
was needed to simulate 9-10 years’ field aging. The higher conditioning temperature (100°C) 
was suggested to be avoided by the authors since conditioning the mixtures at this temperature 
could cause damage to the specimens. The outcome of these studies (part of the SHRP project) 
was standardized as AASHTO R30 for the long-term aging of compacted asphalt specimens in 
the laboratory, which can approximately represent five to ten years of aging in the field [59]. 
Houston et al. [69] conditioned the compacted asphalt specimens at 5 days at multiple 
temperatures (80°C, 85°C, and 90°C) to simulate the LTA for different sites across the United 
States with the different aggregates and binders. High variability was observed from the data, 
and due to this variability and inability to account for various variables including the 
environmental conditions and mix properties, the researchers were not able to scandalize a new 
long-term conditioning procedure for asphalt mixtures. It was concluded that the current 
standard procedure is not sufficient to truly simulate and predict the long-term aging of asphalt 
mixtures in the field. A new laboratory conditioning procedure that accounts for different 




Several other procedures for conditioning of the compacted mixture specimens have also been 
proposed in the literature. A summary of these methods is provided in Table 2-1. 
Table 2-1 Studies on Accelerated Laboratory Aging Procedures Developed for 








4 and 5 days at 
85°C 
1. 5 days at 85°C can simulate long-term aging of 
asphalt pavements in UK;  
2. 4 days at 85°C simulates 15 years old pavement 
in the US 
Harrigan [60]; 
Houston et al. 
[69] 
5 days at 80, 85, 
and 90°C 
5 days at 85°C simulates 7–10 years of field aging 
Epps Martin et 
al. [65] 
1 to 16 weeks at 
60°C 
4–8 weeks at 60°C simulates first year of field 
aging 
Sirin et al. [70] 
0, 3, 7, 15, 30, 45, 
60, 90, 
and 120 days at 
85°C 
45 and 75 days at 85°C simulate 5 years field aging 
in Middle East condition for wearing and base 
course, respectively 
Nicholls [71] 2 days at 60°C Simulates around 1 year aging in the field 
Van den Bergh 
[72] 
16 hours at 110-
120°C 
The method can simulate around 20 years of aging 
in field 
 
However, research [73-76] has shown that aging on the compacted specimen leads to a change 
in air void distribution [77] and the development of an aging gradient from the specimen’s 
center to its periphery and can result in different aging extents for different specimen 
geometries. This variability complicates the interpretation of results from different 
performance testing on the aged mixtures. 




Some studies recommend aging loose mixtures in the laboratory to simulate the aging of 
asphalt pavements instead of aging compacted specimens [72, 78]. The primary advantages of 
loose mixture aging over compacted specimen aging are: (1) problems associated with the 
conditioning of compacted specimen (e.g., change in air void distribution and aging gradient) 
during laboratory aging may be reduced; (2) air and heat can easily circulate inside the loose 
asphalt mixture, which not only allows for uniform aging throughout the mix but also 
significantly shortens the conditioning time needed due to a larger area of the binder surface 
being exposed to oxygen. 
Several aging procedures for loose mixture conditioning have been proposed in the literature. 
A summary of these methods is provided in Table 2-2. 








24 hours at 135°C 
This method can simulate 7 to 10 years of aging 
in the field 
Von Quintus 
[80];  
Van den Bergh 
[72,81] 
8, 16, 24, and 36 
hours at 135°C 
1. STA at 130°C for 3 hours following LTA at 
90°C for 168 hours; 
2. STA at 134°C for 4 hours following LTA at 
85°C for 168 hours  
3. Two methods can be used to simulate 7 to 10 
years field aging 
Yin et al. [82] 
2 weeks at 60°C; 
3 days at 85°C; 
and 5 days at 85°C 
1. 2 weeks at 60°C simulates 7 to 12 months field 
aging; 
2. 5 days at 60°C simulates 12 to 23 months field 
aging 
Sirin et al. [72] 
0, 1, 2, and 3 days 
at 135°C 
on loose mixtures 
2-3 and 1-2 days at 135°C can simulate 5 years 
field aging in Middle East condition for 
wearing and base course, respectively 
Islam et al. [83] 
1, 5, 10, 15, 20, 
and 25 days 
of oven aging at 
85°C 







7-9 days at 85°C 
 
1. Laboratory aging of loose mix provides an 
appropriate way to produce RAP material; 
2. A more homogenous aged mix obtained from 




90°C with 2.1 MPa 
pressure for 20 
hours; 
85°C for nine days 
Both can simulate 11 to 12 years field aging 
Reed [77] 
Loose mix at 85°C 
for 5 days; 
Compacted sample 
at 85°C for 14 days 
1. Uniform aging of the asphalt around each 
aggregate particle in the laboratory-aged loose 
mix; 
2. Significant changes in air void content during 
the long-term aging of the compacted specimens 
Yousefi et al. 
[61] 
Loose mix at 70°C, 
85°C and 95°C for 
different durations; 
Loose mix at 
135°C with 
different durations 
Aging asphalt at temperatures above 100°C may 
1. disrupt polar molecular associations, which 
leads to the thermal decomposition of sulfoxides 
in asphalt binders;  
 2. lead to significantly different cracking 
performance results compared to the material 
testing and pavement simulations for aging below 
95°C 
 
In addition, the recent findings of the National Cooperative Highway Research Program 
(NCHRP) 09-54 project on long term aging of asphalt mixtures suggests 95°C as an optimal 
temperature for aging loose mix [62]. The aging time varies with the geographical location of 
the pavement and should be adjusted based on climate conditions and pavement depth. Also, a 
climatic aging index (CAI), based on a simplification of the aging kinetics model, was 
developed from NCHRP 09-54 project to determine laboratory aging durations at 95°C for 
asphalt mixtures that best reflect the time, climate, and pavement depth for a given pavement 
location in the United States using Enhanced Integrated Climatic Model (EICM) hourly 




2.3 Models to Track Changes of Binder/Mixture Properties 
As mentioned above, aging has a significant impact on the chemical, microstructural, and 
physical and engineering properties of asphalt material. Thus, fundamental modeling of asphalt 
aging and the accurate prediction of asphalt mixture properties in terms of pavement service 
life is of pragmatic importance as more powerful pavement design and performance prediction 
methods are implemented.  
A number of valuable aging models are proposed in the literature. Generally, temperature and 
pressure dependency of the oxidation reaction rate can be described using the Arrhenius 




)                                               Equation 2-1 
Where, 
k is rate of reaction;  
A is reaction frequency factor;  
P is absolute oxygen pressure;  
Ea is reaction activation energy (KJ/mol);  
R is universal gas constant;  
T is reaction temperature (K). 
Herrington et al. [86] proposed a kinetics expression, shown in Eq. 2-2, using binder viscosity 
as an Aging Index Properties (AIP) where the fast reaction rate (kf) and constant reaction rate 
(kc) can be expressed using Eq. 2-3 and 2-4, neglecting the pressure dependency term.  




)                                                Equation 2-3 
𝑘𝑐 = 𝐴𝑐 (exp
−𝐸𝑎𝑐
𝑅𝑇
)⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡                                     Equation 2-4 
Where, 
η is long-term aged binder viscosity; 




M is fitting parameter related to fast reaction reactive material; 
t is reaction time (s); 
𝑘𝑓  is rate of fast reaction; 
𝑘𝑐 ⁡is rate of constant reaction; 
𝐴𝑓  is fast reaction frequency factor; 
𝐴𝑐 ⁡is constant reaction frequency factor; 
𝐸𝑎𝑓 ⁡is fast reaction activation energy (KJ/mol); 
𝐸𝑎𝑐  is constant reaction activation energy (KJ/mol). 
Several extensive studies to model the kinetics of asphalt binder oxidative aging using carbonyl 
area as an AIP have been conducted [87-91]. Lau et al. [87] presented a comprehensive study 
using results from 10 asphalt binders and determined the values of activation energy E and 
frequency (pre-exponential) factor A. Eq. 2-5 is the kinetics model developed by Glover and 
his research team [25]. Glover et al. [25] presented an interrelation among kinetics parameters 
of fast and constant reactions as shown in Eq. 2-6 – 2-8.  
𝐶𝐴 = 𝐶𝐴0 +𝑀(1 − exp(−𝑘𝑓𝑡))+ 𝐾𝑐𝑡                                Equation 2-5 
𝐸𝑎𝑓 = 0.85𝐸𝑎𝑐 − 10.4                                              Equation 2-6 
𝐴𝑓 = 0.52exp(0.3328𝐸𝑎𝑓)                                          Equation 2-7 
𝐴𝑐 = 0.0266exp(0.3347𝐸𝑎𝑐)                                        Equation 2-8 
Where, 
CA is long-term aged binder carbonyl area; 
CA0 is short-term aged binder carbonyl area. 
Glaser et al. [91] used cumulation of carbonyl and sulfoxide absorbance peaks as an AIP to fit 
the oxidation of 12 asphalt binders that originated from a wide variety of sources. The fitting 
used the same Arrhenius parameters for all 12 binders studied, with only one adjustable 
parameter, which corresponded to the amount of the fast reaction reactive material (M). Eq. 2-
9 shows the integral form of the model that was used to fit the isothermal data to determine the 
adjustable parameters (M). Eq. 2-10 shows the form of the model taking into account pressure 




universally as Glaser et al.’s results suggest, a single aging trial at a single temperature is all 
that is needed to derive a kinetics model for unmodified binders [91,92]. 
(𝐶 + 𝑆) = (𝐶 + 𝑆)0 + 𝑀 (1−
𝑘𝑐
𝑘𝑓
)(1 − exp(−𝑘𝑓𝑡)) + 𝑘𝑐𝑀𝑡              Equation 2-9 







𝑛𝑡⁡⁡⁡⁡     Equation 2-10 
Where, 
(C+S) is long-term aged binder carbonyl + sulfoxide absorbance peaks; 
(C+S)0 is short-term aged binder carbonyl + sulfoxide absorbance peaks; 
m is the reaction order of fast reaction; 
n is the reaction order of constant reaction. 
All of the models presented above are based on experimental data obtained by studying the 
AIPs of asphalt binders aged in thin films at elevated temperatures and/or under pressure. 
Elwardany et al. [75] recommended aging of loose mix in the oven after evaluating different 
laboratory methods for asphalt mixture to simulate oxidative aging for performance testing. 
Aging of loose mixture in the oven allows for capturing the physicochemical effects of  mineral 
fillers and aggregate on asphalt binder oxidation rates. Thus, it is assumed to provide better 
representation of field aging. Based on Glaser et al’s [91] kinetics model framework, 
Elwardany et al. [93] proposed a binder aging model using log G* at 64°C and 10 rad/s 
frequency as the AIP to track the change of binder properties with aging, as shown in Eq. 2-11 
below: 




) (1 − exp(−𝑘𝑓𝑡)) + 𝑘𝑐𝑀𝑡                  Equation 2-11 
Where, 
G* is long-term aged binder shear modulus at 64℃ and 10 rad/s (kPa); 
G*0 is short-term aged binder shear modulus at 64℃ and 10 rad/s (kPa). 
In addition to the models described above, Mirza and Witczak [94] developed an empirical 
model (global aging system (GAS) model) that allows for the prediction of the change in binder 
viscosity as a function of time, given the mean annual air temperature (MAAT), and also 
considers the aging gradient with pavement depth. The model assumes a hyperbolic aging 
function that predicts a decreasing rate of viscosity with an increase in age (generally consistent 




under the assumption that most age hardening occurs within the first ten years of a pavement’s 
service life. The GAS model has been adopted in the MEPDG design and in other research 








𝐹𝑣                          Equation 2-13 
Where, 
ηaged is the binder viscosity after aging (centipoise); 
ηt=0 is the binder viscosity at mix/palcement (centipoise); 
A and B are functions of temerapoture and MAAT for the location of interest; 
Fv is the optional air void content adjustment factor; 
T is time in months; 
Z is pavement depth; 
E function of MAAT. 
Although significant research efforts have been dedicated to model the kinetics of asphalt 
binder aging, as discussed above, relatively little attention has been devoted to modeling the 
aging of asphalt mixtures. The lack of major studies in this area reflects the complexities 
involved in studying mixture aging. Oxidative reaction rate and mechanism are affected by the 
physicochemical interaction between the asphalt binder and the aggregate, as well as the 
mixture variables [95-98]. Also, most aging models as discussed above focus only on the 
modelling and prediction of the stiffness over time, ignoring the relaxation capability (phase 
angle) of the asphalt (viscoelastic) material. However, researchers [61,62,76] have shown that 





3 Materials and Methodology  
3.1 Materials 
3.1.1 Asphalt Mixtures 
This dissertation work includes laboratory testing on totally eleven plant mixed, lab compacted 
surface mixtures. Table 3-1 summarizes the mixture information (Recycled binder content is 
the ratio of the weight of recycled binder to the total binder weight). The different aging 
conditioning methods applied on these mixtures will be described in section 3.2 below. Letters 
in the cells indicate the testing conducted at each of the mixture-aging combinations. The mix 
ID has the specific meaning: the first four-digit numbers indicate binder PG grade, the 
following letters “S” and “L” mean the nominal maximum aggregate size (NMAS) of 9.5mm 
and 12.5mm, respectively. The last letter represents the recycled binder content: “V” means no 
recycled binder, “M” means 14.8-18.9% recycled binder content, “L” means 28.3% recycled 
binder content. Field cores for four mixtures (5234LM, 5234LL, 5828LM and 5828LL); taken 
after 4 years in service) are also available in this study. 




























5234LM PG 52-34 50 12.5 5.3 18.9 A ABCD ABCD ABCD ABC 
5234LL PG 52-34 50 12.5 5.3 28.3 A ABCD ABCD ABCD ABC 
5834LM PG 58-34 50 12.5 5.4 18.5 CD CD CD CD NA 
5828SM PG 58-28 50 9.5 5.9 16.9 ABCD ABCD ABCD ABCD NA 
5828LM PG 58-28 50 12.5 5.3 18.9 A D ABCD ABCD ABC 
5828LL PG 58-28 75 12.5 5.3 28.3 A D ABCD ABCD ABC 
6428SV PG 64-28 75 9.5 6.4 0 ABCD ABCD ABCD ABCD NA 
6428SM PG 64-28 75 9.5 6.3 18.5 ABCD ABCD ABCD ABCD NA 
6428LM PG 64-28 75 12.5 5.8 18.5 ABCD ABCD ABCD ABCD NA 
7034LV PG 70-34 75 12.5 5.8 0 ABCD ABCD ABCD ABCD NA 
7628SM PG 76-28 75 9.5 6.1 14.8 ABCD ABCD ABCD ABCD NA 





3.1.2 Asphalt Binders 
Table 3-2 below shows the summary information for binder samples extracted  and recovered 
from the eleven study mixtures with different aging conditions. The field cores were cut into 
three layers (0.5”;0.5”;0.5”, as shown in Figure 3-1) and then subjected to the extraction and 
recovery process. The binder extraction was performed by NHDOT in accordance with 
AASHTO T 164, procedure 12, using a centrifuge extractor and toluene solvent in order to 
determine the asphalt binder content. The asphalt binder was recovered based on ASTM 
D7906-14 using a rotary evaporator. Additionally, seven binder samples (virgin tank samples 
with 20hr. PAV aging) were received and tested at UNH.  
Layer 1; 0.5" 
Layer 2; 0.5" 
Layer 3; 0.5" 
Figure 3-1 Schematic of Cutting of the Field Cores (surface layer) for Binder Extraction 
and Recovery 























PG 52-34 5234LM 5.3 18.9 A A A A AB NA 
PG 52-34 5234LL 5.3 28.3 A A A A A NA 
PG 58-34 5834LM 5.4 18.5 AB AB AB NA NA ✔ 
PG 58-28 5828SM 5.9 16.9 NA NA NA NA NA ✔ 
PG 58-28 5828LM 5.3 18.9 A NA A A A NA 
PG 58-28 5828LL 5.3 28.3 A NA A A AB NA 
PG 64-28 6428SV 6.4 0 AB AB AB NA NA ✔ 
PG 64-28 6428SM 6.3 18.5 AB AB AB NA NA ✔ 
PG 64-28 6428LM 5.8 18.5 NA NA NA NA NA ✔ 
PG 70-34 7034LV 5.8 0 AB AB AB NA NA ✔ 
PG 76-28 7628SM 6.1 14.8 AB AB AB NA NA ✔ 





3.2 Aging and Specimen of Fabrication Methods 
The Superpave RTFO+PAV (20hr.) on original binders, the Asphalt Institute procedure (24 
hours at 135°C) and NCHRP recommended 95°C for 5 and 12 days on the plant produced 
mixtures which have already undergone Short Term Aging (STA) during production are the 
laboratory conditioning protocols included in this study. After aging, the mixtures were cooled 
and then reheated at 135°C for 2 hours and compacted to achieve final test specimens with air 
void contents of 6 ± 0.5%.  
Field cores were further processed by coring (complex modulus and fatigue test) horizontally 
to obtain the test specimen(s) from the surface layer, the average air void contents of those 
samples are documented in Table 3-3. The air voids of the samples for complex modulus tests 
cored from the field cores are generally lower than the laboratory aged and fabricated samples.  
Table 3-3 Air Voids for Samples from Field Cores 
MIX ID 
(Field Cores) 
Replicates 5234LM 5234LL 5828LM 5828LL 
Complex 
Modulus 
Replicate 1 4.83% 4.43% 5.26% 6.65% 
Replicate 2 4.37% 5.01% 2.56% 7.57% 
Replicate 3 6.85% 7.48% 4.59% 2.14% 
Replicate 4 5.69% 6.03% 3.49% 3.74% 
Average 5.41% 5.74% 3.91% 5.03% 
The climatic aging index (CAI) was also developed from NCHRP 09-54 to determine 
laboratory aging durations at 95°C for asphalt mixtures that best reflect the time, climate, and 
pavement depth for a given pavement location in the United States using Enhanced Integrated 
Climatic Model (EICM) hourly pavement temperature data [62]. The detailed calculation of 
CAI is shown below: 
toven=CAI= ∑ DA exp(-Ea / RTi
N
i=1 )/ 24                                 E qua t ion 3-1 
𝐷 = {⁡3.4311*d
-0.683, 6mm ≤ d ≤ 35mm
0.3056, d ≥ 35mm
                                Equation 3-2 
Where, 
toven is the required oven aging duration at 95°C to reflect field aging; 
CAI is climatic aging index; 
D is the depth correction factor; 
A is the reaction frequency factor; 




R is the universal gas constant; 
Ti is the pavement temperature obtained from Enhanced Integrated Climatic Model (EICM) at 
the depth of interest at the hour of interest; 
B is the depth dependent fitting parameter;  
d is depth of interest.  
3.3 Testing and Analysis Methods 
3.3.1 Mixture Testing 
3.3.1.1 Complex Modulus Testing 
To capture the linear viscoelastic properties of asphalt mixtures at different aging levels, the 
complex modulus (E*) test is performed in accordance with AASHTO T342 standard using an 
Asphalt Mixture Performance Tester (AMPT) machine on 150×100 mm cylindrical specimens 
(110×38 mm for field cores). The test is conducted on three replicate specimens at different 
temperatures (4.4, 21.1 and 37.8°C; 2.9, 18.0, 30.0°C for field cores) and loading frequencies 
(25, 10, 5, 1, 0.5, 0.1 Hz), using a sinusoidal loading protocol and three Linear Variable 
Differential Transformers (LVDT) for measurement of the on-specimen strains. From the E* 
tests, the dynamic modulus and phase angle master-curves are constructed at a reference 
temperature of 21.1°C using Abatech RHEA® software. Eq. 3-3 and 3-4 indicate the dynamic 





                                                                    Equation 3-3 
𝛿 = 2𝜋𝑓∆𝑡                                                                     Equation 3-4 
|𝐸∗| : Dynamic modulus (psi), 
𝜎𝑎𝑚𝑝 : Amplitude of applied stress (psi),  
𝑎𝑚𝑝 : Amplitude of strain response (in/in), 
δ: Phase angle (degrees),  
f: Load frequency (Hz), 





Figure 3-2 Complex Modulus Test Result and Setup [99] 
A generalized sigmoidal equation with five parameters is generally used to fit the |E*| master 
curves: 
𝑙𝑜𝑔|𝐸∗| =  +

1+𝑒𝛽+𝛾𝑙𝑜𝑔⁡(𝑤)
                                                     Equation 3-5 
where |𝐸∗| is dynamic modulus, 𝜔 is frequency, and 𝛿, 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛾 are the fit coefficients that 
describe the shape of the dynamic modulus master curve. The 𝛼 and 𝛿 parameters are related 
to the glassy modulus (upper asymptote) and the equilibrium modulus (lower asymptote) of 
the master curve, respectively. The 𝛾 value controls the width of relaxation spectra, and the 
frequency of the inflection point can be calculated from 10−𝛽/𝛾, which describes the elastic-
viscous transition exhibited as a result of a shift between behavior dominated by the aggregate 
structure and the binder. These shape parameters from dynamic modulus master curves are 
described and illustrated in Figure 3-3. Generally, 𝛾 increases when aging level increases, while 
-β/𝛾 decreases as aging level increases, which means the asphalt mixtures will become more 
elastic as the elastic-viscous transition point moves to a lower frequency, resulting in a flatter 




   
Figure 3-3 Shape Parameters from Dynamic Modulus Master Curve 





                                       Equation 3-6 
where 𝛿 is phase angle (degree), 𝜔 is frequency (Hz), and a, b, and c are the fit coefficients as 
follows: “a” shows the peak value of phase angle, b controls the slope of the curve, and c is 
related to the horizontal position of the peak point (the frequency of the peak point can be 
calculated from 10c). The “a” and c values typically decrease as aging level increases, moving 
the curve to the bottom left of the plot. The shape parameters from phase angle master curves 
are also described and illustrated in Figure 3-4. 
 
Figure 3-4 Shape Parameters from Phase Angle Master Curve 
The mixture Glover-Rowe (G-Rm) parameter can be also calculated from the master curves. 
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binders. The basis of this approach was originally proposed by [100]. It suggested a correlation 
between a new DSR function with ductility using a temperature-frequency combination of 
15°C and 1 rad/s. Rowe et al. [101] rearranged Glover’s criterion and using some 
simplifications, suggested a new expression to evaluate the cracking performance of binders. 
The Glover-Rowe (G-R) parameter captures the complex shear modulus (|G*|) and binder 
phase angle (δ) at a temperature-frequency combination of 15°C-0.005 rad/s. Later, Mensching 
et al. [102] developed a parameter to evaluate the cracking performance of asphalt mixture in 
the format of the binder Glover-Rowe parameter, but employing stiffness and phase angle 
measured on the mixture (|E*| and δ), as shown in Eq. 3-7: 
𝐺 − 𝑅𝑚 =
|𝐸∗|(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛿)2
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛿
                                                            Equation 3-7 
where |𝐸∗| is dynamic modulus and 𝛿 is phase angle of the mixture. In this study, the parameter 
is calculated at the temperature-frequency combination of 20°C-5Hz, following additional 
development of the G-Rm parameter to use a typically measured point to evaluate the cracking 
performance of asphalt mixtures in the NCHRP 09-58 project [103,104]. A threshold value of 
19000 MPa generally is suggested to minimize the material cracking potential. 
3.3.1.2 Semi-Circular Bend (SCB) Test 
The Semi-Circular Bend test is conducted to characterize fracture properties of asphalt 
mixtures at the intermediate temperature in accordance with AASHTO TP 124 standard. The 
test is performed in monotonic loading conditions, using a line-load displacement rate of 
50mm/min at 25°C for 4 replicates. Two performance parameters Fracture energy (Gf), defined 
as the amount of energy required to create unit fracture surface, and Illinois Flexibility Index 
(FI) which normalizes the fracture energy by the post peak slope at the inflection point  are 
calculated using Eq. 3-8 and 3-9 respectively [105]. While the fracture energy of different 
mixtures can be the same, the inclusion of the post peak slope has been shown to better 
discriminate the fracture resistance of mixtures. Generally, an FI value greater than or equal to 
8 has been found to be an adequate threshold for distinguishing good performing from poor 
performing mixtures [106]. Figure 3-5 shows the test setup and one typical result for semi-




               Equation 3-8 
𝐹𝐼 =
𝐺𝑓
𝑆𝑙𝑜𝑝𝑒 ⁡𝑎𝑡 ⁡𝑝𝑜𝑠𝑡 ⁡𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘 ⁡𝑖𝑛𝑓𝑙𝑒𝑐𝑡𝑖𝑜𝑛⁡𝑝𝑜𝑖𝑛𝑡







Figure 3-5 Semi-circular Bend Test Result and Setup [99] 
In addition to the fracture energy (Gf) and flexibility index (FI), Nemati et al. [107] develop 
the rate-dependent cracking index (RDCI) to better discriminate the asphalt mixtures with 








× 𝐶                                     Equation 3-10 
where RDCI is the rate-dependent cracking index, ∫ 𝑊𝐶
𝑡0.1⁡𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
𝑡𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
⁡𝑑𝑡 is the post-peak area under 
the cumulative work versus time curve, Ptpeak is the instantaneous power at peak force, C is the 
unit correction factor set to 0.01 to lower the order of magnitude of the RDCI and for simplicity 
of plotting and ligament area is the specimen thickness times the ligament length. 
3.3.1.3 Direct Tension Cyclic Fatigue Test 
The uniaxial fatigue test is conducted in a direct cyclic tension mode in accordance with 
AASHTO TP 107 and the analysis is performed using Simplified Viscoelastic Continuum 
Damage (S-VECD) theory. The test specimens (130×100 mm) are preconditioned with respect 
to binder performance grade at temperature equal to (
𝑃𝐺𝐻𝑇 −𝑃𝐺𝐿𝑇
2
−3°𝐶). The test is conducted 
on four replicates each at a different strain level under cyclic tension and constant crosshead 
testing mode. The main output of this test and analysis is the Damage Characteristic Curve 
(DCC) which is a mixture property that is independent of loading mode and temperature and 





























the cyclic load is applied, damage in the form of micro-cracks is induced in the whole body of 
the specimen. This results in reduction in material’s capacity until micro-cracks are localized  
and form macro-cracks and specimen failure happens. Figure 3-6 indicates a typical DCC curve 
and the test setup.  
The performance parameter DR which is the average reduction in pseudo stiffness per loading 
cycle is used as the output to estimate the ability of the mixtures to resist fatigue cracking [108]. 







                                    Equation 3-11 
Where: C: Pseudo stiffness, Nf: number of loading cycles to failure. 
 
Figure 3-6 Damage Characteristic Curve and Direct Tension Cyclic Fatigue Test Setup 
[99] 
3.3.1.4 Disk-Shaped Compact Tension Test (DCT) 
The disk-shaped compact tension (DCT) test is conducted to measure the low temperature 
fracture properties of the asphalt mixtures in accordance with the ASTM D7313 standard . The 
test is performed in monotonic loading conditions with three replicates. The displacement on 
the specimen is usually measured by the crack mouth opening displacement (CMOD) setup 
which is perpendicular to the crack path. The DCT testing temperature is calculated at 98% 
reliability +10°C from the LTPPBind database for the nearest  weather station to the actual 
project site. The two index parameters calculated are the Fracture Energy (Gf) and the Fracture 
Strain Tolerance (FST) [109]. Figure 3-7 indicates a typical DCT test result and setup as well 






































                                Equation 3-13 
𝑆𝑓  : Fracture strength  
𝑃: Maximum load sustained by specimen 
𝑤 and 𝑎 M are indicated in  
𝑡: Specimen thickness  
 
Figure 3-7 Disk-shaped Compact Tension Test Result, Setup and Specimen Geometry 
[99] 
3.3.2 Binder Testing  
3.3.2.1 DSR Test 
The thermo-rheological properties of asphalt binders were measured using a Dynamic Shear 
Rheometer (DSR) with a 4mm plate [91] (Glaser et al., 2015). This test covers a wide range of 
temperatures (-36°C to 40°C, usually in 3 degree increments), and frequencies (15 frequencies 
from 100 rad/sec to 0.2 rad/sec), by using the appropriate strain level at each combination of 
test temperature and frequency. The isotherm tests are conducted from the coldest to the 
warmest temperature and from the highest to the lowest frequencies.   
The complex shear modulus master curve is constructed at certain reference temperature and 
converted to the relaxation modulus master curve using Christensen’s equation. Eq. 3-14 and 
3-15 below indicate the complex shear modulus and phase angle calculations. Figure 3-8 shows 



























|𝐺∗ | = ⁡
𝜎𝑎𝑚𝑝
𝑎𝑚𝑝
                                     Equation 3-14 
𝛿 = 2𝜋𝑓∆𝑡                                      Equation 3-15 
|𝐺∗ | : Complex shear modulus (pa), 
𝜎𝑎𝑚𝑝 : Amplitude of applied stress (pa),  
𝑎𝑚𝑝 : Amplitude of strain response (mm/mm), 
δ: phase angle (degrees),  
f: load frequency (Hz), 
Δt: The time lag between stress and strain peak to peak.  
 
Figure 3-8 4mm DSR Test Result and Setup [2] 
Sui et al. [110] developed a method to calculate the slope and magnitude of the shear stress 
relaxation modulus G(t) from the relaxation modulus master curve constructed from the 4mm 
DSR test at 60 seconds and 10°C warmer than the PG grading temperature, which are correlated 
with the corresponding S(t) and m-values at 60 seconds and 10°C above the true low PG 
grading temperature from BBR measurements. The ΔTc parameter can be then calculated from 
the critical temperatures determined by the S(t) and m-value. ΔTc is defined as the difference 
between the temperature at which the creep stiffness, S(t), and m-value criteria from the BBR 




∆Tc=T(stiffness)-T(m-slope)                                                       Equation 3-16 
T(stiffness) is the critical low temperature where S(60) =300 MPa, and T(m-slope) is the critical low 
temperature where m(60) = 0.300. When the ΔTc value is higher than 0, the binder grade is 
controlled by the stiffness (S-controlled); when the ΔTc value is lower than 0c the binder grade 
becomes m-controlled. S-controlled binders have “extra” relaxation capability and are 
therefore typically less prone to cracking. Asphalt Institute [101,111] suggests using ΔTc = -
2.5°C as a crack warning limit and ΔTc = -5.0°C as the cracking limit. 
The complex modulus master curve from 4mm DSR test is also used to calculate the R-value 
and binder Glover-Rowe parameter. R-value is the difference between the logarithmic glassy 
modulus and the logarithmic equilibrium modulus of the binder, simplified as Log |G*| at 
glassy asymptote minus Log |G*| at the crossover frequency. Rowe et al. [102] developed the 
binder Glover-Rowe parameter to evaluate the cracking susceptibility of asphalt binders, as 
shown in Eq. 3-17. A lower G-R parameter indicates better capability to resist durability 
cracking. A limiting value of 180kPa is proposed as a crack warning limit, a second value of 
600kPa is suggested for the development of significant cracking (block cracking). 
𝐺 − 𝑅 =
|𝐺∗|(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛿)2
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛿
                                                            Equation 3-17 
where |G∗| is the complex shear modulus and 𝛿 is phase angle of the binder. The binder G-R 
parameter is generally calculated at the temperature and frequency combination of 15°C and 
0.005rad/sec). 
In addition to these rheological parameters, the transition temperatures (glassy transition 
temperature (Tg); viscoelastic (crossover) transition temperature (Tt); and the intermediate 
region temperature range (ΔTIR)) can also be measured from the 4mm DSR test [112]. These 
three temperatures are typically calculated from the storage and loss modulus master curves in 
the temperature domain with a frequency of 10 rad/s or 1.59 Hz (as shown in Figure 3-9). 
Glass transition temperature (Tg) is the temperature where the loss modulus starts to drop near 
the glassy transition region, while viscoelastic transition temperature (Tt) is the temperature 
where loss modulus is equal to storage modulus in between of the intermediate and terminal 
region. The Intermediate Region Temperature (ΔTIR) is the difference between the viscoelastic 






Figure 3-9 Tg, Tt and TIR in G’ and G” Master Curve (Temperature Domain) 
3.3.2.2 Linear Amplitude Sweep (LAS) test 
The LAS test evaluates the ability of asphalt binder to resist fatigue damage. This test is an 
oscillatory strain sweep test that generates damage to the binder by applying linearly increasing 
load amplitudes. The LAS test consists of two steps: first, a frequency sweep is performed in 
order to get information about undamaged material properties and evaluate the rheological 
characteristics of the binder. Second, the damage characteristics of the binder are measured 
employing a linear amplitude strain sweep test. In this study, frequency sweeps are conducted 
at a strain amplitude of 0.1% with a range of frequencies from 0.2 to 30 Hz according to 
AASHTO TP101. Amplitude sweep test is performed at a constant frequency of 10 Hz. The 
testing protocol consisted of applying a linearly increasing strain from zero to 30% over 3100 
cycles of loading. All tests are conducted using DSR device with an 8 mm diameter parallel 
plate and a 2 mm gap. Three replicates are run for each binder. The integrity (C(t)) and damage 
accumulation (D(t)) curve (fatigue law, also referred to as damage characteristic curve (DCC)) 
of the binder sample during the test is calculated by Eq. 3-18-20. The relationship between C(t) 




                                                            Equation 3-18 






𝑖=1 ]                              Equation 3-19 
𝐶(𝑡) = 𝐶0 − 𝐶1(𝐷)






























where G* is the complex modulus; δ is the phase angle; γ0 is the applied strain; α is calculated 
from the frequency sweep test; t is test time. Figure 3-10 below shows the typical C-D plot 
determined from the LAS test. 
 
Figure 3-10 Typical Damage Characteristic Curve (DCC) from LAS Test 
The number of cycles to failure is calculated using Eq. 3-21-24. The failure definition in LAS 
test is defined as 35% reduction in the initial modulus [113]. 
𝑁𝑓 = 𝐴(𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥)





𝛼                                                              Equation 3-22 









                                                            Equation 3-24 
where A and B are VECD model coefficients that depend on the material characteristics, 
𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⁡is the applied strain, Df is defined as damage at failure, which corresponds to a 35% 
reduction in G*sinδ; f is loading frequency (10Hz). With the measured A and B parameter from 
the LAS test, Nf vs. strain curve can be calculated following Eq. 3-21, and plotted in Figure 
3-11. Generally, “A” parameter represents the material’s ability to keep its integrity during 
loading cycles and accumulated damage. This parameter is directly related to the storage 
modulus. In other words, as the storage modulus decreases through loading cycles, the A 
parameter decreases, which indicates the decreasing ability of the binder to maintain its 



















Higher absolute values of B indicate that the fatigue life decreases at a higher rate (steeper 
(negative) slop of the Nf-strain curve as shown in Figure 3-11) when strain level increases. In 
general, more fatigue resistant binders tend to have higher A values and lower absolute B values  
[113].  
 
Figure 3-11 Typical Fatigue Characterization (Nf-strain) Plot from LAS Test 
3.4 Cracking Performance Simulation and Prediction: FlexPAVE TM and IlliTC 
Use of prediction models are essential in predicting the performance of asphalt mixtures during, 
and at the end of service life. In this dissertation work, the FlexPAVETM (formerly known as 
the LVECD program) developed by North Carolina State University (NCSU) is used to predict 
and compare the fatigue performance of the mixtures with different aging levels. The IlliTC 
thermal cracking prediction system is used for thermal cracking simulations and predictions. 
3.4.1 Fatigue Performance Simulation using FlexPAVE TM 
FlexPAVETM predicts pavement responses and damage evolution (fatigue and rutting) in both 
spatial distribution and time history modes. One of the outputs of this program is percent 
damage which is calculated on the basis of cumulative damage model and Miner’s rule. To 
simulate and predict the fatigue performance, the material properties including the viscoelastic 
property measured from the E* test and the fatigue properties measured from the DTCF fatigue 
test, associated with the pavement structure and local and regional climatic and traffic 
conditions are the required inputs for the FlexPAVETM simulations and predictions. 
3.4.2 Thermal Cracking Performance Simulation using IlliTC 
IlliTC thermal cracking prediction system utilizes a two steps analysis approach for 





































cracking conditions approach; whereby thermo-viscoelastic stress analysis identifies the time 
period when thermal stresses exceed 80% of mixture tensile strength. These critical conditions 
are evaluated using finite element analysis with cohesive zone fracture model to simulate quasi-
brittle cracking in asphalt concrete. A number of researchers have shown that cohesive zone 





4 Impact of Aging on the Viscoelastic Properties and Cracking 
Behavior of Asphalt Mixtures (Paper 1, Appendix A) 
The content of this chapter of dissertation is in form of a peer-reviewed journal article. 
Manuscript for the article is provided in the appendix to this dissertation. Significance of this 
article within the overall scope of this dissertation and the abstract of the study are described 
next. 
4.1 Significance of the Study 
Aged mixtures have increased cracking susceptibility with potentially shorter pavement service 
lives and lower serviceability of the pavement. Considering the prediction of the performance 
of the asphalt mixtures with aging and the importance of performance-based design 
methodologies, the evaluation of performance of aged asphalt mixtures is desired during the 
mix design stage. Therefore, the main objective of work presented in this chapter (paper-1) is 
to evaluate how the viscoelastic, fatigue, and fracture properties and cracking performance of 
typical NH asphalt mixtures evolve with different aging protocols and the corresponding field 
aging durations, and identify how the mixture properties may influence the magnitude in 
change of properties with aging. The research conducted in this portion of thesis provides a 
compressive evaluation of how the aging impacts the different properties of asphalt mixtures 
that generally used in NH and identifies the aging and cracking susceptible mixtures for 
material selection and mixture design. The field aging periods corresponding with the different 
laboratory conditioning protocols included in this study are also calculated, bridging the current 
gap between the research methods with the practices in the real world. This chapter directly 
contributes to the thesis objectives 1 and 2. 
4.2 Abstract  
Aging can significantly affect the viscoelastic properties and cracking behavior of asphalt 
mixtures, causing increase in stiffness, reduction in relaxation capability and increase in 
brittleness. Eleven mixtures are evaluated using different laboratory conditioning protocols to 
evaluate how the properties of asphalt mixtures, including viscoelastic properties, fatigue, and 
fracture behavior will change over time. Comparisons between different aging levels and 
mixtures are conducted by using complex modulus (E*) (field cores are included), Simplified  
Viscoelastic Continuum Damage (S-VECD) approach, Semi Circular Bending (SCB) and 
Disk-shaped Compact Tension (DCT) fracture tests. The climatic aging index developed by 
the NCHRP 09-54 project is utilized in this study to calculate the appropriate field aging 




FlexPAVETM and IlliTC are also used to predict and compare the fatigue and thermal cracking 
performance of these mixtures. The results of E* and S-VECD tests indicate that the mixtures 
are more prone to fatigue cracking with aging, and the two long term conditioning protocols 
induce statistically similar changes in linear viscoelastic and fatigue properties. However, 
prediction of fatigue performance from FlexPAVETM does not show a consistent trend once 
pavement structure and traffic are considered. Fracture tests and IlliTC predictions show the 
virgin mixtures and those with soft base binders will have better capability to resist cracking 
after long term aging. In this study, the two mixtures with the largest difference between PG 





5 Development of a Rheology-based Mixture Aging Model to 
Evaluate the Cracking Performance of Asphalt Material over 
Time (Paper 2, Appendix B) 
The content of this chapter of dissertation is in form of a peer-reviewed journal article. 
Manuscript for the article is provided in the appendix (Paper-3) to this dissertation. 
Significance of this article within the overall scope of this dissertation and the abstract of the 
study are described next. 
5.1 Significance of the Study 
Aging has a significant impact on the chemical, microstructural, and different physical and 
engineering properties of asphalt material. Fundamental modeling of asphalt aging and the 
accurate prediction of asphalt mixture properties in terms of pavement service life is of 
pragmatic importance as more powerful pavement design and performance prediction methods 
are implemented. Significant research efforts have been dedicated to model the kinetics of 
asphalt binder aging; however, relatively little attention has been devoted to modeling the aging 
of asphalt mixtures. In addition, most aging models developed focus only on the modelling and 
prediction of the stiffness over time, ignoring the relaxation capability (phase angle) of the 
asphalt (viscoelastic) material. Researchers have shown that phase angle plays the significant  
role in the performance of both asphalt binder and mixture. In order to address the problems 
mentioned above, a simplified and experimental mixture aging model is developed and 
validated in the research presented in this chapter (paper-3), taking into account mixture 
variables such as performance grade (PG), RAP and binder content. The proposed model uses 
mixture Glover-Rowe (G-Rm) parameter as the AIP to modelling the change of mixture 
properties with aging, which incorporates both stiffness and relaxation capacity (phase angle) 
to evaluate the cracking performance of asphalt mixtures. The research conducted in this 
portion of thesis provides a simplified and experimental mixture aging model for accurate 
prediction of asphalt mixture properties in terms of pavement service life, culminating in a 
more effective, simple, and convenient material selection and pavement design approach. This 
chapter directly contributes to the thesis objectives 1 and 3. 
5.2 Abstract  
Aging has a significant effect on the performance of asphalt material. Reliable modelling of 
the change of asphalt mixtures’ properties over time is crucial to evaluating and predicting the 
performance of the designed pavement. The objective of this study is to develop an aging model 




binder performance grades and recycled binder content) over the pavement service life, as well 
as evaluate the aging susceptibility of mixtures over time. In this study, nine loose mixtures 
were conditioned in an oven at 95°C for multiple durations to simulate different field aging 
times. The climatic aging index (CAI) developed by the National Cooperative Highway 
Research Program (NCHRP) 09-54 project was utilized to calculate the appropriate field aging 
durations corresponding to the different laboratory aging conditions. Complex modulus tests 
(E*) were conducted to measure the rheological properties of the conditioned mixtures and 
further construct the complex modulus and phase angle mastercurves. The mixture Glover-
Rowe (G-Rm) parameter, incorporating both stiffness and relaxation capacity, was selected 
and used as the Aging Index Properties (AIP) to modelling the change of mixture cracking 
performance with aging. The results of this study indicate that the developed mixture aging 
model can effectively capture the two aging reaction periods (fast and constant) of asphalt 
materials. The developed model can not only be used to evaluate the change of cracking 






6 Correlating Laboratory Conditioning with Field Aging for 
Asphalt Using Rheological Parameters (Paper 3, Appendix C) 
The content of this chapter of dissertation is in form of a peer-reviewed journal article. 
Manuscript for the article is provided in the appendix (Paper 2) to this dissertation. Significance 
of this article within the overall scope of this dissertation and the abstract of the study are 
described next. 
6.1 Significance of the Study 
Even though there are many research efforts that have been dedicated to develop the 
appropriate laboratory conditioning methods to simulate aging of asphalt material and evaluate 
the aging effect on binder/mixture properties, apparent gaps still exist between published 
research and precise description of aging behavior of asphalt materials in the field. One of the 
biggest concerns of field aging is the aging gradient within the pavement structure due to 
different factors such as the temperature gradient, oxygen availability and air void distribution. 
Overlooking aging gradient leads to inappropriate characterization of the aging behavior of 
asphalt mixtures. The main objective of this study (chapter) is to correlate the asphalt binder 
and mixture laboratory conditioning methods with field aging by exploring evolution of 
rheological parameters of asphalt binders over time, as well as evaluating changes in the aging 
kinetics with pavement depth. The rheological indices of binder samples with different aging 
conditions are measured to evaluate how the properties of asphalt binders change with time. 
The field aging gradient is evaluated and investigated by testing binder samples extracted and 
recovered from different layers of field cores. The laboratory aging durations corresponding 
with the field aging durations of the different layers from field cores are also determined based 
on New Hampshire climate conditions. The research conducted in this portion of thesis not 
only evaluates how the aging impacts the binder rheological behaviors, but also provides a way 
to optimize the laboratory conditioning durations and evaluate the performance of asphalt 
material with respect to pavement life (time) and depth (location) within the pavement structure. 
This chapter directly contributes to the thesis objectives 1 and 2. 
6.2 Abstract  
Aging has a significant effect on performance of asphalt materials. Reliable characterization of 
asphalt binder properties with aging is crucial to improving asphalt binder specifications as 
well as modification and formulation methods. The objective of this study is to correlate the 
laboratory conditioning methods with field aging using evolution of binder rheological 




aging at 95°C, and 24 hours at 135°C) and recovered binder rheological properties are 
compared with those from different layers of field cores. The virgin binder results with 20 
hours PAV aging are also included. Binder testing is conducted using a dynamic shear 
rheometer (DSR) with a 4mm plate over a wide range of frequencies and temperatures. 
Rheological parameters calculated from the master curves, performance grade (PG) system, 
and binder Christensen-Anderson-Marasteanu (CAM) model are used to evaluate changes with 
aging. The field aging gradient is evaluated and the laboratory conditioning durations 
corresponding with the field aging durations at different pavement depths are calculated. The 
results show that 5 days aging can simulate around 8 years field aging (in New Hampshire) for 
the top 12.5mm pavement, while 12 days aging can simulate approximately 20 years; 20 hours 
PAV binder aging is not adequate to capture the long-term performance of the pavement. This 
study provides a way to optimize the laboratory conditioning durations and evaluate the 
performance of asphalt material with respect to pavement life (time) and depth (location) within 





7 Development of New Performance Indices to Evaluate the 
Fatigue Properties of Asphalt Binders with Aging (Paper 4, 
Appendix D) 
The content of this chapter of dissertation is in form of a peer-reviewed journal article that has 
been submitted for review. Manuscript for the article is provided in the appendix (Paper-4) to 
this dissertation. Significance of this article within the overall scope of this dissertation and the 
abstract of the study are described next. 
7.1 Significance of the Study 
It is reported that among the mixture components, binder plays the most important role in 
fatigue behavior of asphalt mixtures. Hence, it is important to find a valid test method and the 
corresponding parameters to efficiently and effectively capture the fatigue properties of asphalt 
binders. The recent developed Linear Amplitude Sweep (LAS) test and its current performance 
parameters have been used by many studies to investigate the fatigue performance of asphalt 
material, however, researchers recently have found some challenges with using the current 
performance parameters measured from the LAS test to investigate the effect of asphalt 
modifiers on binder fatigue behavior and the aging effect on binder’s long-term performance. 
Aiming to solve these challenges, the primary objective of this study is to explore and develop 
the new performance parameters to better understand and evaluate the fatigue properties of 
asphalt binders by incorporating the aging effects. In addition, the effect of asphalt modifiers 
is also evaluated in this study on limited basis. The research conducted in this portion of thesis 
allows for more appropriate evaluation of the long-term fatigue properties of asphalt materials. 
This chapter directly contributes to the thesis objectives 1 and 3. 
7.2 Abstract  
This work presents the development of new fatigue performance indices for asphalt binders 
based on viscoelastic continuum damage (VECD) theory and failure energy. Five plant -
produced asphalt mixtures were subjected to three different conditioning levels (short term 
aging during production and loose mix aging for 5 and 12 days at 95°C in the laboratory) and 
the corresponding binders were extracted and recovered. Direct Tension Cyclic Fatigue (DTCF) 
tests were performed on the mixtures to characterize the mixture fatigue properties using the 
simplified viscoelastic continuum damage (S-VECD) analysis approach.  Frequency and 
temperature sweep tests using a Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR) with a 4 mm parallel plate 
and the Linear Amplitude Sweep (LAS) test were conducted on the recovered binders to 




explored from the LAS test: Strain Tolerance (εT), Strain Energy Tolerance (Εf), and Average 
Reduction in Integrity to Failure (IR). These indices were used to track the evolution of binder 
fatigue properties with aging. A unique aspect of these indices is that they capture the failure 
point of the binder during the LAS test and combine the stress and strain histories of the 
material. Compared with the traditional A and B parameters from the LAS test, the new indices 
show a consistent decrease in the fatigue properties of the binders with aging. The newly 
proposed parameters show improved correlations with mixture fatigue performance index (DR) 
from the DTCF test, indicating their potential for evaluation of asphalt mixture’s fatigue 
properties. In addition, the new indices developed from this study have been shown to 
effectively capture the aging gradient within the pavement structure and can also be used 
together with the binder rheological indices (e.g. G-R parameter and ΔTc) to evaluate both 






8 Comparison and Correlation of Asphalt Binder and Mixture 
Cracking Parameters Incorporating the Aging Effect (Paper 5, 
Appendix E) 
The content of this chapter of dissertation is in form of a peer-reviewed journal article that is 
under preparation. Manuscript for the article is provided in the appendix (Paper-5) to this 
dissertation. Significance of this article within the overall scope of this dissertation and the 
abstract of the study are described next. 
8.1 Significance of the Study 
In order to efficiently and effectively evaluate and control the cracking performance of asphalt 
pavement, significant research efforts have been dedicated to developing and promoting the 
different laboratory engineering tests and the corresponding performance parameters, which 
provide agencies and researchers a valuable way to qualitatively and quantitatively evaluate 
the cracking susceptibility for both asphalt binders and mixtures. However, there is still a 
question of how the mixture properties change with changes in binder characteristics and how 
the binder and mixture testing methods may differentially evaluate expected performance of 
asphalt materials with respect to cracking. Also, the relationship between binder cracking 
performance and mixture cracking behavior is still not completely understood . A few 
preliminary studies have recently been conducted to explore this relationship, but these studies 
are performed using limited testing and analysis methods to evaluate the specific cracking 
behavior (e.g. fatigue or thermal) of asphalt material. In addition, relatively little attention has 
been devoted to evaluating this relationship while also incorporate the effects of aging, since 
aging significantly impacts the cracking performance for both binders and mixtures. With this 
current research gap, the primary objective of this portion of the dissertation research (paper 5) 
is to comprehensively compare and correlate the asphalt mixture and binder cracking properties 
by conducting the different advanced performance tests and employing the various statistical 
methods, while also considering the aging effects by laboratory conditioning to simulate the 
different field aging periods. The research conducted in this portion of thesis provides agencies 
and researchers a better understanding and more systematic insight on the relationships 
between binder and mixture cracking behaviors. This chapter directly contributes to the thesis 
objectives 1 and 3. 
8.2 Abstract  
Cracking is one of the primary distresses in asphalt pavements, and aging can significantly 




investigate the comparisons and correlations between the current binder and mixture cracking 
performance parameters by incorporating the aging effect. Nine plant produced mixtures are 
subjected to various conditioning protocols (5 and 12 days aging at 95°C, and 24 hours at 
135°C on loose mixtures), and the corresponding binders are extracted and recovered from 
those mixtures. Mixture performance are measured from Complex Modulus (E*), Direct 
Tension Cyclic Fatigue (DTCF), Semi Circular Bending (SCB) and Disk-shaped Compact 
Tension (DCT) fracture tests. Binder tests include the typical Frequency and Temperature 
Sweep test on the Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR) and the Linear Amplitude Sweep (LAS) 
test. Different statistical analysis methods including the Pearson, Kendall and Hoeffding’s D 
analysis are then applied to investigate the comparisons and correlations between the 
parameters measured from the different tests. The results from this study indicate that mixture 
Glover-Rowe (G-Rm) and Flexibility Index (FI) parameter generally show the moderate to 
strong correlations with many of the mixture cracking parameters, binder rheological index 
ΔTc and G-R, transition temperature ΔTIR and fatigue parameter IR generally show the good 
correlations with other binder cracking parameters. Comparing the binder parameters with 
mixture indices, mixture G-Rm, FI and two master curve parameters -β/𝛾 and c show the 
moderate to strong correlations with all the binder parameters. Binder fatigue parameters 
typically show the strong correlation with mixture fatigue index DR, indicating the possibility 
of using binder fatigue parameters for evaluation of mixtures’ fatigue properties. Overall, the 
good correlations between binder and mixture cracking parameters observed from this study 
indicate that binders play the most important role in the cracking performance of asphalt 





9 Summary and Conclusions 
9.1 Summary 
Cracking is a primary concern for asphalt pavements, and aging can significantly impact the 
cracking performance of asphalt material over the pavement service life. Since the asphalt 
mixtures made up with different variables will have very different cracking behaviors with 
increase of aging, thus, this doctoral thesis is designed and aims to provide a better 
understanding of how the cracking resistance of different binders and mixtures changes over 
time and propose the recommendations and guidelines for selection of more appropriate 
materials and design of more durable and sustainable asphalt pavements. A brief summary and 
discussion of how the overall objectives in this dissertation work are achieved by the different 
technical chapters (papers) are provided in this section:  
1. Quantitatively evaluate how the cracking performance of both asphalt mixture and binder 
changes over time;  
In chapter 4, the effect of aging on mixture properties, including the viscoelastic properties, 
fatigue, and fracture behavior were evaluated by conducting the various performance tests, 
including E*, DTCF fatigue, SCB and DCT fracture tests on the study mixtures with various 
laboratory condition methods. Pavement evaluation tools FlexPAVETM and IlliTC were also 
employed to predict and compare the fatigue and thermal cracking performance of mixtures 
with different aging levels, in context of pavement structure, traffic and climatic conditions.  
Chapter 5 directly evaluated the effect of aging on binder rheological properties through testing 
on the binder samples extracted and recovered from the laboratory conditioned mixtures and 
the cores taken from the field sections. Various rheological parameters were calculated and 
evaluated, including the binder complex shear modulus and phase angle master curves, 
performance grade low temperature, binder R-value and Glover-Rowe parameter, critical 
temperatures determined by creep stiffness (Tc(S)) and the relaxation rate (Tc(m)), and the 
difference between those two (ΔTc). The fatigue properties of the binder samples were 
investigated using the new performance indices developed in chapter 7. Compared with the 
traditional parameters, the new indices showed a consistent decrease in the fatigue properties 
of asphalt binders with aging. The newly proposed parameters were also found to have the 
potential for evaluation of asphalt mixture’s fatigue properties and can be used to effectively 
capture the aging gradient within the pavement structure. 
Chapter 8 summarized the testing and analysis results from this dissertation work, and further 




cracking performance. Different statistical methods (Pearson correlation coefficient, Kendall 
rank correlation coefficient and the Hoeffding’s D correlation) were used to evaluate both 
linear and non-linear, monotonic and non-monotonic correlations among the parameters in 
terms of both values and ranking of mixtures. The frequency (density) curve was employed to 
evaluate the distribution of each parameter with change of aging conditions. The overall good 
correlations between binder and mixture cracking parameters observed in chapter 8 indicate 
that binders play the most important role in the cracking performance of asphalt mixtures.   
2. Correlate the laboratory conditioning (aging) methods with actual field aging duration;  
The climatic aging index (CAI) model was utilized together with the performance testing on 
the field cores to calculate the appropriate field aging periods corresponding to the different 
laboratory conditioning protocols in chapter 5. The results showed that 5 days at 95°C 
laboratory aging condition appears to simulate approximately four years of field aging for the 
surface mixtures in NH, while 12 days at 95ºC laboratory aging can simulate approximately 10 
years of field aging.  
Chapter 6 correlated the different laboratory conditioning methods with field aging periods 
using evolution of binder rheological parameters with time and pavement depth. The results 
showed that 5 days aging can simulate around 8 years field aging in NH for the top 12.5mm 
pavement, while 12 days aging can simulate approximately 20 years; 20 hours PAV binder 
aging is not adequate to capture the long-term performance of the pavement. The general 
method described in this chapter provided agencies and researchers a way to optimize the 
laboratory conditioning durations and evaluate the performance of asphalt material with respect 
to pavement life (time), and depth (location) within the pavement structure. 
As the results shown above, same laboratory conditioning method (5 or 12 days at 95°C) 
appears to simulate different field aging periods in NH based on the mixture evaluation and 
binder evaluation. There are some potential reasons to explain the difference: the extraction 
process may change the binder characteristics because of the remaining solvent, the Fourier-
transform Infrared Spectroscopy (FTIR) test can be used to further detect the chemical 
composition of the extracted binders; the binder test does not take account the differences in 
air void of the field cores or damage from traffic that may have occurred. Finally, extracted 
binders represent fully blended conditions between virgin and recycled binders.   
3. Provide recommendations and guidelines on how to identify crack and aging susceptible 
binders/mixtures during material selection and mix design. 
The different performance tests, as well as the advanced performance simulation and prediction 
programs included in this dissertation work have shown the capability to track the change of 




asphalt material as discussed in chapter 4, 5 and 7. These methods together with the findings 
overserved from this study can be directly used as the suggestions and guidelines for agencies 
and contractors during material selection and mixture design procedures. 
In addition, the mixture rheology-based aging model developed and discussed in Chapter 6 has 
been shown to not only be able to effectively capture the two aging reaction periods of asphalt 
material, but also track and predict the change of mixture cracking performance over pavement 
service life and identify the aging susceptible mixtures with different variables. This mixture 
aging model can be directly used as an effective, simple and convenient material selection 
approach and be incorporated into the mix design procedure for design and construction of 
more reliable and durable asphalt pavement.  
9.2 Conclusions 
The primary objective of this dissertation work is to evaluate how the aging impacts the 
cracking performance of asphalt material (both binder and mixture). Based on the testing and 
evaluation conducted in this study, the following conclusion remarks can be drawn from this 
research: 
1. Asphalt Binder Evaluation 
• The linear viscoelastic properties of binders with 24 hr. at 135°C and 12 days at 95°C 
aging are statistically similar. 
• Binders with the softer PGLT and with the largest difference between PGHT and PGLT 
generally show the most impact from aging. The binders extracted and recovered from 
virgin mixtures generally show the good cracking performance at each aging condition.  
• Based on evaluation of the rheological behaviors of study binders, the 20 hours PAV 
binder conditioning protocol generally produces less aging of the asphalt material than 
5 days at 95°C mixture conditioning method. 
• The binder samples extracted from the field cores illustrate the aging gradient in field, 
with the top layers (1 inch) aged the most. 
• The developed three new binder fatigue parameters (Strain Tolerance(εT), Energy to 
Failure (Εf), and Average Reduction in Integrity to Cracking Initiation (IR)) can 
effectively capture the failure point of the binder samples during LAS test, the εT and 
Εf can also evaluate the cracking development after damage is initiated. The new 





• The new fatigue parameters show the good correlations with mixture fatigue 
performance index DR value, indicating the new parameters have the potential to be 
used for evaluation of the fatigue properties of asphalt mixtures while also taking aging 
into account.  
2. Asphalt Mixture Evaluation 
• The linear viscoelastic properties of mixtures with 24 hr. at 135°C and 12 days at 95°C 
aging are statistically similar. However, mixtures after 24hr. at 135°C condition 
typically show the worst fracture properties.  
• The two mixtures with the softer binders and the binder with the largest difference 
between PGHT and PGLT generally show the most impact from aging based on the 
fracture and fatigue testing results. However, the virgin mixture still has good fracture 
and fatigue performance after aging. 
• Combining the results of the complex modulus testing with the CAI calculation, 5 days 
at 95°C laboratory aging condition appears to simulate approximately four years of field 
aging for the surface mixtures in NH, while 12 days at 95°C laboratory aging simulates 
9.6 years of field aging.  
• The developed mixture aging model can not only effectively capture the two aging 
reaction periods of asphalt material, but also track and predict the change of mixture 
cracking performance over pavement service life and identify the aging susceptibility 
of the mixtures with different mix variables. 
3. Comparison and Correlation the Cracking Performance between Asphalt Binders and 
Mixtures 
• The mixture G-Rm parameter has moderate to strong correlations with many of the 
mixture and binder parameters indicating that it has the potential to be used as a 
simplified index to evaluate and differentiate the cracking performance of asphalt 
material in general. In addition, the two inflection point parameters -β/𝛾 and c also show 
the moderate and strong correlations with most of the mixture and binder cracking 
parameters. 
• Most of the mixture and binder cracking parameters dramatically decrease in their 
values with increase of aging condition from STA to intermediate aging condition, and 
then gradually drop from intermediate aging to the two long-term aging conditions. 
These changes match up with the trends observed for change of binder chemical 
composite with aging, indicating the fundamental relationships between the asphalt 




• The good correlations between binder and mixture cracking parameters in context of 
aging effect indicate that binders play the significant role in the cracking performance 
of asphalt mixtures. 
In closing, evaluation of the impact of aging on the cracking behaviors for both asphalt binder 
and mixture realized from this study will culminate in a more effective and efficient material 
selection and pavement design, enhancing performance and promoting sustainability of 
designed pavement. This dissertation work will benefit both owner agencies and contractors: 
owner agencies can set their own performance limits and obtain confidence that the pavement 
can avoid significant cracking for a given period of time based on accurately predicted 
performance, while the contractors with the knowledge of the key parameters for improving 
the cracking resistance of pavements, will be driven to adjust their mix accordingly. The results 
of this study will help to improve the service life and ride quality of pavement, benefitting both 
asphalt industry and travelling public. This dissertation makes a good contribution in asphalt 
industry to improve the cracking evaluation and prediction approaches. 
9.3 Future Extension 
This section summarizes recommendations for future work to further develop and refine the 
conclusions presented above based on the testing and analysis conducted in this dissertation 
work. 
1. Asphalt Binder Evaluation 
• Appropriate binder aging/conditioning protocols to simulate long term field 
performance and allow for screening of binders need to be further explored. In 
particular, longer PAV times and the Extended Bending Beam Rheometer (EBBR) 
protocols should be explored to quantify the equivalent field aging levels.  
• Threshold values for the various thermo-rheological parameters need to be 
developed/improved based on the field performance that are collected over time. 
• Chemical analytical test (e.g. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) test) should be 
investigated for inclusion in comprehensive evaluation of the change of asphalt binders’ 
properties with aging. 
2. Asphalt Mixture Evaluation 
• Continued collection of field performance data for the study mixtures to allow for 
further development, calibration, and verification of threshold values for laboratory 




• Periodic sampling of field cores for study mixtures and additional projects to refine the 
aging model with time and better define the aging gradient with depth.  
• Research on air void adjustments for measured properties to better evaluate and 
compare the properties between field cores with lab aged and fabricated samples. 
• Statistical analysis should be applied on the database generated from the binder/mixture 
tests to evaluate the volumetrics-performance relationship, which can provide agencies 
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One important aspect which can significantly affect the performance of asphalt mixtures is 
aging. Aging of the asphalt mixture consists of two primary processes: volatilization and 
oxidation. Volatilization mainly occurs during the early production and construction stages 
where evaporation of the lighter fractions (hydrocarbons) occurs under the high temperatures 
of mixing and compaction. Oxidation occurs mainly over its service life as the hydrocarbons 
in asphalt chemically react with oxygen. Oxidation causes an imbalance in electrochemical 
forces and polarity increases in the binder molecules, which in turn increases the stiffness and 
brittleness of the asphalt mixture and decreases the stress relaxation capability at the same time. 
Consequently, aged mixtures have increased cracking susceptibility with potentially shorter 
pavement service lives and lower serviceability of the pavement. Considering the prediction of 
the performance of the asphalt mixtures with aging and the importance of performance-based  
design methodologies, the evaluation of viscoelastic properties and cracking behaviour of aged 
asphalt mixtures is desired during the mix design stage.  
Several methods for laboratory conditioning of asphalt mixtures to simulate field aging 
are documented in the literature. In the AASHTO R30 procedure, the loose hot asphalt mixture 
is subjected to short-term aging at 135 ± 3°C (275 ± 5°F) for 4 hr. ± 5 min in a forced-draft 
oven (1,2). For long term aging, short term aged mixtures are compacted (following AASHTO 
T 312) into a specimen that is then conditioned in a forced-draft oven for 120 ± 0.5 hours at 85 
± 3°C to represent five to ten years of aging in the field (3). The major drawback of this aging 
method is that only one single conditioning time and temperature is considered to match field 
aging at any location, regardless of the temperature history and climatic region of the pavement 
of interest (4). Also, the conditioning of the compacted specimens in an oven at 85°C leads to 
the development of an oxidation gradient from the specimen’s center to its periphery, which 
violates the representative volume element requirement for performance testing, and results in 
different aging extents for different geometry specimens (5).  
 Recently, several researchers have proposed that asphalt mixtures should be subjected 
to long-term aging in the loose state (6,7). Loose mixture aging produces uniform aging and 
reduces the aging time significantly as compared to compacted specimen aging (5). Asphalt 
Institute recommends loose mix asphalt conditioning for 24 hr. at 135°C to simulate long term 
aging in the field. This level of conditioning is expected to simulate 7 to 10 years of aging in 
the field (8). However, Yousefi et al. (9) proposed that aging at 135°C causes changes in the 
chemistry of the binder that do not occur at temperatures at or below 95°C and thus do not 
adequately reflect field aging. These chemical changes of the binder under higher temperature 
can lead to significantly different cracking performance results compared to the material testing 
and pavement simulations for aging at 95°C (9).  
The recent findings of the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) 
09-54 project on long term aging of asphalt mixtures suggests 95°C as an optimal temperature 
for aging loose mix (10). The aging time varies with the geographical location of the pavement 
and should be adjusted based on climate conditions and pavement depth. Also, a climatic aging 
index (CAI), based on a simplification of the aging kinetics model, was developed to determine 
laboratory aging durations at 95°C for asphalt mixtures that best reflect the time, climate, and 
pavement depth for a given pavement location in the United States using Enhanced Integrated 




In this study, the Asphalt Institute procedure (24 hr. at 135°C on loose mix) and NCHRP 
recommended 95°C for 5 and 12 days corresponding to preliminary recommendations of 
NCHRP 09-54 study (12), are used as the long term oven aging (LTOA) conditions on the 
eleven plant produced mixtures which have already undergone short term aging (STA) during 
production. The field aging duration is calculated and extrapolated to match up with the 5 days 
and 12 days (95°C) laboratory aging condition from the CAI calculation based on the climatic 
condition of New Hampshire. Finally, the tested properties of the aged mixtures are used in 
FlexPAVETM and IlliTC to predict and compare the fatigue and thermal cracking performances 
of these mixtures. 
The main objective of this study is to evaluate how the viscoelastic, fatigue, and fracture 
properties and cracking performance of typical NH asphalt mixtures evolve with different 
aging protocols and the corresponding field aging durations, and identify how the mixture 
properties may influence the magnitude in change of properties with aging.  
 
Materials and Testing 
This study includes laboratory testing on eleven plant mixed, lab compacted surface mixtures. 
Field cores taken after approximately four years of service were available for two of the 
mixtures. Table 1 below shows the mixture information in this study (Recycled binder content 
is the ratio of the weight of recycled binder to the total binder weight). Letters in the cells 
indicate the testing conducted at each of the mixture-aging combinations. The mix ID has the 
specific meaning: the first four-digit numbers indicate binder PG grade, the following letters 
“S” and “L” mean the nominal maximum aggregate size (NMAS) of 9.5mm and 12.5mm, 
respectively. The last letter represents the recycled binder content: “V” means no recycled 
binder, “M” means 14.8-18.9% recycled binder content, “L” means 28.3% recycled binder 
content. 
 




























5234LM PG 52-34 50 12.5 5.3 18.9 AE ABCD ABCD ABCD 
5234LL PG 52-34 50 12.5 5.3 28.3 AE ABCD ABCD ABCD 
5834LM PG 58-34 50 12.5 5.4 18.5 CD CD CD CD 
5828SM PG 58-28 50 9.5 5.9 16.9 ABCD ABCD ABCD ABCD 
5828LM PG 58-28 50 12.5 5.3 18.9 A D ABCD ABCD 
5828LL PG 58-28 75 12.5 5.3 28.3 A D ABCD ABCD 
6428SV PG 64-28 75 9.5 6.4 0 ABCD ABCD ABCD ABCD 
6428SM PG 64-28 75 9.5 6.3 18.5 ABCD ABCD ABCD ABCD 
6428LM PG 64-28 75 12.5 5.8 18.5 ABCD ABCD ABCD ABCD 
7034LV PG 70-34 75 12.5 5.8 0 ABCD ABCD ABCD ABCD 




A: Complex Modulus Testing; B: S-VECD Testing; C: SCB Testing; D: DCT Testing; E: Complex Modulus 





In this study, the Asphalt Institute procedure (24 hr. at 135°C on loose mix) and NCHRP 
recommended 95°C for 5 and 12 days are used on the eleven plant produced mixtures which 
have already undergone short term aging during production. Loose mix asphalt was spread in 
steel pans at an approximate depth of 25 mm. The mixtures were stirred and remixed every 
other day and the pans were rotated around the oven to obtain a consistent aging condition in 
all mixtures. After aging, the mixtures were cooled and then reheated at 135°C for 2 hours and 
compacted to achieve final test specimens with air void contents of 6 ± 0.5%. Field cores were 
cored horizontally to obtain small-scale cylindrical specimens (ø38mm×110mm) of the surface 
layer and prepared for the complex modulus tests, the air void of the field cores is between 
4.2% and  5.5%. 
 
Climatic Aging Index (CAI)  
Recently, a climatic aging index (CAI), based on a simplification of the aging kinetics model, 
was developed in the NCHRP 09-54 project (12) to determine laboratory aging durations at 
95°C for asphalt mixtures that best reflect the time, climate, and pavement depth for a given 









                                                (2) 
 
where toven is the required oven aging duration at 95°C to reflect field aging, CAI is 
climatic aging index, D is the depth correction factor, A is the reaction frequency factor, Ea is 
the reaction activation energy, R is the universal gas constant, Ti is the pavement temperature 
obtained from Enhanced Integrated Climatic Model (EICM) at the depth of interest at the hour 
of interest, B is the depth dependent fitting parameter, and d is depth of interest.  
 
Testing and Analysis Methods 
To compare the linear viscoelastic properties of asphalt mixtures at different aging levels, 
complex modulus testing was conducted at 4.4, 21.1, 37.8°C (2.9, 18.0, 30.0°C for field cores) 
with loading frequencies of 0.1, 0.5, 1, 5, 10, 25 Hz at each temperature, following AASHTO 
T 342 using an asphalt mixture performance tester (AMPT). The dynamic modulus and phase 
angle mastercurves of mixtures at different aging levels were constructed using Abatech 
RHEA® software.  
Uniaxial direct tension cyclic testing was conducted following AASHTO TP 107 to 
evaluate the fatigue behavior of the asphalt mixtures. The simplified viscoelastic continuum 




parameter DR were used to estimate the ability of the mixtures to resist fatigue cracking 
(13,14,15). 
To evaluate the fracture characteristics of asphalt mixtures, Semi Circular Bending 
(SCB) testing and Disk Shaped Compact Tension (DCT) tests were conducted. The SCB 
fracture test (AASHTO TP 124) was performed at an intermediate temperature (25ºC). The 
measured data were analyzed using the IFIT software developed by Illinois Center of 
Transportation (ICT), to calculate the fracture energy and flexibility index (FI) parameters (16). 
The DCT testing (ASTM D 7313) was conducted to compare the thermal cracking 
behavior of the mixtures with different aging levels. The test temperature for different mixtures 
is based on the winter-time pavement in-service temperature for the location where mix is being 
used, which is calculated at 98% reliability +10°C from the LTPPBind database for the nearest 
weather station to the actual project site. The measured data were analyzed to calculate the 
fracture energy and the fracture strain tolerance (FST) (17).                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                     
 
Cracking Performance Prediction: FlexPAVE  TM and IlliTC 
Use of prediction models are essential in predicting the performance of asphalt mixtures during, 
and at the end of service life. In this study, the FlexPAVETM (formerly known as the LVECD 
program) developed by North Carolina State University (NCSU) was used to predict and 
compare the fatigue performance of the mixtures with different aging levels. The IlliTC thermal 
cracking prediction system (18) was used for thermal cracking simulations and predictions. 
FlexPAVETM predicts pavement responses and damage evolution (fatigue and rutting) 
in both spatial distribution and time history modes. One of the outputs of this program is percent 
damage which is calculated on the basis of cumulative damage model and Miner’s rule. In this 
study, the measured material properties from S-VECD fatigue testing are used in FlexPAVETM 
to simulate and predict the fatigue performance of these mixtures with different aging levels 
based on same cross section (75 mm HMA; 300 mm Granular base) and traffic (daily ESALs: 
1000; growth rate: linear at 2.0% per year).  
IlliTC thermal cracking prediction system utilizes a two step analysis approach for 
maintaining practical analysis times for various cases. The system uses a critical cracking 
condition approach whereby thermo-viscoelastic stress analysis identifies the time period when 
thermal stresses exceed 80% of mixture tensile strength. These critical conditions are evaluated 
using finite element analysis with cohesive zone fracture model to simulate quasi-brittle 
cracking in asphalt concrete. The cohesive zone fracture model in I lliTC uses tensile strength 
and fracture energy to simulate quasi-brittle and ductile crack propagation. A number of 
researchers have shown that the cohesive zone fracture approach is well suited for simulation 
of discrete cracking in asphalt mixtures (19,20). 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Linear Viscoelastic (LVE) Properties 
Dynamic modulus and phase angle master curves for different aging levels are presented for 
two example mixtures (5234LM and 5234LL) in Figure 1; each series represents the average 
of three replicates. As expected, the aged materials show higher stiffness (dynamic modulus) 




cracking susceptibility. The peak phase angle also decreases and occurs at a lower frequency 
as materials age. The two higher levels of aging (24 hr. at 135°C and 12days at 95°C) show 
statistically similar dynamic modulus and phase angle values. These trends are similar for all 
mixtures evaluated in this study. There is no significant difference between the dynamic 
modulus and phase angle of the field cores (approximately 4 years in service) and the 5 days’ 
lab aged mixtures. Based on this preliminary data, the 5 days at 95°C laboratory aging condition 





FIGURE 1 Comparison of Dynamic Modulus and Phase Angle Master Curves for 
5234LM Mixture (PG 52-34, 12.5mm, 18.9% RAP), 5234LL Mixture (PG 52-34, 
12.5mm, 28.3% RAP) at Different Laboratory Aging Levels with Field Cores 
 
Climatic Aging Index (CAI) Calculation  
Figure 2 below shows the results of the CAI calculation based on the hourly pavement 
temperatures from the EICM. NCHRP 09-54 suggests that a depth of 20 mm be used to evaluate 
the bulk behavior of a 37.5 mm thick surface layer. Based on the CAI calculat ion results, 5 
days at 95°C lab aging condition should be equivalent to seven years of aging in the field in 
NH at a depth of 20 mm. However, the result of the field cores shows that the 5 days at 95°C 
laboratory aging condition appears to simulate approximately four years of field aging in NH. 
One possible reason to explain this difference is that CAI calculation from NCHRP 09-54 is 
developed from the comparison of the binder G* value, and the comparison in this study is 
based on the complex modulus (E*) of the lab aged mixtures and the field cores. Also, the 
















































































































specific project and climate conditions (14).  
The complex modulus test results on the field cores correspond to four years of field 
aging at a depth of 4.3 mm using the 5 days at 95°C lab aging condition. The calculated field 
aging duration equivalent to the 12 days at 95°C lab aging condition at this depth is 9.6 years. 
For this study, the 5 days at 95°C laboratory aging condition is considered to simulate four 
years of field aging in NH, while the 12 days at 95°C laboratory aging condition is expected to 
simulate 9.6 years of field aging in NH. 
 
 
FIGURE 2 Relationship between Field Aging Duration and Pavement Depth Based on 
CAI Calculation Results (dashed lines show fitted curves to calculated values) 
 
Fracture Properties 
Figures 3a, 3b, and 3c show the flexibility index (FI) parameter, FI aging ratio (LTOA divided 
by STA), and the change of the FI aging ratio with field aging duration from the SCB tests, 
respectively. The average of 3 to 4 replicates for each mixture is shown and the error bars 
represent one standard deviation interval. Generally, FI and FI aging ratio decrease with 
increase of aging levels. There is a statistically significant difference in FI between the STA 
and all three long term aging levels. After 5 days at 95°C (4 years in NH) aging, the FI value 
of all mixtures except 7034LV is below 7.5. After 12 days at 95°C (9.6 years in NH) aging, the 
FI value for most of the mixtures is below 5. The FI ratio drops to 20-40% after 5 days at 85°C 
age conditioning, while 12 days aging at 95°C drops the FI to 5-30% of the STA condition, 
which indicates that the mixtures lose cracking resistance very quickly with aging, especially 
within the first several years. The 24 hr. at 135°C condition causes a larger drop in FI aging 
ratio than the 12 days at 95°C. 
The two mixtures without RAP (6428SV and 7034LV) generally have higher FI values 
at each aging level compared with other mixtures with RAP. The mixtures with the softer 
binders (5828SM, 5834LM, 5828LM and 5234LM) generally have higher FI values than the 
mixtures with the stiffer binders (6428SM and 6428LM) when they have comparable RAP 
content. The 7628SM and 7034LV mixtures, which have the largest difference between PGHT 
and PGLT, show the most impact from aging on FI values.  The FI aging ratio for the other 
























after 12 days at 95°C; 10-17% after 24 hr. at 135°C). However, it is important to note that the 






FIGURE 3 a) Flexibility Index Values; b) Flexibility Index Aging Ratio; c) Change of FI 
Ratio with Field Aging Duration from SCB Test. 
 
Figures 4a, 4b, and 4c show the low temperature fracture properties from DCT test in 
the form of fracture strain tolerance (FST), FST aging ratio (LTOA divided by STA) and the 
change of the FST aging ratio with field aging duration for all mixtures, respectively. The DCT 
testing temperature is based on the in-service location, as shown in Figure 4a. Generally, FST 
and FST aging ratio decrease when aging level increases. There is a statistically significant  
difference in FST between the STA and the two long term aging levels. After 5 days (4 years) 
aging, except for the 7034LV mixture, the FST value for all mixtures is below 150. After 12 
days (9.6 years) aging, the FST value for most of the mixtures is below 140. The FST ratio 
drops to 50-95% of the STA condition after 5 days aging condition, while 12 days aging drops 
the FST to 37-90% of the STA condition. The decrease of FST value is more severe in the early 
aging stage and the 24hr. at 135°C condition causes a larger drop in FST aging ratio than the 
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Similar to the SCB results, the virgin mixtures usually have higher FST values and 
higher RAP contents result in lower FST values after aging. The 7628SM and 7034LV mixtures 
have the largest decrease in FST with aging and the FST aging ratio for the other five mixtures 
is relatively consistent at each aging level (85-95% after 5 days at 95°C; 75-92% after 12 days 
at 95°C; 70-89% after 24 hr. at 135°C). However, the FST value for the 7034LV mixture after 
aging is still higher than other mixtures. 
As the complex modulus and fracture testing results show, the two higher levels of 
aging (24 hr. at 135°C and 12days at 95°C) show statistically similar viscoelastic behavior, 
while mixtures after 24hr. at 135°C condition typically show the worst fracture properties. This 
may be a result of disrupted polar molecular associations that lead to thermal decomposition 
of sulfoxides in asphalt binders at temperatures above 100°C (21,22); this leads to significantly 






FIGURE 4 a) Fracture Strain Tolerance Values; b) Fracture Strain Tolerance Aging 
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Figures 5a, 5b, and 5c show DR values, DR aging ratio (LTOA divided by STA) and the change 
of the DR aging ratio with field aging duration for the tested mixtures from S-VECD fatigue 
testing, respectively. Generally, the higher DR value indicates better fatigue behavior. The DR 
values and DR aging ratio show a consistent trend with decreasing value with longer aging, 
which is similar to the SCB and DCT results. Statistical analysis shows that there is no 
significant difference in DR values between the two long term aging levels. One possible 
explanation is that DR value is developed from the simplified viscoelastic continuum damage 
(S-VECD) model, and related to the pseudo stiffness of the mixtures (15). Since the mixtures 
after two LTOAs show similar viscoelastic properties (Figure 1), the DR value for the mixtures 
at the two LTOAs also generally show a close trend. Also, the DR ratio drops to 65-95% of the 
STA condition after 5 days at 95°C (4 years) aging condition, while 12 days at 95°C (9.6 years) 
and 24hr. at 135°C aging drops the DR to 35-85% of the STA condition. Similar to the SCB 
and DCT result, the decrease of DR value is more severe in the early aging stage. In Figure 4c, 
the drop of the DR ratio after 5 days (4 years) aging for 6428LM and 7034LV mixtures with 
the larger NMAS is typically slower than other mixtures with the smaller NMAS. 
Similar to the SCB and DCT results, the virgin mixtures and softer base binder grades 
have higher DR value after aging. The DR aging ratio for the 7628SM and 7034LV mixtures 
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FIGURE 5 a) DR Values; b) DR Aging Ratio; and, c) Change of DR Ratio with Field 
Aging Duration from S-VECD Fatigue Tests 
 
Thermal Cracking Simulation and Prediction from IlliTC 
Results from IlliTC simulations and prediction of thermal cracking performance of four 
mixtures (5828SM, 7628SM, 7034LV and 6428SV) with different aging levels are presented 
in Table 2. The results show that all three PGXX-28 mixtures have potential for thermal 
cracking after the two long term aging conditions, with the 7628SM and 6428SV being the 
most susceptible. The 6428SV mixture with softer binder and no RAP content showed lower 
critical temperature for thermal cracking. For mixtures undergoing only softening, the critical 
softening temperature is very close to the LTPG. The predicted results support the DCT testing 
results: with the virgin and softer binder, the mixtures generally show better capability to resist 
thermal cracking. 
 







(Thermal stress larger 
than 80% tensile 








Cracking Amount at 5 
years (m/500m）  
7034LV 
STA 0 0 N/A 0 
5d@95°C 0 0 N/A 0 
12d@95°C 3 0 N/A 0 
24hrs.@95°C 3 0 N/A 0 
7628SM 





12d@95°C 153 100 Cracked -12.17 200 
24hrs.@95°C 106 100 Cracked -12.05 200 
6428SV 
STA 0 0 N/A 0 
5d@95°C 0 0 N/A 0 
12d@95°C 31 100 Cracked -17.37 200 
24hrs.@95°C 35 100 Cracked -17.36 200 
5828SM 
STA 0 0 0 0 













Fatigue Performance Prediction from FlexPAVETM 
Results of the damage characteristic curves (DCC) from the S-VECD fatigue tests and the 
simulations and predictions of fatigue performance using FlexPAVETM of the four mixtures 
(5828SM, 6428SV, 7034LV and 7628SM) are presented in this section. Figure 6 shows the 
percent damage of the cross section and the DCC curves containing each mixture with different 
aging levels.  
       Generally, there is no consistent trend for the predicted percent damage with aging level. 
For mixture 5828SM, the predicted percent damage for all aging levels are very similar, while 
the 6428SV mixture shows the fatigue performance becomes better with aging. Both 7034LV 
and 7628SM mixtures show 24 hr. aging as the worst performance and 5 days aging as the best. 
These two mixtures typically have higher predicted damage as compared to the others for each 
aging condition as well. The discrepancy between lab measured fatigue/damage response and 
prediction of field damage can be attributed to a trade-off between increased stiffness and 
decreased cracking resistance. Increased stiffness results in lower strains and damage energy 
dissipation, whereas loss of cracking resistance increases the propensity for fatigue damage.  
The DCC curves describe the loss of cracking resistance of asphalt mixtures. The 
combination of DCC with LVE properties (describing the overall stress-strain response of 
mixtures) is necessary to evaluate the ability of the mixture to resist fatigue cracking. The 
mixtures that have DCC curves further up and to the right would be expected to perform better, 
since they are able to maintain their integrity better during the fatigue tests. Generally, there is 
also no consistent trend for DCC curves with change of aging levels.  
The summary of fatigue analysis presented here is that use of only LVE or damage 
properties (such as DCC) to compare aging evolution of different mixtures may not be 
representative of actual fatigue performance of mixtures in the field. In order to capture the 
fatigue performance, it would be necessary to combine LVE, DCC and pavement structure; the 
FlexPAVETM simulation system allows such integration. Some researchers have shown good 
agreement of the predicted fatigue performance using FlexPAVETM with measured field fatigue 
cracking data (15,23). Also, the fatigue performance with aging may be better or worse for 
each individual mixture depending on the trade-off between increasing stiffness and decreasing 
fatigue resistance.  
 






























































FIGURE 6 Percent Damage Prediction from FlexPAVETM and Damage Characteristic 
Curves from S-VECD Fatigue Tests 
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The main objective of this study was to investigate the effects of aging on the viscoelastic, 
fatigue, and fracture properties of asphalt mixtures. This study includes eleven surface course 
mixtures, evaluated by complex modulus, SCB and DCT fracture, and S-VECD fatigue testing. 
The CAI developed from NCHRP 09-54 is used to calculate the appropriate field aging 
duration corresponding with the different laboratory aging protocols based on the New 
Hampshire climate condition. FlexPAVETM fatigue cracking and IlliTC thermal cracking 
performance prediction systems were used to compare aged cracking performance of four 







































































































































































• The complex modulus, SCB and  DCT fracture, and S-VECD fatigue testing, as 
well as the FlexPAVETM and IlliTC simulation and prediction programs, can be used  to 
track the change of mixture performance with aging. 
• Combing the results of the complex modulus testing with the CAI calculation, 5 
days at 95°C laboratory aging condition appears to simulate approximately four years of 
field aging for the surface mixtures in NH, while 12 days at 95ºC laboratory aging 
simulates 9.6 years of field aging. 
• As asphalt materials age, the linear viscoelastic characteristics change with an 
increase of stiffness and decrease in relaxation capability. The linear viscoelastic 
properties of mixtures with 24 hr. at 135ºC and 12 days at 95ºC aging are statistically 
similar. 
• The fracture properties, as measured by SCB and DCT testing, become worse as 
aging level increases. Mixtures after 24hr. at 135°C condition typically show the worst 
fracture properties, which can be attributed to the disruption of polar molecular 
associations and thermal decomposition of sulfoxides for the binders with aging 
temperatures above 100°C. 
• Both the DCT tests result and IlliTC prediction show that the virgin mixtures and 
those with lower PGLT  generally have better capability to resist thermal cracking and 
have better fatigue properties as measured by the DR criterion.  
• Based on the DR criterion, mixtures are more prone to fatigue cracking with 
increased  aging and fatigue behavior between two long term aging levels is very similar. 
However, there is no consistent trend in the damage characteristic curves for the mixtures 
with different aging levels. 
• The results of FlexPAVETM simulation and prediction demonstrate the 
importance of the combination of the material properties (both LVE and fatigue damage 
characteristics) with the pavement structure, as well as traffic conditions to predict the 
fatigue performance of the mixtures. 
• The two mixtures with the largest difference between PGHT and PGLT show the 
most impact from aging based on the fracture and fatigue testing results. However, the 
virgin mixture still has good fracture and fatigue performance after aging. 
• Except for the two mixtures with the largest difference between PGHT and PGLT, 
the aging ratio of the fracture index (FI and FST) for other mixtures is relatively consistent. 
 
FUTURE WORK 
Future work and analysis is planned to investigate the correlation between the viscoelastic 
properties, fracture, and fatigue cracking characteristics of aged asphalt mixtures and their 
relationship with the cracking performance of field cored samples and field performance over 
time. Also, additional mixtures and binders that are extracted and recovered from aged mixtures 
will be evaluated obtain a wider range of information about the effect of aging on both of 
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Asphalt material undergoes chemical oxidative aging by reacting with atmospheric oxygen. 
The oxidative reaction of asphalt is an ongoing process throughout pavement service life which 
takes place at ambient temperatures and pressures. Oxidative aging has a significant impact on 
the chemical, microstructural, and rheological properties of asphalt material. Oxidation 
increases the stiffness and brittleness of asphalt binders and mixtures, leading to a high cracking 
potential. Thus, oxidative aging has been considered to be one of the major distress 
mechanisms in asphalt pavements. Fundamental modeling of asphalt oxidative aging and the 
accurate prediction of asphalt mixture properties in terms of pavement service life is of 
pragmatic importance as more powerful pavement design and performance prediction methods 
are implemented. 
A number of valuable aging models are proposed in the literature. Generally, temperature and 
pressure dependency of the oxidation reaction rate can be described using the Arrhenius 




)                                                (1 ) 
Where, 
k is rate of reaction;  
A is reaction frequency factor;  
P is absolute oxygen pressure;  
Ea is reaction activation energy (KJ/mol);  
R is universal gas constant;  
T is reaction temperature (K). 
Herrington et al. [2] proposed a kinetics expression, shown in Eq. 2, using binder viscosity 
as an Aging Index Properties (AIP) where the fast reaction rate (kf) and constant reaction rate 
(kc) can be expressed using Eq. 3 and 4, neglecting the pressure dependency term.  








𝑘𝑐 = 𝐴𝑐 (exp
−𝐸𝑎𝑐
𝑅𝑇
)⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡                                     (4 ) 
Where, 
η is long-term aged binder viscosity; 
η0 is short-term aged binder viscosity; 
M is fitting parameter related to fast reaction reactive material; 
t is reaction time (s); 
𝑘𝑓  is rate of fast reaction; 
𝑘𝑐 ⁡is rate of constant reaction; 
𝐴𝑓  is fast reaction frequency factor; 
𝐴𝑐 ⁡is constant reaction frequency factor; 
𝐸𝑎𝑓 ⁡is fast reaction activation energy (KJ/mol); 
𝐸𝑎𝑐  is constant reaction activation energy (KJ/mol). 
Several extensive studies to model the kinetics of asphalt binder oxidative aging using carbonyl 
area as an AIP have been conducted [3-7]. Lau et al. [3] presented a comprehensive study 
using results from 10 asphalt binders and determined the values of activation energy E and 
frequency (pre-exponential) factor A. Eq. 5 is the kinetics model developed by Glover and his 
research team [7]. Glover et al. [7] presented an interrelation among kinetics parameters of 
fast and constant reactions as shown in Eq. 6 - 8.  
𝐶𝐴 = 𝐶𝐴0 +𝑀(1 − exp(−𝑘𝑓𝑡))+ 𝐾𝑐𝑡                                   (5 ) 
𝐸𝑎𝑓 = 0.85𝐸𝑎𝑐 − 10.4                                                  (6) 
𝐴𝑓 = 0.52exp(0.3328𝐸𝑎𝑓)⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡                                         (7 ) 
𝐴𝑐 = 0.0266exp(0.3347𝐸𝑎𝑐)                                          (8 ) 
Where, 
CA is long-term aged binder carbonyl area; 




Glaser et al. [8] used carbonyl + sulfoxide absorbance peaks as an AIP to fit the oxidation of 
12 asphalt binders that originated from a wide variety of sources. The fitting used the same 
Arrhenius parameters for all 12 binders studied, with only one adjustable parameter, which 
corresponded to the amount of the fast reaction reactive material (M). Eq. 9 shows the integral 
form of the model that was used to fit the isothermal data to determine the adjustable parameters 
(M). Eq. 10 shows the form of the model taking into account pressure dependency terms for 
fast and slow reactions. If the Arrhenius parameters can be applied universally as Glaser et al.’s 
results suggest, a single aging trial at a single temperature is all that is needed to derive a 
kinetics model for unmodified binders [8-9]. 
(𝐶 + 𝑆) = (𝐶 + 𝑆)0 + 𝑀 (1−
𝑘𝑐
𝑘𝑓
)(1 − exp(−𝑘𝑓𝑡)) + 𝑘𝑐𝑀𝑡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡               (9 ) 







𝑛𝑡⁡⁡⁡⁡             (10) 
Where, 
(C+S) is long-term aged binder carbonyl + sulfoxide absorbance peaks; 
(C+S)0 is short-term aged binder carbonyl + sulfoxide absorbance peaks; 
m is the reaction order of fast reaction; 
n is the reaction order of constant reaction. 
All of the models presented above are based on experimental data obtained by studying the 
AIPs of asphalt binders aged in thin films at elevated temperatures and/or under pressure. 
Elwardany et al. [10] recommended aging of loose mix in the oven after evaluating different 
laboratory methods for asphalt mixture to simulate oxidative aging for performance testing. 
Aging of loose mixture in the oven allows for capturing the physicochemical effects of mineral 
fillers and aggregate on asphalt binder oxidation rates. Thus, it is assumed to provide better 
representation of field aging. Based on Glaser et al ’ s [8] kinetics model framework, 
Elwardany et al. [11] proposed a binder aging model using log G* at 64°C and 10 rad/s 
frequency as the AIP to track the change of binder properties with aging, as shown in Eq.11 
below: 




) (1 − exp(−𝑘𝑓𝑡)) + 𝑘𝑐𝑀𝑡                          (11) 
Where, 




G*0 is short-term aged binder shear modulus at 64℃ and 10 rad/s (kPa). 
Although significant research efforts have been dedicated to model the kinetics of asphalt 
binder aging, as discussed above, relatively little attention has been devoted to modeling the 
aging of asphalt mixtures. The lack of major studies in this area reflects the complexities 
involved in studying mixture aging. Oxidative reaction rate and mechanism are affected by the 
physicochemical interaction between the asphalt binder and the aggregate, as well as the 
mixture variables [12-19]. Also, most aging models as discussed above focus only on the 
modelling and prediction of the stiffness over time, ignoring the relaxation capability (phase 
angle) of the asphalt (viscoelastic) material. Researchers have shown that phase angle plays the 
significant role in the performance of both asphalt binder and mixture. 
In order to address the problems mentioned above, a simplified and experimental mixture aging 
model is developed and validated with nine different mixtures in this study, taking into account 
mixture variables such as performance grade (PG), RAP and binder content. The mixture 
Glover-Rowe (G-Rm) parameter calculated at the temperature-frequency combination of 20°C-
5Hz [20-22] is selected and used as the AIP to modelling the change of mixture properties with 
aging. The main advantage of using G-Rm parameter as the AIP to model the aging of asphalt 
material is that it incorporates both stiffness and relaxation capacity (phase angle) to evaluate 
the cracking performance of asphalt mixtures. The correlations and  comparisons between the 
G-Rm parameter with other mixture cracking performance indices measured from the advance 
fracture and fatigue tests are also evaluated and investigated in the last section of this study. 
Materials 
This study includes laboratory testing on nine plant mixed, lab compacted surface mixtures. 
Table 1 below shows the detailed mixture information (Recycled binder content is the ratio of 
the weight of recycled binder to the total binder weight). The mix ID has the specific meaning: 
the first four-digit numbers indicate binder PG grade, the following letters “S” and “L” indicate 
the nominal maximum aggregate size (NMAS) of 9.5mm and 12.5mm, respectively. The last 
letter represents the recycled binder content: “V” means no recycled binder, “M” means 14.8-
18.9% recycled binder content, “L” means 28.3% recycled binder content. 























5234LL PG 52-34 50 12.5 5.3 28.3 
5834LM PG 58-34 50 12.5 5.4 18.5 
5828SM PG 58-28 50 9.5 5.9 16.9 
6428SV PG 64-28 75 9.5 6.4 0 
6428SM PG 64-28 75 9.5 6.3 18.5 
6428LM PG 64-28 75 12.5 5.8 18.5 
7034LV PG 70-34 75 12.5 5.8 0 




Several asphalt mixture laboratory conditioning procedures are used to simulate aging in the 
field. These procedures can be generally classified based on the state of material during 
conditioning: compacted specimen and loose mix. In the AASHTO R30 procedure, the loose 
asphalt mixture is placed in a forced draft oven at 135 ± 3°C (275 ± 5°F) for 4 hr. ± 5 min to 
simulate short term aging (STA) during production and placement [23]. For long term aging, 
short term aged mixtures are compacted using gyratory compactor (following AASHTO T 312) 
into a specimen that is then conditioned in a forced-draft oven for 5 days at 85°C to represent  
five to ten years of aging in the field [24]. However, research [11,25] has shown that this 
method may not be appropriate to simulate the field aging under all conditions. The AASHTO 
procedure only includes a single conditioning time and temperature which is considered to 
match field aging at any location, regardless of the temperature history and climatic region of 
the pavement of interest. Furthermore, aging on the compacted specimen leads to the 
development of an aging gradient from the specimen’s center to its periphery, which violates 
the representative volume element requirement for performance testing. 
In order to address the problems discussed above, the Asphalt Institute recommends 
conditioning the loose mix asphalt for 24 hr. at 135°C to simulate long term aging in the field. 
Loose mixture aging produces uniform aging and reduces the aging time significantly as 
compared to compacted specimens [26]. This level of conditioning is expected to simulate 7 to 
10 years of aging in the field [27]. However, Yousefi et al. [28] proposed that chemical changes 
of the binder under higher temperature can lead to significantly different cracking performance 




findings of the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) 09-54 project on 
long term aging of asphalt mixtures suggests 95°C as an optimal temperature for aging loose 
mix considering the relationship between binder rheology and chemistry [25]. The 
recommended aging time varies with the geographical location of the pavement and should be 
adjusted based on climate conditions and pavement depth.  
In this study, the NCHRP 09-54 project recommended 95°C for multiple laboratory 
conditioning durations (1, 3, 5, 8, 10 and 12 days) is used to condition the nine plant produced 
mixtures which have already undergone STA during production. Table 2 below shows the 
summary of the different laboratory conditioning levels evaluated for each individual mixture.  
Table 2 Summary of the Aging Conditions on Mixtures 













5234LM ✔ NA NA ✔ NA NA ✔ 
5234LL ✔ NA NA ✔ NA NA ✔ 
5834LM ✔ ✔ NA ✔ ✔ NA ✔ 
5828SM ✔ NA NA ✔ NA NA ✔ 
6428SV ✔ ✔ NA ✔ NA ✔ ✔ 
6428SM ✔ NA ✔ ✔ NA NA ✔ 
6428LM ✔ ✔ NA ✔ ✔ NA ✔ 
7034LV ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ NA NA ✔ 
7628SM ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ NA NA ✔ 
NA: Not included in this study 
Climatic Aging Index (CAI) 
The climatic aging index (CAI) was also developed from NCHRP 09-54 project [25] to 
determine laboratory aging durations at 95°C for asphalt mixtures that best reflect the time, 
climate, and pavement depth for a given pavement location in the United States using Enhanced 
Integrated Climatic Model (EICM) hourly pavement temperature data. The detailed calculation 
of CAI is shown below: 
toven=CAI= ∑ DA exp(-Ea / RTi
N
i=1 )/ 24                                        (12) 
𝐷 = {⁡
3.4311*d-0.683, 6mm ≤ d ≤ 35mm
0.3056, d ≥ 35mm
                                     (13) 
Where, 




CAI is climatic aging index; 
D is depth correction factor; 
A is reaction frequency factor; 
Ea is reaction activation energy; 
R is universal gas constant; 
Ti is pavement temperature obtained from Enhanced Integrated Climatic Model (EICM) at the 
depth of interest, and at the hour of interest (K); 
B is depth dependent fitting parameter;  
d is depth of interest (mm).  
Testing and Analysis Methods 
To measure the linear viscoelastic properties of asphalt mixtures at different aging levels, 
complex modulus testing was conducted at 4.4, 21.1, 37.8°C with loading frequencies of 0.1, 
0.5, 1, 5, 10, 25 Hz at each temperature, following AASHTO T 342 using an asphalt mixture 
performance tester (AMPT). The dynamic modulus and phase angle mastercurves of mixtures 
at different aging levels were constructed using Abatech RHEA® software.  
The mixture Glover-Rowe (G-Rm) parameter can be calculated from the master curves. The 
Glover-Rowe parameter was initially proposed to assess the cracking resistance of asphalt 
binders. The basis of this approach was originally proposed by Glover et al. [29]. It suggested 
a correlation between a new DSR function with ductility using a temperature-frequency 
combination of 15°C and 1 rad/s. Rowe et al. [30] rearranged Glover’s criterion and using 
some simplifications, suggested a new expression to evaluate the cracking performance of 
binders. The Glover-Rowe (G-R) parameter captures the complex shear modulus (|G*|) and 
binder phase angle (δ) at a temperature-frequency combination of 15°C-0.005 rad/s. Later, 
Mensching et al. [31] developed a parameter to evaluate the cracking performance of asphalt 
mixture in the format of the binder Glover-Rowe parameter, but employing stiffness and phase 
angle measured on the mixture (|E*| and δ), as shown in Eq. 14: 
𝐺 − 𝑅𝑚 =
|𝐸∗|(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛿)2
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛿
                                                       (14) 
Where, 




𝛿 is phase angle of the mixture (°).  
In this study, the parameter is calculated at the temperature-frequency combination of 20°C-
5Hz, following additional development of the G-Rm parameter to use a typically measured 
point to evaluate the cracking performance of asphalt mixtures [20-22]. 
In addition to the complex modulus test, the advanced fracture tests of asphalt mixtures, 
including the Semi Circular Bending (SCB) testing and Disk Shaped Compact Tension (DCT) 
tests, as well as the advanced fatigue test - Uniaxial Direct Tension Cyclic testing which is 
based on the Simplified Viscoelastic Continuum Damage (S-VECD) concept, are also included 
in this study. The SCB fracture test (AASHTO TP 124) was performed at an intermediate 
temperature (25ºC). The measured data were analyzed using the IFIT software developed by 
Illinois Center of Transportation (ICT), to calculate the fracture energy (G f) and flexibility 
index (FI) parameters (16). 
The DCT testing (ASTM D 7313) was conducted to compare the thermal cracking behavior of 
the mixtures with different aging levels. The test temperature for different mixtures is based on 
the winter-time pavement in-service temperature for the location where mix is being used, 
which is calculated at 98% reliability +10°C from the LTPPBind database for the nearest 
weather station to the actual project site. The measured data were analyzed to calculate the 
fracture energy (Gf) and the fracture strain tolerance (FST) (17). 
Uniaxial direct tension cyclic testing was conducted following AASHTO TP 107 to evaluate 
the fatigue behavior of the asphalt mixtures with different aging conditions. The simplified  
viscoelastic continuum damage (S-VECD) approach with the damage characteristic curve 
(DCC) and the performance parameter DR were used to estimate the ability of the mixtures to 
resist fatigue cracking (13,14,15).  
The complex modulus test was conducted on the study mixtures with all the aging conditions 
indicated in Table 2, While the fracture testing and the fatigue tests were only conducted on 
the mixtures with STA, 5 days and 12 days aging conditions.                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                                
Results and Discussion 
CAI Calculation Result 
Figure 1 below shows the results of the CAI calculation based on the hourly pavement 
temperatures from the EICM. As shown in Figure 1, the corresponding field aging durations 
decrease with increase of the pavement depth, indicating the aging gradient within the 
pavement structure. Also, the field aging duration doesn’t change significantly below the 




Previous work [32] has shown that a depth of 4.3 mm can be used as the critical depth to 
represent and evaluate the bulk behavior of a 37.5 mm thick surface (asphalt) layer in New 
Hampshire. Therefore, the field aging durations (at 4.3 mm depth) corresponding to the 
different laboratory conditioning durations are calculated and documented in Table 3. Figure 
1 and Table 3 provide a way to correlate the laboratory conditioning methods with the field 
aging durations based on local climate conditions and pavement depth, which can be used by 
agencies to select the proper laboratory conditioning time based on the desired equivalent field 
aging durations to evaluate the change of material performance over the designed pavement 
service life. 
 
Fig. 1 Relationship between Field Aging Duration and Pavement Depth Based on CAI 
Calculation Results (dashed lines show fitted curves to calculated values) 
Table 3 Field Aging Durations Corresponding with Different Laboratory Conditioning 
Durations 
Lab Aging Duration 
(day@95°C) 
1 3 5 8 10 12 14 
Field Aging Duration (year) 0.8 2.4 4.0 6.4 8.0 9.6 11.2 
 
Development of the Mixture Aging Model 
In this section, four mixtures (5834LM, 6428SV, 6428LM and 7628SM) are used to develop 




























Figure 2 below shows the complex modulus and phase angle master curves for one example 
mixture (7628SM) with multiple aging conditions. The G-Rm parameter is then calculated from 
the master curves. 
 
Fig. 2 Complex Modulus and Phase Angle Mastercurves for Example Mixture (7628SM) 
with Different Aging Conditions 
Figure 3 shows how the G-Rm parameter increases with lab aging duration in a semi-
logarithmic plot. There are clearly two stages of aging observed: at the early stage from STA 
(0 days) to approximately 2 days lab aging duration, the G-Rm parameter increases dramatically 
compared with the later stage where the rate of increase in G-Rm parameter is relatively 
consistent. This general trend has also been observed for asphalt binders [33-37]. All asphalt 
materials exhibit relatively similar kinetics consisting of an initial fast reaction period, also 
known as spurt, followed by a slower reaction period that has an approximately constant rate. 
These two reaction periods are known to be made up of fundamentally different chemical 
reactions [34]. Petersen et al. [33] explains that during the spurt, sulfoxides are the major 
oxidation product and cause an increase in viscosity. During the slower reaction period, ketones 
are the major product that cause the increase in viscosity. Figure 4 depicts the dual oxidative 
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Fig. 3 G-Rm Parameter for Mixtures with Different Aging Durations 
 
Fig. 4 Dual Oxidation Mechanisms for Asphalt Binder [35] 
Therefore, an aging model for asphalt mixtures should also be able to capture the two reaction 
periods, which can be accomplished using the form shown in Eq. 15: 
Log(𝐺 − 𝑅𝑚) = Log(𝐺 − 𝑅𝑚⁡𝑆𝑇𝐴) +𝑀(1 − exp(−𝑅𝑠𝑡)) + 𝑅𝑙𝑡                    (15) 
Where,  
G-Rm STA is the G-Rm value for mixtures after STA; 
M is the material-based parameter; 
Rs is short-term aging constant (susceptibility);  
Rl is long term aging constant (susceptibility).  
The parameters M and Rs are associated with the fast reaction period, higher M and Rs value 
indicate the high aging rate of asphalt mixtures during the very early stage (short -term) of 
pavement service life. The long-term aging constant Rl is calculated from the constant reaction 
period, indicating the aging rate of asphalt mixtures during the long-term period.  
In this model, G-Rm STA can be measured directly on mixtures with STA, the other 3 parameters 
(M, Rs and Rl) need to be determined from analysis of testing data. Using linear regression on 
the constant-rate data, Rl value is obtained as the slope of the constant-rate line in the constant 
reaction period. The M value can be calculated by Eq.16 below: 





Intercept is the intercept of the constant-rate line in the constant reaction period with the y-axis;  
G-Rm STA is the G-Rm value for mixtures after STA.  
Once the M and Rl value are determined from the constant rate period, the only unknown 
parameter in Eq. 15 is Rs. In order to calculate the Rs parameter, an optimization approach is 
employed. The objective of the optimization is to minimize the mean square error of model 
estimates of G-Rm at all aging conditions. The optimization is done using the Solver function 
in Excel. In summary, in order to calibrate the three model coefficients M, R s and Rl, three 
aging conditions (at least) are typically needed. One intermediate aging condition associated 
with one long-term aging condition are needed to calibrate the R l, as well as M from the 
constant reaction period. The STA is also generally needed to calculate G-Rm STA, M and Rs 
value.  
The curves in Figure 3 are fitted by the aging model with calibrated model coefficients M, Rs 
and Rl (as shown in Table 4, all aging conditions are used for calibration). The R2 (coefficient 
of determination, as shown in Table 4) shows the quality of the aging model to predict the 
change of mixture properties over time. Also, the mixture 5834LM, 6428SV and 7628SM are 
found to have the higher short-term aging susceptibility with the higher model coefficients M 
and Rs compared with mixture 6428LM, while 5834LM and 6428LM show the high log-term 
aging susceptibility with high value of Rl.  
Table 4 Summary of the Model Coefficients for Mixtures used for Development of the Model 
Mix ID M Rs Rl R2 
5834LM 0.332 1.20 0.039 0.949 
6428SV 0.350 2.03 0.029 0.975 
6428LM 0.055 0.90 0.038 0.991 
7628SM 0.518 1.50 0.020 0.995 
 
Validation of the Mixture Aging Model 
To further evaluate the mixture aging model, another two mixtures 6428SM and 7034LV are 
subjected to different aging conditions in laboratory, and the complex modulus tests are 
conducted on the aged mixtures. The model coefficients were determined using only three 
aging conditions (STA, 5 days and 12 days), and are shown in Figure 5. Figure 5 below also 




and the corresponding correlation coefficient (R2) value is also calculated. The high R2 value 
shows the high quality of mixture aging model to predict the change of G-Rm parameter for 
those mixtures. 
 
Fig. 5 Validation of the Mixture Aging Model (bold markers indicate points used to fit the 
model, non-bold markers indicate validation points) 
Figure 6 below shows the calibration of the mixture aging model (using only three aging 
conditions: STA, 5 days and 12 days) for all nine mixtures included in this study. Table 5 
shows the summary of the three model coefficients, as well as the corresponding R2 values. 
The high R2 values indicate the high quality of mixture aging model. Comparing the R2 values 
of the four mixtures (5834LM, 6428SV 6428LM and 7628SM, which are used to develop the 
aging model) in Table 5 with the corresponding R2 value in Table 4 (all aging conditions are 
included for the calibration), the fitting quality of the aging model doesn’t change significantly, 
indicating that only three aging conditions (STA, one intermediate aging condition and another 
long-term aging condition) are typically sufficient to calibrate the aging model. And it should 
be mentioned that the appropriate laboratory conditioning durations (one intermediate and 
another long-term durations) used to calibrating the aging model can be also selected from 
Figure 1 and Table 3 based on specific project or desired evaluation periods.  
From Table 5, the mixtures with the lower low temperature performance grade (LTPG) 
generally have higher model coefficients than other mixtures, indicating these mixtures are 
more susceptible to aging. Mixtures 6428SV and 7628SM generally have higher short-term 
aging susceptibility (higher M and Rs values), however, they do not show high long-term aging 
susceptibility (Rl). Figure 6 shows the threshold value (19000 MPa) suggested by the NCHRP 
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Fig. 6 Aging Model Calibration for Nine Project Mixtures 
Table 5 Summary of the Model Coefficients for Nine Project Mixtures 
Mix ID M rs rl R2 
5234LM 0.541  1.278  0.030  1.000  
5234LL 0.378  1.354  0.044  1.000  
5834LM 0.306  1.480  0.046  0.947  
5828SM 0.093  1.000  0.036  1.000  
6428SV 0.351  1.670  0.027  0.973  
6428SM 0.126  1.000  0.035  0.995  
6428LM 0.079  1.200  0.038  0.990  
7034LV 0.264  1.003  0.045  0.996  
7628SM 0.559  2.000  0.016  0.990  
 
Combination of the Aging Model with CAI 
As described before, the climatic aging index (CAI) model was developed from the NCHRP 
09-54 project to determine laboratory aging durations at 95°C for asphalt mixtures that best 
reflect the time, climate, and pavement depth for a given pavement location in United States 
based on the local climate conditions. By employing the CAI model, the field aging durations 
(at the depth of 4.3 mm) corresponding with the different lab aging conditions can be found in 
Figure 1 and Table 3. Figure 7 below shows the mixture aging model with the x-axis replaced 






















The number of years for each mixture to reach the threshold value (19000 MPa) is calculated 
based on Figure 7 and is listed in Table 6 with the associated rankings. Based on the rankings, 
the mixtures can be divided into three categories as highlighted in Figure 7 and Table 6: It 
takes above 10 years for mixture 6428SV, 7034LV and 5834LM to reach the threshold value, 
while 7.5 to 9.8 years for mixture 5828SM, 5234LM and 5234LL to get to the limit. However, 
only after 3.4 to 5.5 years, the G-Rm parameter for mixture 6428SM, 6428LM and 7628SM 
reaches the threshold value, indicating the high cracking susceptibility of these mixtures. 
Figure 7 and Table 6 can also be used for the life cycle analysis (LCA) for specific mixtures 
and projects. 
 
Fig. 7 Mixture Aging Model (Field Duration) 
Table 6 Ranking of Mixtures Based on the Years to Threshold (background color of cells 
indicates mixtures with similar aging characteristics) 
Mix ID Years to Threshold Ranking (Good-Poor) 
6428SV 12 1 
Good (>10years） 7034LV 11.8 2 
5834LM 10 3 
5828SM 9.8 4 
Moderate (6-10 
years) 
5234LM 9.2 5 
5234LL 7.5 6 
6428LM 5.5 7 
Poor (<6 years） 7628SM 3.5 8 





























The mixture aging model combined with CAI model, as described in this section, can be used 
as an effective, simple, and convenient material selection and pavement design approach that 
can evaluate and track the change of mixture cracking performance over pavement service life. 
This can benefit both owner agencies and contractors: owner agencies can have an in-depth 
understanding of how the cracking and aging susceptibility of individual mixture evolve over 
time, and obtaining confidence that the pavement can avoid significant cracking damage for a 
given period of time based on the predicted performance, while the contractors will have 
knowledge of how the various mixture variables, such as binder performance grade (PG) and 
RAP, can impact the cracking and aging susceptibility of asphalt mixtures by evaluating the 
model coefficients, and further adjust their design accordingly.   
Comparison and Correlation the G-Rm Parameter with Other Mixture Performance 
Indices 
Previous work [32,38] has shown how the different cracking performance indices of asphalt 
mixtures change over time, including the DR (average reduction in pseudo stiffness up to failure) 
value measured from the indirect tension cyclic fatigue test  [39], as well as the Gf (fracture 
energy), FI (flexibility index) and FST (fracture strain tolerance) measured from the advanced 
fracture tests [40,41]. All those tests were performed on the (same) nine mixtures, but only 5 
days and 12 days aging conditions. In this section, the correlation and comparison between the 
G-Rm parameter measured from this study with other performance indices from the previous 
study are evaluated and investigated based on the study mixtures with the same aging 
conditions.  
The Pearson correlation factor (matrix) is used to investigate the correlation between the 
different mixture performance indices. The correlation factor shows the strength of linear 
relationship between each pair of parameters; a correlation factor of 1 indicates a perfect direct 
linear relationship and a correlation factor of -1 indicates a perfect inverse linear relationship. 
A value of zero indicates no relationship between two variables. The Pearson correlation 
factors for the comparison are presented in Table 7. Values above an absolute value of 0.7 are 
shaded green indicating the relatively strong correlation between the two parameters, those 
between 0.4 and 0.7 are shaded blue showing the moderate correlations, and those below 0.4 
(weak correlation) are not shaded with color [42].  
As shown in Table 7 below, G-Rm parameter and FI generally show moderate to strong 
correlations with other different mixture performance indices (except for Gf from SCB; Gf 
from SCB does not correlate well with other parameters). G-Rm shows the strong positive 
correlation with FI value, while the FI value shows the strong positive correlation with FST 
value. The fatigue performance index DR value only shows the moderate correlations with G-




In summary, the mixture G-Rm parameter has moderate to strong correlations with many of the 
mixture parameters, indicating that it has the potential to be used as a simplified index to 
evaluate and differentiate the performance of asphalt mixtures with different variables in 
general, while taking aging into account. This is very helpful for agencies to select and design 
the appropriate mixture, as well as evaluate the performance of asphalt mixtures over the 
designed service life, while only employing one type of test (complex modulus test) with 
several aging conditions (three for calibration of the aging model). 
Table 7 Comparisons and Correlations between the G-Rm Parameter with other Mixture 
Performance Indices 
 G-Rm Gf SCB FI Gf DCT FST DR 
G-Rm 1.000      
Gf SCB -0.141 1.000 
    
FI -0.720 0.227 1.000    
Gf DCT 0.527 0.194 -0.618 1.000 
  
FST -0.530 0.301 0.851 -0.172 1.000  
DR -0.523 -0.216 0.495 -0.582 0.211 1.000 
 
Summary and Conclusion 
The simplified and experimental mixture aging model developed in this study takes into 
account mixture variables and mineralogy and is shown to efficiently capture the two aging 
reaction periods of asphalt materials: 
⚫ The three model coefficients (M, Rs and Rl) can be used to evaluate and differentiate the 
aging susceptibility of different asphalt mixtures with various mix variables. 
⚫ The mixture aging model combined with Climatic Aging Index (CAI) model can be used 
as an effective, simple, and convenient material selection and pavement design approach 
that can evaluate and track the change of cracking performance asphalt mixtures over 
designed pavement service life. 
⚫ To calibrate the model, three aging conditions are sufficient: STA, one intermediate aging 
condition and another long-term aging condition. The selection of 5 days (intermediate) 
and 12 days (long-term) at 95°C worked well for the study materials.  
⚫ The mixture G-Rm parameter has the potential to be used as a simplified index to evaluate 
and differentiate the performance of asphalt mixtures with different variables in general, 




⚫ Based on the aging model evaluated in this study, the mixtures with the lower low 
temperature performance grade (LTPG) generally have higher model coefficients than 
other mixtures, indicating these mixtures are more susceptible to aging. The two virgin 
mixtures generally show the good cracking performance after each aging condition. 
Future Work 
Future work and analysis are planned to periodically collect the field performance data for the 
study mixtures to allow for further development, calibration, and verification of aging model 
to more accurately evaluate and predict the cracking performance of the pavement.  
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Aging has a significant effect on the performance of asphalt materials and can drastically alter 
the serviceable life of pavements. Asphalt pavements undergo aging during construction (short 
term aging, mostly evaporation of lighter weight molecules at the high production 
temperatures), and over the pavement service life (long term aging due to oxidation and 
continued loss of lighter weight hydrocarbons) that increases the stiffness and brittleness of the 
asphalt material and decreases the stress relaxation capability. Consequently, aged asphalt 
binders and mixtures have increased cracking susceptibility with potentially shorter pavement 
service lives and lower serviceability of the pavement. Considering the performance prediction 
asphalt materials with aging and the importance of performance-based design methodologies, 
there is a need for accelerated laboratory aging methods that can simulate and predict the 
change of binder and mixture properties over the whole service life. This will help to minimize 
maintenance and rehabilitation costs due to the different pavement distresses and to increase 
the confidence level of the pavement designs. 
Several laboratory conditioning procedures are used to simulate the aging in the field. 
These procedures can be generally classified based on the type of material during aging: 
binders, and asphalt mixtures. In the current Superpave binder specification, the rolling thin 
film oven (RTFO) aging method (1) is used to simulate the short-term aging (STA) of the 
pavement in the field for unmodified binders (2). The stirred airflow test procedure is designed 
to age (short-term) modified binders as well as unmodified binders (3). The pressure aging 
vessel (PAV) method (4) applied to the asphalt binder obtained from the STA residue is 
generally used to simulate long-term aging. However, the main drawback of this method is that 
the corresponding in-service aging time depends on climate and binder kinetics as well as 
mixture parameters (such as air voids and binder content), thus resulting in variable outcomes 
(5).  
Researchers (6,7,8,9,10) recommend aging the asphalt mixture in the oven to capture 
the effect of mixture parameters on the asphalt binder oxidation process, such as the air voids, 
binder content, and the interactions between recycled and virgin binder. AASHTO R30 
procedure recommends putting the loose asphalt mixture in a forced draft oven at 135 ± 3°C 
(275 ± 5°F) for 4 hr. ± 5 min to STA (6). For long term aging, STA mixtures are compacted 
using gyratory compactor (following AASHTO T 312) into a specimen that is then conditioned 
in a forced-draft oven for 5 days at 85°C to represent five to ten years of aging in the field (7). 
However, research (11,12,13) has shown that this method may not be appropriate to simulate 
the field aging under all conditions. The AASHTO procedure only includes a single 
conditioning time and temperature which is considered to match field aging at any location, 
regardless of the temperature history and climatic region of the pavement of interest. 
Furthermore, aging on the compacted specimen leads to the development of an aging gradient 
from the specimen’s center to its periphery, and can result in different aging extents for 
different specimen geometries. This variability complicates the interpretation of results from 
different performance testing. 
To address the challenges discussed above, the Asphalt Institute recommends 
conditioning the loose mix asphalt for 24 hours at 135°C to simulate long term aging in the 
field (14). Loose mixture aging produces uniform aging and reduces the aging time 




simulate 7 to 10 years of aging in the field (8). However, research shows that aging asphalt at 
temperatures above 100°C may disrupt polar molecular associations, which leads to the thermal 
decomposition of sulfoxides in asphalt binders (15,16). Yousefi et al. (9) also proposed that 
these chemical changes of the binder under higher temperature can lead to significantly 
different cracking performance results compared to the material testing and pavement 
simulations for aging below 95°C. The recent findings of the National Cooperative Highway 
Research Program (NCHRP) 09-54 project on long term aging of asphalt mixtures suggests 
95°C as an optimal temperature for aging loose mix considering the relationship between 
binder rheology and chemistry (10).  
Apparent gaps still exist between published research and precise description of aging 
behavior of asphalt materials in the field. One of the biggest concerns of field aging is the aging 
gradient within the pavement structure due to different factors such as the temperature gradient, 
oxygen availability and air void distribution (17). Overlooking aging gradient leads to 
inappropriate characterization of the aging behavior of asphalt mixtures. 
The main objective of this study is to correlate the asphalt binder and mixture laboratory 
conditioning methods with field aging by exploring evolution of rheological parameters of 
asphalt binders over time, as well as evaluating changes in the aging kinetics with pavement 
depth. In this study, the rheological indices of binder samples with different aging conditions 
are measured to evaluate how the properties of asphalt binders change with time. The field 
aging gradient is evaluated and investigated by testing binder samples extracted and recovered 
from different layers of field cores. The laboratory aging durations corresponding with the field 
aging durations of the different layers from field cores are also determined based on New 
Hampshire climate conditions. This study provides a way to optimize the laboratory 
conditioning durations and evaluate the performance of asphalt material with respect to 
pavement life (time) and depth (location) within the pavement structure. 
 
MATERIALS 
Table 1 shows the summary information for binder samples extracted and recovered from the 
nine mixtures (plant produced) with different aging conditions included in this study (Recycled 
binder content is the ratio of the weight of recycled binder to the total binder weight). Letters 
in the cells indicate the testing conducted at each of the mixture-aging combinations. The mix 
ID is defined as follows: the first four-digit number indicates the original binder PG grade, the 
following letters indicate the nominal maximum aggregate size (NMAS) of 9.5mm “S” and 
12.5mm “L”. The last letter represents the recycled binder content: “V” indicates no recycled 
binder, “M” indicates 14.8-18.9% recycled binder content, and “L” indicates 28.3% recycled 
binder content. The field cores (taken after four years in service) from four mixtures (5234LM, 
5234LL, 5828LM and 5828LL) were cut into three layers (12.5mm each) and then the binders 
were extracted and recovered. The binder extraction was performed in accordance with 
AASHTO T 164, procedure 12, using a centrifuge extractor and toluene solvent. The asphalt 
binder was recovered based on ASTM D7906-14 using a rotary evaporator. Additionally, seven 
binder samples (virgin tank samples with RTFO and 20hr. PAV aging) were evaluated in this 
study. The effect of different conditioning methods (mixture aging levels, and RTFO/ PAV 
binder aging) on binder properties can be directly compared and evaluated on the virgin binders 




















Testing/Analysis (4mm DSR) 









5234LM 52-34 5.3 18.9 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ NA 
5234LL 52-34 5.3 28.3 ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ ✔ NA 
5834LM 58-34 5.4 18.5 ✔ ✔ ✔ NA NA ✔ 
5828LM 58-28 5.3 18.9 ✔ NA ✔ ✔ ✔ NA 
5828LL 58-28 5.3 28.3 ✔ NA ✔ ✔ ✔ NA 
6428SV 64-28 6.4 0 ✔ ✔ ✔ NA NA ✔ 
6428SM 64-28 6.3 18.5 ✔ ✔ ✔ NA NA ✔ 
7034LV 70-34 5.8 0 ✔ ✔ ✔ NA NA ✔ 
7628SM 76-28 6.1 14.8 ✔ ✔ ✔ NA NA ✔ 





The Superpave RTFO+PAV (20hr.) on original binders, the Asphalt Institute procedure (24 
hours at 135°C) and NCHRP recommended 95°C for 5 and 12 days on the plant produced 
mixtures are the laboratory conditioning protocols included in this study. For mixture aging, 
loose mix asphalt was spread in steel pans at an approximate depth of 25 mm. The mixtures 
were stirred and remixed every other day and the pans were rotated around the oven to obtain 
a consistent aging condition in mixtures.  
 
Testing and Analysis Methods 
The rheological properties of asphalt binders were measured using a Dynamic Shear 
Rheometer (DSR) with a 4 mm plate (18). This test covers a wide range of temperatures (-36°C 
to 30°C, usually in 3 degrees increments), and frequencies (15 frequencies from 100 rad/sec to 
0.2 rad/sec), by using the appropriate strain level at each combination of test temperature and 
frequency. The isotherm tests are conducted from the coldest to the warmest temperature and 
from the highest to the lowest frequencies. The complex shear modulus master curve is 
constructed at 10°C in this study, and fitted using the Christensen-Anderson-Marasteanu model 










β=log2/R⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡ ⁡  (2) 
 
Where, 
G*(w): complex shear modulus at a given frequency (Pa);  
Gg: glassy asymptote (modulus) (Pa);  
w: frequency (rad/s); 
w0: crossover frequency (rad/s); 
k: fitting coefficient; 
R: difference between the logarithmic glassy modulus and the logarithmic equilibrium modulus 
of the binder, simplified as Log |G*| at glassy asymptote minus Log |G*| at the crossover 
frequency.  
Sui et al. (19) developed a method to calculate the slope and magnitude of the shear 
stress relaxation modulus G(t) from the relaxation modulus master curve constructed from the 
4mm DSR test at 60 seconds and 10°C warmer than the low PG grading temperature, which 
are correlated with the corresponding S(t) and m-values at 60 seconds and 10°C above the true 
low PG grading temperature from BBR measurements. The ΔTc parameter can be then 
calculated from the critical temperatures determined by the S(t) and m-value. ΔTc is defined 
as the difference between the temperature at which the S(t) and m-value criteria from the BBR 
testing are met, as shown in Equation 3.  
 




T(stiffness): critical low temperature at which S(60) =300 MPa;  
T(m-slope): critical low temperature at which m(60) = 0.300.  
When the ΔTc value is positive, the binder grade is controlled by the creep stiffness (S-
controlled); when the ΔTc value is negative, the binder grade becomes m-controlled. S-
controlled binders typically have better stress relaxation capability and are therefore typically 
less prone to cracking. Asphalt Institute (20, 21) suggests using ΔTc = -2.5°C and ΔTc = -5.0°C 
as threshold values for crack warning and cracking limit respectively. 
The complex modulus master curve from the 4mm DSR test is used to calculate the 
binder Glover-Rowe parameter. Rowe et al. (21) developed the binder Glover-Rowe parameter 
to evaluate the cracking susceptibility of asphalt binders, as shown in Equation 4. A lower G-
R parameter indicates better capability to resist durability cracking. A limiting value of 180 
kPa is proposed as a crack warning limit, a second value of 600 kPa is suggested for the 
development of significant cracking (block cracking). The binder G-R parameter is generally 
calculated at the temperature and frequency combination of 15°C and 0.005rad/sec. 
 
𝐺 − 𝑅 =
|𝐺∗|(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛿)2
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛿






 𝛿: phase angle of the binder.  
 
NCHRP 09-54 Binder Oxidation Aging Model 
Based on Glaser et al.’s (22) framework, the NCHRP 09-54 project developed an oxidation 
aging model to predict the change of binder property with aging using log G* at 64°C and 10 
rad/s frequency as the AIP (aging index property), as shown in Equation 5. The fast and 
constant reaction rates in Equation 5 can be calculated using the Arrhenius expressions shown 
in Equation 6 and Equation 7, respectively. This oxidation aging model is employed in this 
study to evaluate and simulate the field aging gradient in the laboratory. 
 
𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐺∗ = 𝑙𝑜𝑔𝐺0
∗ +𝑀 (1 −
𝑘𝑐
𝑘𝑓








)                                                          (7) 
 
Where, 
G*: log-term aged binder shear modulus at 64℃ and 10 rad/s (kPa); 
G*0: short-term aged binder shear modulus at 64℃ and 10 rad/s (kPa); 
𝑘𝑓 : rate of fast reaction; 
𝑘𝑐 : rate of constant reaction; 
𝐴𝑓 : fast reaction frequency factor; 
𝐴𝑐 : constant reaction frequency factor; 
𝐸𝑎𝑓 : fast reaction activation energy (kJ/mol); 
𝐸𝑎𝑐 : constant reaction activation energy (kJ/mol); 
R: universal gas constant, or ideal gas constant (kJ/mol.K); 
T: reaction temperature (K); 
t: reaction time(s); 
M: fitting parameter, material-based constant. 
It should be mentioned that this aging model is a simplified temperature-based 
oxidation aging model. In reality, aging of asphalt material is also affected by the pressure 
distribution in pavement structure, and more importantly, there is the severe photo aging near 
the pavement surface due to the ultraviolet light. 
 
RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Change of Rheological Properties with Aging 
Complex shear modulus and phase angle mastercurves constructed from the 4 mm DSR testing 
are presented as the average of three replicates for the extracted and recovered binders from 
the mixtures, as well as the 20 hr. PAV samples (original without RAP) during production in 
Figure 1 (results for two binders are shown as representative examples). Complex modulus 
increases while phase angle decreases as materials age and the curves become flatter. Both the 




frequencies (higher than 105Hz at 10°C). Generally, the two higher levels of aging (24 hr. at 
135°C and 12 days at 95°C) show similar complex modulus and phase angle values. The 
complex modulus and phase angle of 20 hr. PAV samples typically fall in between STA and 5 
days at 95°C aging level, indicating 20 hr. PAV binder aging condition causes less aging of the 





FIGURE 1 Complex Shear Modulus and Phase Angle Master Curves for Representative 
Binder Samples with Different Aging Conditions (Reference Temperature: 10°C) 
 
Figure 2 shows the average low temperature performance grade (PGLT), R-value, ΔTc 
and the binder G-R parameter, as well as the suggested threshold values for the study materials. 
Error bars show one standard deviation. Generally, PGLT, R-value, and G-R parameter 
increase with aging, while ΔTc decreases. There is a significant difference in the rheological 
indices between the STA and the three long-term mixture aging conditions (5 days, 12 days 
and 24 hours aging). The PGLT, R-value, and G-R parameter for 5834LM, 6428SV, and 
7034LV after each aging condition are typically lower than other materials, while the ΔTc 
value for those binders after aging is higher, indicating better cracking performance compared 
with other materials. The ΔTc value and G-R parameter for these three binders after aging are 
typically within the cracking limit, while other binders exceed the cracking limit value after 12 
days and 24 hours aging condition (5234LM and 5234LL exceed the cracking limit only after 
5 days aging condition). The index values for binders from two virgin mixtures (6428SV and 





























































































































































































Table 2 shows the change of the four rheological indices from STA condition (LTOAs minus 
STA). A bolded number indicates that the value of the rheological index exceeds the cracking 
limit value at that condition. The purpose of presenting this table is to evaluate the aging 
susceptibility of the different binders. As shown in Figure 2, the two binders with the softer 
performance grade (5234LM and 5234LL) and that with the largest difference between PGHT 
and PGLT (7628SM) generally show good cracking performance for STA. However, these 
binders have a greater change in the rheological indices with aging, as highlighted in Table 2, 
indicating higher aging susceptibility compared with the other materials. Also, some mixtures 
(e.g. 6428SV) have a similar change from STA to 5 days, but slower from 5 days to 12 days. 
From Figure 2 and Table 2, 5234LM, 5234LL and 7628SM clearly show the worst cracking 
performance even only after 5 days aging condition. 
 




5234LM 5234LL 5834LM 5828LM 5828LL 6428SV 6428SM 7034LV 7628SM 
PGLT 
5d 4.3  6.3  3.0  -- -- 4.6  4.9  2.3  6.1  
12d 13.6  14.2  7.6  4.7  8.4  7.8  9.2  8.7  10.3  
24hr 14.4  16.0  -- 16.1  6.1  -- -- -- -- 
PAV -- -- -0.5  -- -- 2.4  -1.3  1.5  -2.0  
R-
value 
5d 0.8  0.9  0.3  -- -- 0.3  0.7  0.5  0.8  
12d 1.7  1.6  0.9  1.1  1.0  1.5  1.0  0.9  1.7  
24hr 1.9  1.4  -- 1.7  1.3  -- -- -- -- 
PAV -- -- 0.5  -- -- 0.2  0.8  0.2  1.0  
ΔTc 
5d -6.0  -6.6  -2.7  -- -- -3.1  -3.7  -2.4  -6.1  
12d -13.5  -11.7  -6.7  -5.7  -5.2  -5.9  -8.4  -5.8  -10.0  
24hr -15.1  -12.5  -- -14.5  -6.0  -- -- -- -- 
PAV -- -- -1.2  -- -- -1.8  -0.4  -0.5  -0.2  
G-R 
5d 465 569 81 -- -- 133 333 74 463 
12d 1872 2684 390 457 1441 651 896 394 2428 
24hr 2421 3363 -- 3275 1093 -- -- -- -- 
PAV -- -- 59 -- -- 111 354 38 195 
 
The ΔTc and G-R parameter evaluate the ability of the binder to resist the thermal 
cracking and durability (block) cracking, respectively. Figure 3 provides a way to combine 
these two criteria and evaluate the thermal and durability cracking susceptibility of the binders 
after different aging conditions together. The two red dashed lines represent the cracking 
warning values for ΔTc and G-R parameter respectively, while the solid red lines represent the 
cracking limit values for ΔTc and G-R parameter. The area surrounded by the two dashed lines 
at the bottom right of the plot, labelled as the safe zone, means that the binders have adequate 
capability under intermediate and cold temperature to resist cracking. Generally, no cracking 




“safe zone” area. However, if the points fall into the failure zone surrounded by the two solid 
lines at the top left of the plot, it indicates that the binders have a high susceptibility to both 
thermal and durability (block) cracking since both ΔTc and G-R parameter values of the binder 
samples exceed the cracking limit values.   
The STA condition binders generally fall into the safe zone, which means that typically 
no cracking problems are expected. For 5834LM and 7034LV, after 5 days aging, the points 
are located in the safe zone and even after 12 days aging condition, the ΔTc value and G -R 
parameter are still within the cracking limits. However, 5234LM, 5234LL, 5828LM, 5828LL, 
and 7628SM after 12 days and 24 hours aging condition, fall into the failure zone, which means 
that there may be significant cracking problems based on the ΔTc and G-R criteria. 
 
 
FIGURE 3 Combination of ΔTc and G-R Criteria (marker size increases with increase 
of aging conditions; 20 hr. PAV not included)  
 
Aging Gradient (Field Cores) 
In this section, the DSR test results for the binder samples extracted and recovered from field 
cores are compared with those recovered from the laboratory aged mixtures. This data is 
available for four mixtures: 5234LM, 5234LL, 5828LM, and 5828LL. 
Complex shear modulus and phase angle mastercurves constructed from the DSR 
testing are presented as the average of three replicates in Figure 4 (results for one binder shown 
as an example). Generally, complex modulus and phase angle of the binder samples extracted 
from the bottom layer (layer 3) are similar to the STA condition. The complex modulus of the 
binder samples extracted from the top layer (layer 1) is clearly higher than the STA condition 
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The complex modulus and phase angle of layer 2 is in between layer 1 and layer 3, illustrating 
the aging gradient within the pavement structure in the field .  
 
   
 
FIGURE 4 Comparison of the Complex Shear Modulus and Phase Angle Master Curves 
between the Mixture Aging Conditions with Field Cores (Reference Temperature: 10°C) 
 
Figure 5 shows the average PGLT, R-value, ΔTc value and G-R parameter for the 
binder samples extracted and recovered from the four mixtures and the corresponding field 
cores, respectively. Error bars show one standard deviation. Generally, the PGLT, R-values, 
ΔTc values and G-R parameters of the field cores with three layers are in between the STA and 
5 days aging condition. With the increase of the pavement depth from layer 1 to layer 3, PGLT, 
R-value and G-R parameter decrease, while ΔTc value increases, showing the aging gradient 
within the pavement structure in the field. 
The ΔTc value for the layer 1 and layer 2 generally exceeds the cracking warning limit, 
indicating the thermal cracking potential of the top layers. The G-R parameter for the top layer 
of 5234LL and 5828LL exceeds the cracking warning limit, indicating durability cracking 


































































FIGURE 5 Comparison of the Rheological Indices: (a) PGLT; (b) R-value; (c) ΔTc; (d) 
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Figure 6 shows how the binder Glover-Rowe (G-R) parameter changes with pavement 
depth for the binder samples extracted from the field cores (three layers). The mid -depth 
location of each layer (6.35mm for layer 1; 19.05mm for layer 2; 31.75mm for layer 3) is 
selected as the representative depth to reflect the performance of each layer. Error bars show 
one standard deviation. Previous studies (23,24) have shown that below 50 mm from the 
surface, asphalt material does not age significantly. Therefore, 60 mm is selected as the 
representative depth to represent the behaviour of asphalt layers below 50 mm, indicating there 
is no additional aging experienced for the asphalt material below this depth after STA (during 
production). 
The rate of field aging within the first inch of the pavement is much faster than the 
layers below it for all four mixtures. Also, the change in G-R from one layer to the next is not 
the same for all four binders. It is well-known that the different factors, such as temperature 
gradient, air void distribution, and aging kinetics affect the aging in the field (25). As shown in 
the legend, the average air void content of those four mixtures (field cores) are not same. The 
effect of air void on the aging kinetics can be clearly seen on 5828LM. From Figure 6, 5828LM 
shows the largest difference in G-R between layer 1 and layer 2, however, the G-R parameter 
for 5828LM does not change significantly below layer 2. One reason is that 5828LM has the 
lowest air void, this restricts the rate of oxidation due to lower oxygen availability, so that the 
aging of 5828LM is mostly concentrated on the top layer. Then, as observed from the DSR test 
results, different binders have different aging susceptibility (rate), the aging kinetics is also 
based on the individual binder sample. Comparing the trend of change in G-R parameter with 
increase of depth for 5234LM with 5234LL and 5828LM with 5828LL (each pair has the same 
base (virgin) binder), the presence of different RAP content distinctly shows the impact on how 
the aging kinetics change with change of pavement depth. The difference in G-R parameters 
































Quantitative Simulation of Aging Gradient using Laboratory Conditioning Methods 
The oxidation aging model developed from the NCHRP 09-54 project is generally used to 
predict the change of binder property with aging (laboratory aging duration at 95°C), as shown 
in Equation 5. This oxidation aging model is employed in this study to correlate the laboratory 
conditioning methods with field aging durations, as well as quantitatively simulate and evaluate 
the aging gradient in the field.  
Table 3 presents the values of the calibrated oxidation aging model parameters in 
Equations 5-7. The universal values of the kf and kc parameters are obtained from a least mean 
square error optimization of the data obtained from the calibration binders (the binders 
extracted and recovered from the laboratory aged mixtures with STA, 5 and 12 days at 95°C 
aging conditions). After optimizing the kf and kc parameters, the material-dependent M values 
were determined by conducting least square error optimizations for the individual binders. It 
should be noted that M accounts for mix-specific aging kinetics; higher M values indicate 
greater oxidation susceptibility. By comparing the M value in Table 3, the two binders with 
the softer performance grade generally show a higher aging rate as compared with other two 
binders, consistent with the results from the DSR data. Also, comparing the M value of 
5234LM with 5234LL and 5828LM with 5828LL, the higher RAP content results in a lower 
M value (slower aging rate). 
 
TABLE 3 Calibrated Model Coefficients 
 








T (K) kf kc M 
5234LM 
1.2E+13 98.20  3.8E+07 70.01 0.008  368.15 0.41  0.05  
0.89 
5234LL 0.83  
5828LM 0.74  
5828LL 0.70  
 
With the calibrated model coefficients above, the laboratory aging durations 
corresponding with the field aging durations of different layers for the field cores can be back-
calculated from Equation 5. The calculated results are shown in Table 4. The lab aging 
durations for the same layer vary with the binders, representing the disparate aging kinetics of 
those binders in the field. The binders with the softer grade clearly show the higher aging rate 
with the longer laboratory aging durations, as shown in Table 4. 
Comparing the average laboratory aging durations for those three layers, the aging rate 
of asphalt material within the first layer is approximately 1.5 times faster than the second layer 
and 3 times faster than the third layer. With this data, 5 days of mixture aging in the lab appears 
to simulate around 8 years field aging for the top 12.5 mm layer based on New Hampshire 
climate condition, while 12 days can simulate approximately 20 years, which typically covers 
the design service life of the asphalt pavement. The 20 hr. PAV appears to simulate less than 8 
years field aging in New Hampshire, indicating that current 20 hr. PAV binder aging method 









Laboratory Aging Duration (hour) 
5234LM 5234LL 5828LM 5828LL Average 
Layer 1 62  54  48  46  52  
Layer 2 45  30  22  37  33  
Layer 3 15  25  12  19  18  
 
The results from the back-calculation of the laboratory aging durations here can be used 
to correlate the laboratory conditioning methods with the field aging durations (pavement 
service life), and quantitatively simulate the field aging gradient in the laboratory, providing a 
way to evaluate the long-term performance of the asphalt binders in the laboratory, and 
quantitatively estimate and compare the aging kinetics with different binders, as well as with 
pavement depth. The benefits are: 
• The general method discribed here can be used to more accurately simulate and 
represent the field aging in the laboratory.  
• The correlation between the laboratory conditioning methods with the field aging 
durations provides agencies a way to select the proper laboratory conditioning time based 
on the desired equivalent field aging durations to evaluate the change of material 
performance over the designed pavement service life.  
• By calibrating the aging model using DSR data for the binders with different 
aging conditions, the aging susceptibility (M value) of the binders can be determined, 
which is helpful in evaluating the long-term performance of the asphalt binders. This, in 
combination with the material properties in STA condition is useful for agencies to select  
the appropriate material and design mixtures with confidence that the pavement can avoid 
significant cracking damage for a given period of time.  
• The combination of Table 4 and Figure 6 can be used to evaluate cracking 
potential of the asphalt pavement. Both clearly show how the aging kinetics (rate) of 
asphalt binders change with change of pavement depth. Also, the results from Table 4 and 
Figure 6 can be used in preservation, maintenance and rehabilitation decisions. Agencies 
can choose the best time to apply preservation treatments based on the correlation between 
the laboratory conditioning methods and the field aging durations evaluated in Table 4, 
and determine the approriate milling depth of asphalt courses based on the results from 
Figure 6. 
 
SUMMARY AND CONCLUSIONS 
The objective of this study is to correlate laboratory conditioning methods with field aging by 
evaluating how the rheological parameters of asphalt binders evolve over time, as well as how 
the aging changes with pavement depth. Loose mixtures are aged in the lab (5 and 12 days 
aging at 95°C, as well as 24 hours at 135°C) and recovered binder rheological properties are 
compared with those from different layers of field cores. The virgin binder results with 20 
hours PAV aging are also included in the analysis. Binder testing is conducted using a dynamic 




temperatures. Numerous rheological parameters are calculated to evaluate changes with aging:  
PGLT, R-value, G-R parameter and ΔTc. The field aging gradient is evaluated, the laboratory 
conditioning durations corresponding with the field aging durations at different depth of 
pavement are calculated. The following conclusions based on New Hampshire mixtures and 
climate conditions can be drawn from the results of the testing and analysis: 
1. The linear viscoelastic properties of binders with 24 hr. at 135°C and 12 days at 95°C 
aging are similar. 
2. With increase of aging condition, the rheological indices of asphalt binders, PGLT, 
R-value, and G-R parameter increase, while ΔTc decreases. The two virgin binders 
show both good thermal and durability cracking performance at each aging condition. 
The two binders with the softer performance grade (5234LM and 5234LL) and that 
with the largest difference between PGHT and PGLT (7628SM) show higher aging 
susceptibility.  
3. The binder samples extracted from the field cores illustrate the aging gradient in field, 
with the top layers (25mm) aged the most. The aging rate of asphalt material within 
the top 12.5 mm layer is approximately 1.5 times of the middle 12.5 mm layer, and 3 
times of the bottom 12.5 mm layer. 
4. 5 days at 95°C aging can simulate around 8 years field aging (in New Hampshire) for 
the top 12.5mm pavement, while 12 days at 95°C aging can simulate approximately 
20 years field aging. The 20 hours PAV binder conditioning protocol simulates less 
than 8 years field aging. 
 
The results from this study benefit highway agencies as follows: 
1. The correlation between the laboratory conditioning methods with the field aging 
durations provides agencies a way to select the proper laboratory conditioning time 
based on the desired equivalent field aging durations to evaluate the change of 
material performance over the desinged pavement service life.  
2. By calibrating the oxidation aging model using DSR data, the aging susceptibility of 
the binders can be determined.  This can be used in combination with the STA 
properties to select the appropriate material and design mixtures to avoid significant  
cracking damage for a given period of time.  
3. The method included in this study to evaluate the aging gradient within the pavement 
structure can also be used to detect the thermal, block and top-down fatigue cracking 
potential of the aspahlt material. This will help agencies to determine the best time 
and ideal milling depth to maintain and rehabilitate their pavements. 
4. The general methodology described in this study provides agencies a way to optimize 
the laboratory conditioning durations and evaluate the performance of asphalt 




Future work and analysis are planned to continue testing the binder sampled during production 
and extracted from field cores to further evaluate and correlate the different laboratory aging 




the methods used in this study will be also evaluated in future. The correlation between the 
different properties of aged asphalt mixtures and binders, as well as their relationship with the 
cracking performance of field core samples and field performance should be further 
investigated. Additional tests that evaluate the binders beyond the linear viscoelastic response 
(e.g. the Linear Amplitude Sweep (LAS) and Multiple Stress Creep Recovery (MSCR) test), 
as well as the chemical analytical test (e.g. Fourier Transform Infrared (FTIR) test) are being 
investigated for inclusion in comprehensive evaluation of the change of asphalt binders’ 
properties with aging. Continued sampling of field cores for study mixtures/binders to better 
define the aging gradient with depth is also needed. The results from this study will be used in 
the advanced performance prediction models, such as AASHTOWare Pavement ME and 
FHWA’s FlexPAVE to more precisely simulate and predict the pavement response while 
taking the aging gradient into account.  
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Fatigue Cracking is a major concern for asphalt pavements since it affects ride quality and 
allows water to infiltrate from the surface to underlying base and soil layers, decreasing the 
serviceability of the pavement, elevating the chance of road accidents and requiring 
considerable amount of public funds on more frequent maintenance or rehabilitation. Fatigue 
cracking is generally caused by repetitive stresses and strains induced from traffic loading and 
environmental factors, appearing in the form of longitudinal and eventual alligator cracking on 
the surface of the pavement (Ayazi et al., 2017; Behbahani et al., 2017; Ziari et al., 2014&2018). 
Fatigue behavior of asphalt mixtures is typically affected by many factors such as loading, 
environmental conditions, pavement structure, mixture characteristics, binder and aggregate 
characteristics. It is reported that among the mixture components, binder plays the most 
important role in fatigue behavior of asphalt mixtures (Bahia et al., 2001; Anderson et al., 2001; 
Ameri et al., 2016; Ziari et al., 2017). Hence, it is important to find a valid test method and the 
corresponding parameters to efficiently and effectively capture the fatigue propert ies of asphalt 
binders. 
Significant research efforts have been dedicated to find a method for evaluating the fatigue 
properties of asphalt binders in recent decades. The G*sinδ fatigue index was initially 
developed as a fatigue criterion during the SHRP program. However, it has received 
considerable criticism as it does not account for the repeated traffic and does not capture the 
damage accumulation generated in the binder (Anderson et al., 2001; Zhou et al., 2012). During 
the National Cooperative Highway Research Program (NCHRP) 9–10 Project, the time sweep 
test performed using a Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR) was introduced to better evaluate the 
fatigue properties of asphalt binder. But the main drawback of this method is its long testing 
time (Anderson et al., 2001; Bonnetti et al., 2002; Martono et al., 2007). To address this issue, 
additional investigations into a more time efficient asphalt binder fatigue test method led to the 
Linear Amplitude Sweep (LAS) test (Planche et al., 2001) introduced by Bahia et al. (2010). 
The test analysis is based on Viscoelastic Continuum Damage (VECD) principles, which have 
been successfully used for characterizing fatigue properties of asphalt mixtures by many 
researchers (Daniel et al., 2002&2004; Sabouri et al., 2015; Wang et al., 2017; Zhang et al., 
2019). Studies (Zhou et al., 2012; Clopotel et al., 2012) have also shown that the LAS test can 
be used as an effective test method to evaluate the binder fatigue properties and has been shown 
to correlate fairly well with the Long-Term Pavement Performance (LTPP) field fatigue 
cracking data (Hintz et al., 2011).  
Although the LAS test has been positively received for evaluation of the fatigue properties of 
asphalt binders, researchers recently have found some challenges with using the current 
performance parameters measured from the LAS test to investigate the effect of asphalt 




long-term performance (Tabatabaee et al., 2014; Zhou et al., 2017). Using the current 
performance parameters, Sabouri at el. (2018) reported that all the (SBS) modified binders 
show better fatigue performance than the neat binders at lower strain levels, while the trend is 
reversed at the higher strain levels. Studies from Teymourpour et al. (2014) and Zhou et al. 
(2017) have shown that the fatigue properties of asphalt binders is significantly improved with 
increase of the binder aging condition (even after severe 40 and 60 hours PAV aging), which 
is contradictory with expectations. With these raised challenges for the current parameters as 
discussed above, the primary objective of this study is to explore and develop the new 
performance parameters to better understand and evaluate the fatigue properties of asphalt 
binders by incorporating the aging effects. 
2. Methodology 
2.1 Laboratory Conditioning Method  
The accelerated laboratory conditioning (aging) method is of great importance to simulate the 
aging of asphalt materials in the field (Hveem et al., 1963; Vassiliev et al., 2002; Cominsky et 
al., 1994; Glover et al., 2008; Bell et al., 1994; Harrigan et al., 2007; Kim et al., 2018; 
Elwardany et al., 2017; Blankenship et al., 2010; Zhang et al., 2019). The recent findings of 
the NCHRP 09-54 project recommends conditioning the loose mix asphalt at 95°C as an 
optimal temperature considering the relationship between binder rheology and chemistry to 
simulate long term aging in the field (Kim et al., 2018). Also, as compared to aging of the 
compacted specimens (Harrigan et al., 2007), loose mixture aging produces uniform aging and 
reduces the aging time significantly (Blankenship et al., 2010; Elwardany et al., 2017; Kim et 
al., 2018). Because of these advantages, the NCHRP recommended 95°C for 5 (intermediate 
aging level) and 12 days (long-term aging level) were selected in this study and used on five 
plant produced mixtures which have already undergone short-term aging during production. 
Previous work (Zhang et al., 2019) has shown that 5 days at 95°C laboratory aging condition 
simulates approximately four years of field aging for the surface mixtures in the region where 
mixtures have been procured, while 12 days at 95ºC laboratory aging simulates approximately 
10 years of field aging. 
2.2 Laboratory Performance Tests 
2.2.1 Frequency and Temperature Sweep test  
The frequency and temperature sweep testing using a Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR) with 
a 4 mm plate was conducted in this study to measure the rheological characteristics of the 
asphalt binders (Glaser et al., 2015). This test covers a wide range of temperatures (-36°C to 




0.2 rad/sec), by using the appropriate strain level at each combination of test temperature and 
frequency. The isotherm tests are conducted from the coldest to the warmest temperature and 
from the highest to the lowest frequencies. The complex shear modulus and phase angle master 
curve are then constructed, and the binder Glover-Rowe (Rowe et al., 2011) parameter is 
calculated as shown in Eq. 1. 
𝐺 − 𝑅 =
𝐺∗(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛿)2
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛿
                                                      (1) 
Where G* is the complex shear modulus at 15°C, 0.005rad/sec; δ is the value of phase angle at 
15°C, 0.005rad/sec. A lower G-R parameter indicates better capability to resist durability 
cracking. A limiting value of 180kPa is proposed for the onset of cracking, a second value of 
600kPa is suggested for the development of significant cracking (block cracking) (Rowe et al., 
2011). 
Sui et al. (Sui et al., 2011) developed a method to calculate the critical temperatures determined 
by the S(t) and m-value that are generally measured from the BBR measurements directly from 
the 4 mm DSR test. Using this method, the ΔTc parameter can be then calculated from 
difference between the two critical temperatures, as shown in Eq. 2.  
∆Tc=T(S)-T(m)                                                       (2) 
Where, 
T(S): critical low temperature at which creep stiffness at 60 seconds, S(60) =300 MPa;  
T(m): critical low temperature at which slope of creep stiffness curve at 60 seconds, m(60) = 
0.300. 
Asphalt Institute (Rowe et al., 2011; Anderson et al., 2011) suggests using ΔTc = -2.5°C and 
ΔTc = -5.0°C as threshold values for crack warning and cracking limit respectively. 
2.2.2 Linear Amplitude Sweep (LAS) test 
The LAS test evaluates the ability of asphalt binder to resist fatigue damage. This test is an 
oscillatory strain sweep test that generates damage to the binder by applying linearly increasing 
load amplitudes. The LAS test consists of two steps: first, a frequency sweep is performed in 
order to get information about undamaged material properties and evaluate the rheological 
characteristics of the binder. Second, the damage characteristics of the binder are measured 




at a strain amplitude of 0.1% with a range of frequencies from 0.2 to 30 Hz according to 
AASHTO TP101. The amplitude sweep test was done at a constant frequency of 10 Hz. The 
testing protocol consisted of applying a linearly increasing strain from zero to 30% over 3100 
cycles of loading. All tests were conducted using a DSR device with an 8 mm diameter parallel 
plate and a 2 mm gap. Three replicates were run for each binder. The integrity (C(t)) and 
damage accumulation (D(t)) curve (fatigue law, also referred to as damage characteristic curve 
(DCC)) of the binder sample during the test is calculated by Eq. 3-5. The relationship between 
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𝑖=1 ]                            (4 )  
C(𝑡) = 𝐶0 −𝐶1(𝐷)
𝐶2 ⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡                                            (5 ) 
where G* is the complex modulus; δ is the phase angle; γ0 is the applied strain; α is calculated 
from the frequency sweep test; t is test time. Fig. 1 below shows the typical C-D plot 
determined from the LAS test. 
 
Figure 1 Typical Damage Characteristic Curve (DCC) from LAS Test 
The number of cycles to failure is calculated using Eq. 6-9. The failure definition in LAS test 


























𝛼⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡                                                 (7) 









                                                        (9) 
where A and B are VECD model coefficients that depend on the material characteristics, 
𝑟𝑚𝑎𝑥 ⁡is the applied strain, Df is defined as damage at failure, which corresponds to a 35% 
reduction in G*sinδ; f is loading frequency (10Hz). With the measured A and B parameters 
from the LAS test, Nf vs. strain curve can be calculated following Eq. 6, and plotted in Fig. 2. 
Generally, “A” parameter represents the material’s ability to keep its integrity during loading 
cycles and accumulated damage. This parameter is directly related to the storage modulus. In 
other words, as the storage modulus decreases through loading cycles, the A parameter 
decreases, which indicates the decreasing ability of the binder to maintain its integrity. The 
sensitivity of the asphalt binder to strain level is described by the B parameter. Higher absolute 
values of B indicate that the fatigue life decreases at a higher rate (steeper (negative) slope of 
the Nf-strain curve as shown in Fig.2) when strain level increases. In general, more fatigue 
resistant binders tend to have higher A values and lower absolute B values (Ameri et al., 2011).  
 
Figure 2 Typical Fatigue Characterization (Nf-strain) Plot from LAS Test 





































The uniaxial fatigue test was performed in accordance with AASHTO TP 107 in a direct cyclic 
tension mode on the asphalt mixtures in this study, and the analysis is conducted using the 
Simplified Viscoelastic Continuum Damage (S-VECD) approach. The test is conducted on 
130×100 mm specimens (110×38 mm for field cores) that are preconditioned with respect to 
binder performance grade at temperature equal to (
𝑃𝐺𝐻𝑇−𝑃𝐺𝐿𝑇
2
− 3°𝐶). The test is conducted on 
four replicates each at a different strain level under cyclic tension and constant crosshead 
testing mode. The performance parameter DR (average reduction in pseudo stiffness per loading 
cycle) and Sapp (the accumulated damage when C (pseudo stiffness) is equal to 1-DR) are used 
to estimate the ability of the mixtures to resist fatigue cracking (Sabouri et al., 2015; Wang et 
al., 2017). 
2.3 Material 
Table 1 below shows the summary information for the study mixtures (plant produced) and the 
corresponding binders extracted and recovered from these mixtures with different aging 
conditions (Recycled binder content is the ratio of the weight of recycled binder to the total 
binder weight). The mix ID is defined as follows: the first four-digit number indicates the 
original binder PG grade, the following letters indicate the nominal maximum aggregate size 
(NMAS) of 9.5mm “S” and 12.5mm “L”. The last letter represents the recycled binder content: 
“V” indicates no recycled binder, “M” indicates 14.8-18.9% recycled binder content, and “L” 
indicates 28.3% recycled binder content. The binders in mixture 7034LV and 7628SM are 
modified binders (styrene–butadiene–styrene (SBS) with aromatic oil (3%) for 7034LV and 
polyphosphoric acid (PPA) for 7628SM). 
Field cores for two mixtures (5234LM FC and 5828LL FC; taken after four years in service) 
are also available in this study. They were cut into three layers (12.5mm each, as shown in 
Fig.3) and then the binders are extracted and recovered. The binder extraction is performed in 
accordance with AASHTO T 164, procedure 12, using a centrifuge extractor and toluene 






















5834LM PG 58-34 5.4 18.5 ✔ ✔ ✔ NA 
6428SV PG 64-28 6.4 0 ✔ ✔ ✔ NA 
6428SM PG 64-28 6.3 18.5 ✔ ✔ ✔ NA 
7034LV 
PG 70-34 (SBS 
Modified 
/Aromatic Oil) 
5.8 0 ✔ ✔ ✔ NA 
7628SM 
PG 76-28 (PPA 
Modified) 
6.1 14.8 ✔ ✔ ✔ NA 
5234LM 
FC 
PG 52-34 5.3 18.9 NA NA NA ✔ 
5828LL  
FC 





Figure 3 Schematic of Cutting of the Field Cores (surface layer) for Binder Extraction 
and Recovery 
3. Result and Discussion 
3.1 Current Parameters from LAS Test 
The A and B parameters, as well as the Nf-strain plot are the outputs of the LAS test that are 
currently used to evaluate the fatigue properties of asphalt binders. Fig. 4 below shows the 
result of the calculated A and B parameters for the five binders with various aging conditions, 
as well as the binder samples from the different layers in the field cores. Generally, binder 




B parameter decrease) as aging conditions increase. However, there is no consistent trend 
observed for change of A parameter with increase of conditioning levels for binder 5834LM 
and binder 6428SV, while 7034LV consistently increases with aging.  
For the two binders extracted and recovered from the field cores, there is no clear trend 
observed for change of A parameter with increase of pavement depth (from L1 – L3). For 
binder 5828LL FC, the fatigue resistance in terms of A parameter decreases with increase of 
pavement depth. This observation is contradictory with common expectation of the aging 
gradient in the field.  
  
 
Figure 4 Current a) A Value; b) B Value Calculated from LAS Test 
Fig. 5 below shows examples of two Nf-strain plots (using binder 5834LM and 6428SV as 
examples). Binder 5834LM generally shows a lower Nf value after 12 days aging condition, 
while there is no clear trend for change of Nf value with increase of strain levels after STA and 
5 days aging.  Binder 6428SV shows higher Nf values after 5 and 12 days aging in the small 
strain range (lower than 0.5%).  However, in the higher strain range (over 1.1%), STA shows 
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(5234LM FC and 5828LL FC), this is due to the inconsistent trend for A parameter with 
increase of aging condition and pavement depth.  
 
 
Figure 5 Fatigue Characterization (Nf-Strain) Plots from LAS Test for 
 a)5834LM; b)6428SV 
3.2 Development of New LAS Parameters. 
As shown in Fig. 4 and Fig. 5, there is no consistent trend observed with the current parameters 
with change of aging conditions and pavement depth. This can be explained by how the A 
parameter is calculated from the LAS test. As shown in Eq. 6, the A value is a function of α 
and Df; α is calculated from the frequency sweep test while the failure point D f is defined as 
the 35% reduction in the initial modulus. This is a default value that may not effectively capture 

















































































In order to define an appropriate failure point of the binder sample during the test, the stress-
strain curve during the LAS fatigue test is plotted and shown in Fig.6a. There is a peak point 
that shows the maximum stress on the stress-strain curve, indicating that damage has initiated 
and material capacity is greatly diminished.  Using the peak stress point identified from the 
stress-strain curve as a reasonable definition of failure, the Df and C values for different binders 
at this point can be calculated, as illustrated in Fig.6b. The new parameters that incorporate 
this defined failure point can then be developed. 
 
 
Figure 6 a) Typical Stress-Strain Plot from LAS Test; b) Illustration of the Default 
Failure Points as Compared to Points where Peak Stress Occurs 













































Wang et al. (2017) developed an index DR (average reduction in pseudo stiffness up to failure) 
which is based on the S-VECD theory to evaluate the fatigue properties of asphalt mixtures. 
Zhang et al. (2019) found that this parameter consistently decreases as material age, showing 
the degradation of the fatigue resistance of mixtures over time. In this study, the same concept 
used to determine DR is used to develop the new parameter IR, Average Reduction in Integrity 
up to Failure, to evaluate the fatigue properties of different asphalt binders with various aging 






⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡                                            (10 ) 
Where Nf is the number of load cycles to failure (defined as peak stress) point from the LAS 
test and C is pseudo stiffness that is calculated by Eq.3. A higher IR value is preferred, indicating 
the material has better capability to resist fatigue cracking.  
Fig. 7 below shows the IR values measured from the study binder samples with different aging 
conditions. Error bars show one standard deviation. Generally, the IR value decreases with 
increase in aging. There is a significant difference in the IR value between STA and long-term 
aging conditions. The two virgin binders 6428SV and 7034LV (SBS modified), and binder 
5834LM generally show higher IR values after each aging condition as compared to other 
binders. Binder 7628SM (PPA modified) initially has a high IR value after STA, however, it 
clearly shows the lowest IR values after two long-term aging conditions (5 days and 12 days).  
For the binder samples extracted and recovered from the field cores, binder 5234LM FC with 
the softer grade binder and lower RAP content clearly shows a higher IR value at each layer as 
compared to the binder 5828LL FC. IR value of each layer significantly increases with increase 
of pavement depth (from L1 to L3), illustrating the aging gradient within the pavement 
structure in the field. The IR value of bottom layer for both binders are typically around 1.5 to 





Figure 7 Average Reduction in Integrity to Failure from LAS Test 
3.2.2 Stain Tolerance up to Failure (εT) 
The IR parameter ignores the post-peak part of the stress-strain curve where the binder sample 
still has some load carrying capability (as shown in Fig. 8a). Also, the modified binders 
(7034LV and 7628SM) generally show longer and flatter post-peak curves as compared to 
other binders. The longer and flatter curve can be attributed to the benefits of adding the 
polymer modifiers into binder samples, where the applied force/stress is trying to break down 
the cross-linked structure within the modified binder samples after the peak stress point as 
observed from Fig.8a. To capture this important post-peak behavior of the binder samples 
during the LAS test, the Stain Tolerance (εT) parameter is developed. First, an “end” point for 
the data to be included in the analysis needs to be defined. Different points on the post-peak 
part of the stress-strain curve have been examined including the inflection point (the point with 
the lowest negative slope on the stress-strain curve where the shear stress significantly drops), 
50% of the maximum stress point and the 25% of the maximum stress point, as indicated in 
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Figure 8 a) Typical Stress-Strain Curves for Different Binders; b) Illustration of the 
End Points 
The effect of aging and modifier can be effectively measured using the inflection point, as 
shown in Fig.9a. However, for the severely aged binder, this point is generally difficult to 
identify on the stress-strain curve as indicated in Fig. 9b, and the variability of the calculated 
εT parameter between the replicates for each binder is relatively high (shown by error bars in 
Fig. 9a). The point of 50% of the maximum stress can also capture the aging and modifier 
effects with lower variability than the inflection point (Fig. 9c). However, as indicated in Fig. 
9d, it may not be able to fully capture the effect of modifiers on the post-peak behavior (sample 
still has certain stress capability with the smooth and flat stress-strain curve after the  50% of 
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Figure 9 Examination of a) & b) Inflection Point and; 
c) & d) 50% Max. Stress Point 
The point of 25% of the maximum stress was selected as the end point for calculation of the 
strain tolerance parameter in this study, the result is shown in Fig. 10. The advantages of 
selecting 25% as the end point are: 
（1） It is easier to identify and the result (calculated strain tolerance) shows lower 
variability as compared to the inflection point.  
（2） It can fully capture the effect of modifiers on post-peak behavior of binder samples as 
compared with other two examined points (inflection and 50% max. stress point). 
（3） It can automatically trim the data where the stress is close to 0 at end of the stress-
strain curve (the long “tails” of 5834LM and 6428SM as shown in Fig. 8a), and the data 
for some binder samples where the stress-strain curve fluctuates near the end of the test 
caused by the debonding of the binder samples (Fig.9b and 9d), improving the reliability 
and accuracy of the analysis results. 
As shown in Fig. 10, the strain tolerance εT generally decreases with increase in aging. There 
is a significant difference in the εT values between the STA and the two long-term aging 
conditions. Similar to trends observed from the IR parameter, two virgin binders 6428SV and 
7034LV (SBS modified) generally show a higher strain tolerance value after each aging 
condition as compared to other binders. Binder 7628SM (PPA modified) initially has a high εT 
value with STA (comparable with 7034LV), however, εT value for this binder dramatically 























For the binder samples extracted from the field cores, binder 5234LM FC with the softer grade 
binder and lower RAP content typically shows a higher εT value at each layer as compared to 
the binder 5828LL FC. The εT value of each layer significantly increases with increase of 
pavement depth (from L1 to L3), showing the aging gradient in the field. The εT value of bottom 
layer for both binders are typically around 2 to 3 times of the top layer, indicating the possibility 
of top-down cracking for asphalt pavements in the field.  
 
Figure 10 Strain Tolerance from LAS Test 
3.2.3 Strain Energy Tolerance (Εf) 
The concept of energy has been widely used in pavement engineering since it combines the 
load and displacement (stress and strain) history of the samples during the tests. The Superpave 
binder grading system used (G* x sin δ) to limit the amount of energy dissipated per loading 
cycle to minimize the development of the fatigue cracking of asphalt pavement. Researchers 
(Mohammad et al., 2012; Ozer et al., 2016; Zhu et al., 2017) have proposed the so-called  
fracture energy measured from the Semi Circular Bending (SCB) and the Disk Shaped 
Compact Tension (DCT) tests to evaluate the ability of asphalt mixtures to resist cracking. 
Sabouri et al. (2015) and Wang et al. (2017) also developed the energy based parameters GR 
(the rate of averaged reduction in pseudo strain energy) and DR (average reduction in pseudo 
stiffness up to failure) to evaluate the initiation of fatigue cracking using S-VECD theory. 
Therefore, an energy-based index for asphalt binders was developed in this work to evaluate 
their fatigue properties. As shown in Fig. 11, the area under the stress-strain curve to the end 
























Figure 11 Illustration of the Calculation of Ef 
Fig. 12 below shows the values of Strain Energy Tolerance (Ef) measured from the study binder 
samples. Error bars show one standard deviation. Generally, Ef value decreases with increase 
in aging. There is a significant difference in Ef values between STA and the long-term aging 
conditions. Binder 7034LV (SBS modified) generally has a higher Ef value after each aging 
condition as compared to other binders. Binders 6428SM and 7628SM (PPA modified) 
generally have lower Ef value after two long-term aging conditions.  
For the binder samples extracted from the field cores, binder 5234LM FC with the softer grade 
binder and lower RAP content typically shows higher Ef values at each layer as compared to 
the binder 5828LL FC. The Ef value of each layer typically increases with increase of pavement 
depth (from L1 to L3), showing the aging gradient in the field.  
 








































3.3 Mixture Fatigue Index vs. Binder Fatigue Parameter 
Fig. 13 shows the mixture DR and Sapp values measured from the DTCF fatigue test. Generally, 
higher DR and Sapp values indicate better fatigue behavior. The DR values show a consistent 
trend with decreasing values at longer aging conditions, while there is no consistent trend for 
change of Sapp parameter with aging. Mixtures 5834LM, 6428SV and 7034LV generally shows 
better fatigue properties, while 7628SM shows good performance at the STA condition but the 
worst performance after the long-term aging.  
 
 
Figure 13 a) DR and; b) Sapp Values for Different Mixtures with Various Aging 
Conditions 
Since the Sapp parameter does not show a consistent trend with aging for all mixtures in this 
study, the comparison and correlation between the binder and mixture fatigue properties will 
focus on comparing the binder fatigue parameters with the mixture DR index. 
Fig. 14a, 14b and 14c below show good correlations between the measured binder fatigue 





























observed here can be attributed to 1) The developed fatigue parameters can effectively capture 
the failure point of each individual binder sample during the test; 2) The tested binder samples 
are extracted and recovered from the corresponding mixtures with different aging conditions; 
3) Test temperatures for both binder LAS test and mixture DTCF test are the same; and 4) Both 
IR and DR values are measured and calculated based on the VECD theory. 
Fig. 14 also reinforces the results observed by researchers (Bahia et al., 2001; Anderson et al., 
2001; Ameri et al., 2016; Ziari et al., 2017) that binder plays a significant role in fatigue 
behavior of asphalt mixtures. The strong correlations between the binder fatigue parameters 
and mixture DR values also indicate that the developed binder fatigue parameters have the 
potential to be used to evaluate and estimate the fatigue properties of asphalt mixtures, 
including the effect of aging. 
 
 
Figure 14 Binder Fatigue Parameters vs. Mixture Fatigue Index 




































































Fig. 15 shows the average binder G-R parameter and ΔTc value for the study materials, as well 
as the suggested threshold values. Error bars show one standard deviation. Generally, with 
aging, G-R parameter increases, while ΔTc decreases. There is a significant difference in the 
two indices between the STA and the other two long-term aging conditions. The G-R parameter 
for 5834LM, 6424SV, and 7034LV after each aging condition is typically lower than other 
materials, while the ΔTc value for those binders after aging is higher, indicating better cracking 
performance compared with other materials. The ΔTc value and G-R parameter for these three 
binders after aging are typically within the cracking limit (>-5.0°C for ΔTc, <600kPa for G-R 
parameter), while other binders exceed the cracking limit value after 12 days aging condition. 
Also, binder 7628SM generally shows good cracking performance for STA. However, this 
binder clearly shows the worst cracking performance after 5 days and 12 days aging condition. 
For the binder samples extracted from the field cores, G-R parameter generally increases while 
ΔTc value decreases with increase of pavement depth (from L1 to L3), showing the aging 
gradient in the field. Binder 5234LM FC with the softer grade binder and lower RAP content 
typically shows lower G-R and higher ΔTc values at each layer as compared to the binder 
















Figure 15 Binder a) Glover-Rowe; and b) ΔTc Parameter from 4mm DSR Test 
As discussed above, the binder G-R and ΔTc parameter measured from the 4mm DSR test are 
generally used to evaluate the binder property to resist durability/thermal cracking problem 
(non-load associated). The fatigue indices (Ef; εT; IR) developed from this study are measured 
from LAS test where the binder samples are subjected to repeated loading until the 
cracking/failure point. So, the combination of binder G-R and ΔTc parameter with the fatigue 
parameters can be very useful and effective for agencies and researchers to select the 
appropriate binders and design the mixtures with proper cracking performance in general. Fig. 
16 below shows an example of the combination of binder G-R parameter with fatigue 
parameter Ef in a single plot. As the materials age, G-R increases and Ef parameter decreases 
substantially, while G-R decreases and Ef parameter increases significantly with increase of 
pavement depth. Binder 7034LV clearly shows the good capability to resist both environmental 
and fatigue cracking, while binder 7628SM shows the worse cracking performance after 5 days 
and 12 days aging. In addition, binder 5828LL FC from each layer generally shows the good 
ability to resist durability cracking problem (G-R parameter still within the significant limit  
value), but it generally shows the poor fatigue cracking resistance with the lower Ef value as 

















Figure 16 Combination of binder G-R Parameter from 4mm DSR with Energy to 
Failure from LAS Test 
4. Summary and Conclusions 
The main objective of this study is to explore new performance indices to evaluate the fatigue 
properties of asphalt binders while also considering the effects of aging. Five mixtures were 
subjected to three different conditioning levels (short term aging during production, loose mix 
for 5 and 12 days at 95°C in laboratory), and the corresponding binders were extracted and 
recovered. Direct Tension Cyclic Fatigue (DTCF) tests were performed on the mixtures to 
characterize the mixture fatigue performance using the simplified viscoelastic continuum 
damage (S-VECD) analysis approach.  Frequency and temperature sweep tests using a 
Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR) with a 4 mm diameter plate and the Linear Amplitude Sweep 
(LAS) test were conducted on the recovered binders to evaluate the binder rheological and 
fatigue properties. Three new performance indices are developed from the LAS test and these 
were used to track the changes in binder fatigue capacity with aging: Strain Tolerance (εT), 
Strain Energy Tolerance (Εf), and Average Reduction in Integrity to Failure (IR). The following 
conclusions can be drawn from the results of the testing and analysis: 
• Compared with the traditional A and B parameters determined from the LAS test, the new 































• The three new parameters can effectively capture the failure point of the binder samples 
during LAS test, the εT and Εf can also be used to evaluate the post-peak behavior after 
damage is initiated. 
• The new parameters show good correlation with mixture fatigue performance index DR 
value measured from the DTCF test, indicating the new parameters have the potential to 
be used for evaluating the fatigue properties of asphalt mixtures while also taking aging 
into account.  
• The new parameters together with the binder rheological parameters (e.g. G-R and ΔTc) 
can be used to evaluate environmental and fatigue cracking properties of asphalt materials 
at the same time.  
• The new parameters proposed in this study can not only be used to evaluate the aging 
gradient within the pavement structure, but they are also applicable for detecting the top-
down cracking potential of asphalt pavements.  
5. Future Work 
Future work and analysis are planned to continue testing on mixtures and extracted and 
recovered binder samples. Specifically, more binders/mixtures with different types of 
modifiers should be included to comprehensively evaluate how the modifiers impact the 
different fatigue parameters developed from this study. In addition, multiscale modelling 
associated with the micromechanics analysis should be conducted to further investigate the 
links between the newly developed binder fatigue properties with mixture fatigue properties. 
Such approach can allow for mechanistic inclusion of the mix volumetrics and aggregate 
properties in upscaling of binder fatigue properties to mixture fatigue properties. At present, it 
is planned to continuously obtain field cores as well as pavement performance data over time 
for the study materials. Through these continued efforts, the correlation between the different 
properties of aged asphalt mixtures and binders, as well as their relationship with the field core 
test results and field cracking performance will be further investigated. 
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Cracking – both environmental and load related - is one of the primary distresses for asphalt 
pavements. Cracking affects ride quality and allows water to penetrate from the surface to 
underlying soil layers, decreasing the life of the pavement and requiring more frequent 
maintenance or rehabilitation application. In order to efficiently and effectively evaluate and 
control the cracking performance of asphalt pavement, there are significant research efforts in 
recent decades that have been dedicated to developing different laboratory characterization 
tests and the corresponding performance parameters to evaluate the cracking susceptibility of 
asphalt materials. These tests can be generally divided into two categories: those that evaluate 
the cracking properties of asphalt mixtures and those that evaluate the cracking properties of 
asphalt binders.  
Various methods have been developed to characterize the cracking properties of asphalt binders. 
These tests can be generally divided into two categories: rheological measurement (within the 
Linear Viscoelastic (LVE) range of materials’ response) and damage characterization (out of 
the LVE range). Rheological measurement includes the typical Frequency and Temperature 
Sweep test using Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR) and Bending Beam Rheometer (BBR) test, 
while Linear Amplitude Sweep (LAS) test, Asphalt Binder Cracking Device (ABCD) test and 
Single-Edge Notch Bending (SENB) or Double-Edge Notch Bending (DENB) test are the 
typical damage characterization methods. The binder DSR test characterizes the fundamental 
rheological properties of asphalt binder, and the measured rheological indices (e.g. R-value, 
crossover frequency and binder Glover-Rowe parameter) have been proved to correlate well 
with the cracking performance of asphalt pavements [1-3]. The traditional BBR measurement, 
and the recently developed ABCD, SENB and DENB tests are typically performed to evaluate 
the low temperature properties of asphalt binder, aimed to control the thermal cracking 
susceptibility of asphalt pavement [4-11]. The LAS test, which is based on Viscoelastic 
Continuum Damage (VECD) theory, is typically used to evaluate fatigue properties of asphalt 
binders under the repeated loading condition [12,13]. Recent study conducted by Zhang [14] 
have shown that the performance parameters measured from LAS test can effectively represent  
the asphalt mixture’s fatigue performance.  
Besides the binder cracking tests, many mixture tests have also been proposed and widely 
accepted for evaluation of the cracking properties of asphalt mixtures. These tests can also be 
generally divided into two categories: rheological measurement and damage characterization. 
Rheological measurement includes the Complex Modulus (E*) test, while Semi-circular 
Bending (SCB, also well-known as I-FIT) and Ideal Cracking Test (CT-Index) test, Disk-
shaped Compact Tension (DCT) test and Direct Tension Cyclic Fatigue (DTCF) test are the 
typical damage characterization methods for asphalt mixtures. The rheological indices (e.g. R-




Complex Modulus (E*) test have also been correlated with the field cracking performance of 
asphalt pavement [15,16]. The SCB test and the recently developed CT-Index test have been 
shown to effectively evaluate the cracking resistance of the asphalt mixtures in general 
[15,17,18]. Currently, they are being widely evaluated by states for implementation within 
mixture design and quality assurance (QA) process. The Disk-shaped Compact Tension (DCT) 
test was original developed by Wagoner [19]. Recent research [15,20,21] have shown that the 
performance indices measured from the DCT test can be used as the effective parameters to 
evaluate low temperature cracking performance of asphalt mixtures. For characterization of the 
fatigue behavior of asphalt mixtures, the traditional Flexural Beam Fatigue test, and the newer 
Direct Tension Cyclic Fatigue (DTCF) test which is developed based on the Simplified 
Viscoelastic Continuum Damage (S-VECD) theory are widely accepted and used by 
researchers and agencies [15,22,23].  
These different tests and their corresponding performance parameters described above provide 
researchers a valuable way to evaluate the cracking susceptibility for both asphalt binders and 
mixtures, however, there is still a question of how the mixture properties change with changes 
in binder characteristics and how the binder and mixture testing methods may differentially 
evaluate expected performance of asphalt materials with respect to cracking. Also, the 
relationship between binder cracking performance and mixture cracking behavior is still not 
completely understood. Several preliminary studies have recently been conducted to explore 
this relationship. Safaei et al. [24] compared the fatigue properties of asphalt binders and 
mixtures by conducting the LAS and DTCF test associated with the S-VECD analysis, and the 
results showed that there is a good agreement between two tests. Sabouri et al. [25] performed 
the binder DSR and LAS tests, as well as the mixture Four-point Bending Beam (FBB) fatigue 
test on the study binders and mixtures, and the results showed that a strong correlation exists 
between LAS and FBB rankings while the Superpave binder fatigue index (G*sin𝛿) does not 
show a strong correlation with either LAS or FBB tests. In terms of thermal cracking, Moon et 
al. [26] measured the thermal stresses calculated from binder BBR measurement and mixture 
creep data collected from indirect tensile test (IDT), and demonstrated that there is a significant  
difference between the results. A study by Reinke et al. [27] showed only a moderate 
correlation of ΔTc measured from the field cores with the field thermal cracking (R2 ≈ 0.6) 
performance, while a strong correlation of ΔTc with fatigue only or to total cracking (including 
thermal cracking) with a R2 >0.9. Based on the Pearson (linear) correlation analysis, Reyhaneh 
et al. [28] found that there is good correlation was observed between binder and mixture 
stiffness-based parameters, but there was generally low correlation observed between binder 




Although these preliminary research efforts have been dedicated to exploring and investigating 
the relationship between binder cracking properties and mixture cracking behaviors, these 
studies are conducted based on the limited testing and analysis methods to evaluate the specific 
cracking behavior (e.g. fatigue or thermal) of asphalt material. In addition, relatively little 
attention has been devoted to evaluate this relationship while also incorporate the aging effect 
which has been proved to significantly impact the cracking performance for both binders and 
mixtures. With the current research gap listed above, the primary objective of this study is to 
comprehensively compare and correlate the asphalt mixture and binder cracking properties by 
conducting the different advanced performance tests (e.g. binder DSR and LAS; mixture 
Complex Modulus, SCB and DCT, DCFT) and employing the various statistical methods (e.g. 
Pearson, Kendall and Hoeffding’s D analysis, frequency (density) curve) in this study, while 
also consider the aging effect by conditioning the material in the laboratory following different 
procedures to simulate the different field aging periods.  
2. Methodology  
2.1 Laboratory Conditioning Methods 
The accelerated laboratory conditioning method is of great importance to simulate and predict 
the change of binder and mixture properties over the pavement service life, which will help to 
minimize maintenance and rehabilitation cost due to the different pavement distress and to 
increase the confidence level of the design of pavement. In this study, the Asphalt Institute 
procedure (24 hours at 135°C) [29] and NCHRP recommended 95°C for 5 and 12 days [30] on 
the plant produced mixtures (already subjected to the short-term aging during production) are 
included as the laboratory conditioning methods to simulate the aging in field . Previous work 
[15] has shown that 5 days at 95°C laboratory aging condition simulates approximately four 
years of field aging while 12 days at 95ºC laboratory aging simulates approximately 10 years 
of field aging for the environment where these surface course mixtures are commonly used. 
2.2 Binder Testing Methods and Parameters 
2.2.1 4mm Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR) 
The rheological properties of asphalt binders are measured by conducting the complex shear 
modulus test on a Dynamic Shear Rheometer (DSR) with a 4 mm plate [31]. This test covers a 
wide range of temperatures (-36°C to 30°C, usually in 3 degrees increments), and frequencies 
(15 frequencies from 0.2 rad/sec to 100 rad/sec), by using the appropriate strain level at each 
combination of test temperature and frequency. The isotherm tests are conducted from the 
coldest to the warmest temperature and from the highest to the lowest frequencies. The complex 
shear modulus master curve is constructed and various rheological parameters are further 




temperatures determined by creep stiffness (Tc(S)) and the relaxation rate (Tc(m)); (3) critical 
temperature difference (ΔTc, shown in Eq.2); (4) performance grade low temperature (PGLT); 
(5) R-value (known as the difference between the logarithmic glassy modulus and the 
logarithmic equilibrium modulus of the binder) [32,33].  
𝐺 − 𝑅 =
|𝐺∗|(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛿)2
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛿
                                                         (1) 
∆Tc=T(stiffness)-T(m-slope)                                                     (2) 
Where, 
G*: complex shear modulus; 
𝛿: phase angle;  
T(stiffness): critical low temperature at which S(60) =300 MPa;  
T(m-slope): critical low temperature at which m(60) = 0.300.  
A lower G-R parameter indicates better capability to resist durability cracking. A limiting value 
of 180 kPa is proposed as a crack warning limit, a second value of 600 kPa is suggested for the 
development of significant cracking (block cracking) [1]. For ΔTc petameter, a positive value 
indicates that the binder grade is controlled by the creep stiffness (S-controlled); when the ΔTc 
value is negative, the binder grade becomes m-controlled. S-controlled binders typically have 
better stress relaxation capability and are therefore typically less prone to cracking. Asphalt 
Institute [2] suggests using ΔTc = -2.5°C and ΔTc = -5.0°C as preliminary threshold values 
for crack warning and cracking limit respectively. 
The transition temperatures (glassy transition temperature (Tg); viscoelastic (crossover) 
transition temperature (Tt); and the intermediate region temperature range (ΔTIR)) can also be 
measured from the 4mm DSR test [34,35]. These three temperatures are typically calculated 
from the storage and loss modulus master curves in the temperature domain with a frequency 
of 10 rad/s or 1.59 Hz (as shown in Fig. 1). Glass transition temperature (Tg) is the temperature 
where the loss modulus starts to drop near the glassy transition region, while viscoelastic 
transition temperature (Tt) is the temperature where loss modulus is equal to storage modulus 
in between of the intermediate and terminal region. The Intermediate Region Temperature 
(ΔTIR) is the difference between the viscoelastic temperature and the glassy transition 





Figure 1 Tg, Tt and TIR in G’ and G” Master Curve (Temperature Domain) 
 
2.2.2 Linear Amplitude Sweep (LAS)Test 
The LAS test evaluates the ability of asphalt binder to resist fatigue damage. This test is an 
oscillatory strain sweep test that generates damage to the binder by applying linearly increasing 
load amplitudes. In this study, frequency sweeps are conducted at a strain amplitude of 0.1% 
with a range of frequencies from 0.2 to 30 Hz according to AASHTO TP101. Amplitude sweep 
test is done at a constant frequency of 10 Hz. The testing protocol consisted of applying a 
linearly increasing strain from zero to 30% over 3100 cycles of loading. All tests are conducted 
using DSR device with an 8mm diameter parallel plate and a 2mm gap. The new performance 
indices (Strain Tolerance (εT); Strain Tolerance Energy (Εf); Average Reduction in Integrity 
up to Failure (IR)) developed from the previous study [14] are used to evaluate the binder 
fatigue performance. The strain tolerance (εT; strain level corresponding with the 25% 
maximum stress point) and strain tolerance energy (Εf; area under the stress-strain curve up to 
the 25% maximum stress point) are calculated from the stress-strain curve generated during 
the LAS test (as indicated in Fig. 2), while the average reduction in integrity up to failure (IR) 






⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡⁡                                          ( 3 ) 
Where Nf is the number of load cycles to failure (defined as peak stress) point from the LAS 
test and C is pseudo stiffness. A higher IR value is preferred, indicating the material has better 






































Figure 2 Illustration of Strain Tolerance (εT) and Strain Tolerance Energy (Εf) 
2.3 Mixture Testing Methods and Parameters 
2.3.1 Complex Modulus Test 
The complex modulus test is performed in accordance with AASHTO T342 standard using an 
Asphalt Mixture Performance Tester (AMPT) machine on 150×100 mm cylindrical specimens. 
The test is conducted on three replicate specimens at different temperatures (4.4, 21.1 and 
37.8°C) and loading frequencies (25, 10, 5, 1, 0.5, 0.1 Hz) to characterize the linear viscoelastic 
properties of the asphalt mixtures: dynamic modulus |E*| and phase angle (δ). The dynamic 
modulus and phase angle mastercurves of mixtures at different aging levels are then 
constructed using Abatech RHEA® software. 
A generalized sigmoidal equation with five parameters is generally used to fit the |E*| master 
curves: 
𝑙𝑜𝑔|𝐸∗| =  +

1+𝑒𝛽+𝛾𝑙𝑜𝑔⁡(𝑤)
                                                   (4) 
where |𝐸∗| is dynamic modulus, 𝜔 is frequency, and 𝛿, 𝛼, 𝛽, and 𝛾 are the fit coefficients that 
describe the shape of the dynamic modulus master curve that have been used to evaluate 
cracking performance and aging effect [36,37]. The 𝛼 and 𝛿 parameters are related to the glassy 
modulus (upper asymptote) and the equilibrium modulus (lower asymptote) of the master curve, 
respectively. The 𝛾 value controls the width of relaxation spectra, and the frequency of the 
inflection point can be calculated from 10−𝛽/𝛾, which describes the elastic-viscous transition 
exhibited as a result of a shift between behavior dominated by the aggregate structure and the 
binder. These shape parameters from dynamic modulus master curves are described and 
illustrated in Fig. 3. Generally, 𝛾 increases when aging level increases, while -β/𝛾 decreases as 

























viscous transition point moves to a lower frequency, resulting in a flatter dynamic modulus 
curve.  
 
Figure 3 Shape Parameters from Dynamic Modulus Master Curve 




                                                     (5) 
where 𝛿 is phase angle (degree), 𝜔 is frequency (Hz), and a, b, and c are the fit coefficients as 
follows: “a” shows the peak value of phase angle, b controls the slope of the curve, and c is 
related to the horizontal position of the peak point (the frequency of the peak point can be 
calculated from 10c). The “a” and c values typically decrease as aging level increases, moving 
the curve to the bottom left of the plot. The shape parameters from phase angle master curves 
are also described and illustrated in Fig. 4. 
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The mixture Glover-Rowe (G-Rm) parameter can also be calculated from the master curves to 
assess the cracking resistance of asphalt mixtures, as indicated in Eq. 6 [16]. A threshold value 
of 19000 MPa [38,39] is suggested to minimize the material cracking potential. 
𝐺 − 𝑅𝑚 =
|𝐸∗|(𝑐𝑜𝑠𝛿)2
𝑠𝑖𝑛𝛿
                                                (6 ) 
where |𝐸∗| is dynamic modulus and 𝛿 is phase angle of the mixture. In this study, the parameter 
is calculated at the temperature-frequency combination of 20°C-5Hz, following additional 
development of the G-Rm parameter to use a typically measured point to evaluate the cracking 
performance of asphalt mixtures in the NCHRP 09-58 project [38,39]. 
2.3.2 Direct Tension Cyclic Fatigue Test (DTCF) 
The uniaxial fatigue test is performed in accordance with AASHTO TP 107 to evaluate the 
fatigue performance of asphalt mixtures. The test is conducted on 130×100 mm specimens that 




−3°𝐶). The test is conducted on four replicates each at a different strain level 
under cyclic tension and constant crosshead testing mode. The performance parameter DR 
(average reduction in integrity up to failure) and Sapp (the accumulated damage when C (pseudo 
stiffness) is equal to 1-DR) calculated from the simplified viscoelastic continuum damage (S-
VECD) approach are used as the output to estimate the ability of the mixtures to resist fatigue 
cracking [40]. 
2.3.3 Semi Circular Bending (SCB) Test 
The Semi-Circular Bending test is performed to determine the intermediate temperature 
fracture properties of asphalt mixtures in accordance with AASHTO TP 124 standard. The test 
is conducted in monotonic loading conditions, using a line-load displacement rate of 
50mm/min at 25°C for 3 replicates. Fracture energy (Gf), defined as the amount of energy 
required to create unit fracture surface, and the Illinois Flexibility Index (FI), which normalizes 
the fracture energy by the post peak slope at the inflection point, are calculated for evaluation 
of the fracture properties of different mixtures with various aging conditions [17]. An FI value 
greater than or equal to 8 has been found to be an adequate threshold for distinguishing good 
performing from poor performing mixtures [41]. 
In addition to the fracture energy (Gf) and flexibility index (FI), Nemati et al. [42] develop the 
rate-dependent cracking index (RDCI) to better discriminate the asphalt mixtures with various 












where RDCI is the rate-dependent cracking index, ∫ 𝑊𝐶
𝑡0.1⁡𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
𝑡𝑝𝑒𝑎𝑘
⁡𝑑𝑡 is the post-peak area under 
the cumulative work versus time curve, Ptpeak is the instantaneous power at peak force, C is the 
unit correction factor set to 0.01 to lower the order of magnitude of the RDCI and for simplicity 
of plotting and ligament area is the specimen thickness times the ligament length. 
2.3.4 Disk Shaped Compact Tension (DCT) Test 
The disk-shaped compact tension (DCT) test is performed in accordance with the ASTM 
D7313 standard testing method on three replicates. The test is conducted in monotonic loading 
conditions and measures the low temperature fracture properties of the asphalt mixtures. The 
test temperature for different mixtures is based on the winter-time pavement in-service 
temperature for the location where mix is being used, which is calculated at 98% reliability 
+10°C from the LTPPBind database for the nearest weather station to the actual project site. 
The two index parameters that are used to analyze the DCT test results are the Fracture Energy 
(Gf) and the Fracture Strain Tolerance (FST), as indicated in Eq. 8 and 9 [43]. The threshold 
value of 400 J/m2 for Gf has been proposed as the primary limit value to control the thermal 








                                            (9 ) 
𝑆𝑓  : Fracture strength  
𝑃: Maximum load sustained by specimen 
𝑤 and 𝑎 M are indicated in  
𝑡: Specimen thickness 
3. Materials  
3.1 Asphalt Mixtures 
This study includes laboratory testing on nine plant mixed, lab compacted surface mixtures. 
Table 1 below shows the mixture information (Recycled binder content is the ratio of the 
weight of recycled binder to the total binder weight). The aging conditions were described 
above. Letters in the cells indicate the testing conducted at each of the mixture-aging 
combinations. The mix ID has the specific meaning: the first four-digit numbers indicate binder 
PG grade, the following letters “S” and “L” mean the nominal maximum aggregate size 




content: “V” means no recycled binder, “M” means 14.8-18.9% recycled binder content, “L” 
means 28.3% recycled binder content. 



























5234LM PG 52-34 50 12.5 5.3 18.9 A ABCD ABCD ABCD 
5234LL PG 52-34 50 12.5 5.3 28.3 A ABCD ABCD ABCD 
5834LM PG 58-34 50 12.5 5.4 18.5 CD CD CD CD 
5828LM PG 58-28 50 12.5 5.3 18.9 A D ABCD ABCD 
5828LL PG 58-28 75 12.5 5.3 28.3 A D ABCD ABCD 
6428SV PG 64-28 75 9.5 6.4 0 ABCD ABCD ABCD ABCD 
6428SM PG 64-28 75 9.5 6.3 18.5 ABCD ABCD ABCD ABCD 
7034LV PG 70-34 75 12.5 5.8 0 ABCD ABCD ABCD ABCD 
7628SM PG 76-28 75 9.5 6.1 14.8 ABCD ABCD ABCD ABCD 
A: Complex Modulus Testing; B: DTCT Fatigue Testing; C: SCB Testing; D: DCT 
Testing. 
3.2 Asphalt Binders 
Table 2 below shows the summary information for binder samples extracted and recovered 
from the nine study mixtures with different aging conditions. The binder extraction is 
performed in accordance with AASHTO T 164, procedure 12, using a centrifuge extractor and 
toluene solvent in order to determine the asphalt binder content. The asphalt binder is recovered 
based on ASTM D7906-14 using a rotary evaporator.  






















5234LM 52-34 5.3 18.9 A A A A 
5234LL 52-34 5.3 28.3 A A A A 
5834LM 58-34 5.4 18.5 AB AB AB NA 
5828LM 58-28 5.3 18.9 A NA A A 
5828LL 58-28 5.3 28.3 A NA A A 
6428SV 64-28 6.4 0 AB AB AB NA 
6428SM 64-28 6.3 18.5 AB AB AB NA 




7628SM 76-28 6.1 14.8 AB AB AB NA 
A: 4mm DSR; B: LAS. 
4. Comparisons and Correlations 
In this section, the correlations and comparisons between (1) different binder parameters 
(including the rheological indices, transition temperatures, as well the fatigue parameters); (2) 
different mixture parameters (including the cracking parameters and the shape parameters); (3) 
mixture and binder parameters are evaluated using the statistical analysis.  The statistical 
methods employed in this study include the Pearson correlation coefficient, Kendall rank 
correlation coefficient, different fitting (linear and non-linear) functions provide by Excel and 
the Hoeffding’s D correlation analysis.  
• Kendall rank correlation coefficient, commonly referred to as Kendall's τ coefficient, is a 
statistic used to measure the ordinal association between two measured quantities. It is a 
measure of rank correlation: the similarity of the orderings of the data when ranked by 
each of the quantities. Values of Kendall coefficient range from -1 to +1, with larger 
absolute values indicating a stronger relationship [45]. 
• Pearson correlation coefficient is a measure of the linear correlation between two variables 
or quantities. It has a value between +1 and −1, where 1 is total positive linear correlation, 
0 is no linear correlation, and −1 is total negative linear correlation [46]. 
• The different fitting functions (e.g. exponential, logarithmic, polynomial and power 
functions) provided by Excel are used to evaluate the linear, more importantly the non-
linear correlations. 
• Hoeffding’s D correlation is employed in this study to specifically investigate and evaluate 
the non-monotonic relationship between the different parameters in addition to the three 
methods described above which are primarily used to evaluate the monotonic correlations. 
It has values between –0.5 to 1, with larger values indicating a stronger relationship 
between the variables. The sign of Hoeffding coefficient has no interpretation. Generally, 
if two variables have a very low Pearson coefficient value and a very high value of 
Hoeffding’s D coefficient, it indicates a strong non-monotonic relationship exists between 
the two variables [47]. 
In addition to exploring the correlations and comparisons between the different parameters, the 
distribution of the data points for each parameter with aging is also evaluated in this section by 
employing the statistical frequency (density) curve. 
 




The Kendall rank correlation coefficient (matrix) and Pearson correlation factor (matrix) are 
used to first investigate the linear correlations between the binder indices determined from the 
different tests and disparate conditioning levels with respect to their rankings and values 
respectively. The Kendall correlation coefficients for the comparisons are shown in Table 3, 
while Pearson correlation factors are presented in Table 4. Values above an absolute value of 
0.7 are shaded green indicating a relatively strong correlation between the two parameters, 
those between 0.4 and 0.7 are shaded blue showing moderate correlations, and those below 0.4 
(weak correlation) are not shaded with color [46]. 
As shown in Table 3 and Table 4, Kendall rank correlation coefficients for the pairs of 
parameters typically show the similar trend with the Pearson correlation factors, except for Tg 
value shows the moderate relationship with ΔTIR and εT value, and R value shows the moderate 
correlation with PGLT, while there are no obvious relationships between these pairs in terms 
of ranking the binders with various aging conditions. Generally, these binder parameters 
evaluated in this study including the rheological parameters (PGLT, ΔTc, R-value and G-R 
parameter), transitions temperatures (TG, Tt and ΔTIR parameter) and the fatigue indices (εT, Εf, 
IR) all correlate well with each other in context of the various aging conditions.  
Binder rheological parameter PGLT, ΔTc and G-R parameter typically show the overall 
moderate to strong correlations with the three binder transition temperatures. Binder R-value 
shows the highest Pearson correlation coefficient (0.92) with ΔTIR parameter due to the 
similarity in calculation of these two parameters: R-value is the difference between the 
logarithmic glassy modulus and the logarithmic equilibrium modulus (calculated from the 
complex shear modulus master curve in frequency domain), while ΔTIR parameter is the 
difference between the viscoelastic (equilibrium) temperature and the glassy transition 
temperature (calculated from the complex shear modulus master curve in temperature domain). 
Among these three transition temperatures, Tt and ΔTIR typically show the strong correlations 
with all the rheological parameters in terms of both rankings and values. These good 
correlations between the binder rheological parameter and binder transition temperatures 
observed here indicate the relationships between asphalt binder’s fundamental thermo-
rheological properties. 
Three binder fatigue parameters also show the good correlations with other binder parameters 
with respect to their rankings and values. The value of the fatigue parameters typically shows 
the strong correlations with binder PGLT, ΔTc, Tt and ΔTIR parameters, while the moderate 
correlations with binder Tg, R-value and G-R parameters.  
Overall, all the binder parameters evaluated in this study generally correlate well with each 
other by incorporating the aging effect. This observation indicates their potential 




Table 3. Kendall Correlations between the Different Binder Parameters 
 
Table 4. Pearson Correlations between the Different Binder Parameters  
 
Based on the preliminary observations from Table 3 and 4 where there are the strong linear 
correlations exist between the pairs of different parameters, Figure 5 further investigates these 
pairs of parameter by employing the different (linear and non-linear) fitting functions (e.g. 
linear, exponential, logarithmic, polynomial and power functions) provided by Excel software. 
The comparisons and correlations of the parameters with the overall R2 value larger than 0.7 
are shown and discussed below. The R2 value of each individual aging condition is also 
calculated and shown in the legends, aiming to investigate the comparisons between different 
parameters after each individual conditioning level, and further compare with the overall 
correlations while including all the aging conditions. 
Figure 5a, 5b and 5c show the overall strong relationships between the binder thermo-
rheological parameters. As shown in the figure legends, the R2 values of each individual aging 
condition are also fairly high. This indicates that these parameters generally correlate well with 
each other despite of the aging conditioning levels applied, which can be due to the fact that 
they are all calculated from the complex modulus and phase angle master curves (in both 
temperature and frequency domain) of asphalt binders.  
Figure 5a shows the overall strong correlation between binder ΔTc and G-R parameter with a 
R2 value of 0.85 (using a logarithmic fitting function). As asphalt mixtures aged, ΔTc value 




R 0.39 -0.50 1.00
G-R 0.84 -0.82 0.52 1.00
TG 0.62 -0.43 0.19 0.49 1.00
Tt 0.71 -0.94 0.72 0.92 0.45 1.00
△TIR 0.58 -0.85 0.77 0.79 0.35 0.87 1.00
εT -0.68 0.64 -0.50 -0.66 -0.33 -0.66 -0.60 1.00
Ef -0.79 0.68 -0.48 -0.73 -0.56 -0.70 -0.60 0.70 1.00
I
R -0.75 0.71 -0.54 -0.77 -0.45 -0.73 -0.64 0.85 0.81 1.00




R 0.56 -0.63 1.00
G-R 0.90 -0.84 0.62 1.00
TG 0.80 -0.64 0.35 0.69 1.00
Tt 0.91 -0.97 0.87 0.82 0.69 1.00
△TIR 0.81 -0.93 0.92 0.79 0.51 0.96 1.00
εT -0.77 0.75 -0.63 -0.51 -0.40 -0.79 -0.76 1.00
Ef -0.93 0.86 -0.68 -0.66 -0.66 -0.90 -0.83 0.89 1.00
I




decreases while G-R value increases, resulting in the point moving towards to the bottom-right 
of the plot. This good correlation between G-R and ΔTc has also been found by many studies 
[1-3]. As shown in Figure 5a, most of the binder samples exceed the significant cracking limit 
values for both ΔTc and G-R parameter after 12 days and 24 hours aging conditions. 
Figure 5b shows the good correlation between ΔTc and ΔTIR parameter with an overall R2 
value of 0.87 (using a linear fitting function). With increase of aging condition, ΔTc value 
decreases while ΔTIR value increases, resulting in the point moving towards to the bottom-right 
of the plot. Based on this preliminary analysis, binders with ΔTIR greater than 60°C 
(corresponding with ΔTc = -5.0°C) should be avoided because of the poor relaxation and 
cracking resistance performance. Figure 5c shows the overall good correlation between binder 
R-value and ΔTIR with a R2 value of 0.85 (using a linear fitting function). With increase of 
aging condition, R-value increases while ΔTIR value increases, moving the points towards to 
the top-right of the plot.  
Figure 5d, 5e and 5f show the overall good relationships between the binder thermo-
rheological parameters measured from 4mm DSR test with the fatigue indices measured from 
the LAS test. Figure 5d and 5e show the strong correlations between binder G-R and IR 
parameter, and G-R and Ef parameter with the overall R2 value of 0.78 and 0.77 respectively 
(using an exponential fitting function for both). As asphalt aged, G-R value increases while IR 
and Ef parameter decrease. There is also a good correlation observed between ΔTc and IR with 
a R2 value of 0.76 (using a logarithmic fitting function) in Figure 5f. These three figures can 
be used to evaluate both environmental and fatigue properties of asphalt binders together by 
incorporating the aging effect. 
However, comparing the R2 values for each individual aging condition in Figure 5d, 5e and 
5f, the R2 value for STA is typical very low, while it increases with increase of aging conditions 
with the 12 days aging conditioning level has the highest R2 value. The poor correlations 
between the parameters after STA and the improved correlations after the long-term conditions 
can be attributed to: (1) these three figures compare the different binder parameters measured 
from the different tests, representing the different behavior for asphalt material, which could 
result in the low R2 value for STA; (2) after aging especially the long-term aging conditions, 
binders’ general cracking properties would probably be more dominated by the linear 
viscoelasticity because of the improved stiffness (less stress/strain generated within the 
material body) and the significant drop of the damage/failure tolerance beyond the LVE range 
[2,20,27], which causes the improved correlations after long-term aging conditions. Another 
more intuitive reason which can be observed from Figure 5 is that for the binders with STA 
condition, there are relatively larger difference for the measured parameters between the 
different binders as compared to binders after long-term aging conditions (more scattered 




conditioning levels, the thermo-rheological parameters cannot capture the fatigue behavior of 
asphalt binders and vice versa. However, for the aged material, especially after long-term 
conditions, one single test associated with the corresponding parameters could be employed 




Figure 5 Strong Correlations between a) ΔTc and G-R; b) ΔTc and ΔTIR; c) R-value and 
ΔTIR; d) G-R and IR; e) G-R and Ef; and f) ΔTc and IR 
Hoeffding’s D correlation analysis is applied on the pair of binder R-value and Tg parameter, 
since there is no linear relationship exists (with a Pearson coefficient of 0.35) as shown in 
Table 4. The calculated Hoeffding’s D correlation coefficient is -0.03, indicating that there is 



















































































The frequency (density) curve is of great importance for statistical analysis of the distribution 
of a data set, showing the probability at any given data point. The distribution of the binder 
cracking parameters including the binder thermo-rheological indices (ΔTc; R-value, G-R and 
ΔTIR) and three fatigue parameters (Ef, εT and IR) with three aging conditions (STA, 5 and 12 
days@95°C) is evaluated by employing the frequency (density) curve. Figure 6 below shows 
the frequency curves (standardized normal distribution) for the selected binder parameters. The 
frequency value is shown on y-axis, while the percentiles on the normalized x-axis represents 
the scale of each data set (e.g. 0% means the minimum value, while 100% represents the 
maximum value for the selected data set). 
As shown in Figure 6, the mean value of R parameter is very close to the median point 
(highlighted in the figure), showing that the data points for this parameter are evenly distributed 
with change of aging conditions. Parameter ΔTc and three fatigue parameters generally show 
the “left-bias” distribution, with the mean value of each data set is smaller than the median 
point, indicating that these parameters generally decrease dramatically from STA to the 
intermediate aging condition (5 days), and then gradually drop from the intermediate aging to 
the long-term aging conditions (12 days) (can also be clearly seen in Figure 5d and 5f). This 
left-bias distribution results in majority of the data points are located in the small value range, 
as illustrated by the frequency curves in Figure 6. Since binder G-R parameter and ΔTIR 
typically increase with increase of aging conditions, these two parameters typically show the 
opposite “bias” distribution as compared to the parameters discussed above, with the mean 
value is higher than the median point within the data set.  
 




















4.2 Comparison of Mixture Parameters 
The Kendall rank correlation coefficient (matrix) and Pearson correlation factor (matrix) are 
also used to first investigate the linear correlations between the different mixture indices 
measured from the various performance tests and conditioning levels with respect to their 
rankings and values respectively. The Kendall correlation coefficients for the comparisons are 
shown in Table 5, while Pearson correlation factors are presented in Table 6.  
As shown in Table 5 and Table 6 Kendall rank correlation coefficients for the pairs of 
parameters typically show the similar trend with the Pearson correlation factors, except for DR 
value shows the moderate relationship with FI and RDCI value, Sapp value shows the moderate 
relationship with c parameter, G-Rm value and the value of fracture indices, while there is no 
obvious relationship observed between these pairs of parameters in terms of ranking the 
mixtures with various aging conditions. Generally, the mixture rheological parameters  
including the mater curve shape parameters and the mixture G-Rm parameter show the overall 
moderate to strong correlations (for both rankings and values; mostly strong correlations 
between the values, as indicated in Table 6) with each other in context of aging effect. The 
fracture indices also correlate well with each other, except for G f measured from SCB. There 
is no obvious correlation observed between the two fatigue parameters.  
Comparing the parameters measured from the different behaviors (rheology, fatigue and 
fracture) of asphalt mixture with various aging conditions, rheological parameter -β/𝛾 and c, 
and mixture G-Rm typically show the strong correlations with fracture indices FI and RDCI, 
while the moderate correlations with Gf from DCT and FST. One potential reason is that -β/𝛾, 
c and mixture G-Rm parameter, as well as FI and RDCI are all calculated from the ambient  
temperature as compared to Gf from DCT and FST which are measured at the low temperature 
environment. As indicated in Table 6, fracture indices FI and RDCI also show the good 
(moderate to strong; mostly strong) correlations with all the mixture rheological parameters.  
There is no strong relationship observed between fatigue parameters with any other mixture 
indices. One possible reason is that the two fatigue parameters are measured from the DTCF 
fatigue test associated with the S-VECD analysis to characterize the damage accumulation with 
gradually increase of cyclic loading, while other two types of parameter are measured either 
within the small strain range (rheological parameters) or a simple destructive test with the 
monotonic loading condition (fracture parameters). Another potential reason is that most of the 
rheological and fracture parameters included and evaluated in Table 5 and 6 are primarily 
developed and used to evaluate the relaxation capability or flexibility of the asphalt mixtures 
for resistance of cracking, while mixtures’ fatigue properties rely not only on the relaxation 




As described in the previous section, three binder fatigue parameters generally show the 
improved correlations with other binder parameters as compared to the mixture fatigue 
parameters discussed here. This could be attributed to the less variability of the binder test as 
compared to the mixture tests in general. In addition, extracted binders represent fully blended 
conditions between virgin and recycled binders, which could explain the better correlations 
observed between the binder parameters. 
Overall, the mixture G-Rm, FI parameter have moderate to strong correlations with many of 
the mixture cracking parameters while incorporating the aging effect. The shape parameters (-
β/𝛾 and c) also show the good correlations (mostly strong correlations for both rankings and 
values) with mixture cracking parameters, indicating the probability of using these two 
important shape parameters to evaluate the cracking performance of asphalt mixtures with 
different mix variables and aging levels. 
Table 5. Kendall Correlations between the Different Mixture Indices 
 
Table 6. Pearson Correlations between the Different Mixture Indices 
 
Based on the preliminary observations from Table 5 and 6, where there are the strong linear 
correlations exist between the pairs of different parameters, Figure 7 further investigates these 
γ -β/γ a b c G-Rm D
R Sapp Gf SCB FI RDCI Gf DCT FST
γ 1.00
-β/γ -0.80 1.00
a -0.59 0.61 1.00
b 0.65 -0.63 -0.49 1.00
c -0.70 0.80 0.52 -0.65 1.00
G-Rm 0.62 -0.77 -0.61 0.52 -0.77 1.00
D
R -0.13 0.21 0.30 -0.09 0.22 -0.41 1.00
Sapp -0.14 0.22 0.07 -0.21 0.24 -0.27 0.12 1.00
Gf SCB -0.21 0.19 0.12 -0.26 0.19 -0.09 -0.18 0.08 1.00
FI -0.59 0.71 0.55 -0.53 0.70 -0.73 0.31 0.25 0.20 1.00
RDCI -0.63 0.73 0.52 -0.61 0.80 -0.75 0.29 0.27 0.21 0.85 1.00
Gf DCT -0.54 0.51 0.30 -0.46 0.52 -0.39 -0.12 0.13 0.31 0.46 0.48 1.00
FST -0.51 0.59 0.36 -0.54 0.58 -0.46 -0.02 0.20 0.13 0.57 0.58 0.71 1.00
γ -β/γ a b c G-Rm D
R Sapp Gf SCB FI RDCI Gf DCT FST
γ 1.00
-β/γ -0.90 1.00
a -0.84 0.71 1.00
b 0.87 -0.80 -0.73 1.00
c -0.92 0.89 0.78 -0.87 1.00
G-Rm 0.81 -0.86 -0.80 0.70 -0.89 1.00
D
R
-0.29 0.24 0.46 -0.16 0.34 -0.52 1.00
Sapp -0.35 0.38 0.23 -0.34 0.41 -0.44 0.30 1.00
Gf SCB -0.28 0.28 0.15 -0.38 0.26 -0.14 -0.22 0.21 1.00
FI -0.82 0.69 0.70 -0.70 0.82 -0.72 0.49 0.54 0.23 1.00
RDCI -0.86 0.73 0.73 -0.74 0.86 -0.76 0.48 0.55 0.24 0.99 1.00
Gf DCT -0.64 0.62 0.36 -0.58 0.66 -0.50 0.07 0.54 0.42 0.80 0.81 1.00




pairs by employing the different (linear and non-linear) fitting functions (e.g. linear, 
exponential, logarithmic, polynomial and power functions) provided by Excel software. The 
comparisons and correlations of the parameters with the R2 value larger than 0.7 are shown and 
further discussed below (the R2 values of each individual aging condition is also calculated and 
shown in the legend). 
Figure 7a and 7b indicate the overall strong correlations between the mixture rheological 
parameters. As shown in the figure legends, the R2 values of each individual aging condition 
are also fairly high, which can be due to the reason that they are all calculated from the complex 
modulus and phase angle master curves of asphalt mixtures. 
Figure 7a shows the overall strong correlation between the inflection point parameters from 
complex modulus master curve -β/𝛾 and phase angle master curve c with a R2 value of 0.91 
(using a polynomial fitting function). With increase of aging condition, both -β/𝛾 and c value 
drops significantly, indicating the increase of the stiffness and decrease of relaxation capability 
of asphalt material over time. Figure 7b shows the overall good correlation between G-Rm 
and -β/𝛾 with the R2=0.78 (using a polynomial fitting function). Based on this preliminary 
analysis, mixture with -β/𝛾 lower than -2.5 (corresponding with G-Rm = 19000MPa) should 
be avoided because of its poor cracking resistance performance.  
Figure 7c and 7d indicate the general good correlations between the mixture rheological 
parameters and the fracture indices. As shown in the figure legends, the R2 values of each 
individual aging condition are also fairly high except for the 24 hours@135°C conditioning 
level. This can be attributed to the effect of conditioning the asphalt material at the temperature 
above 100 ° C, which disrupts the polar molecular associations and leads to thermal 
decomposition of sulfoxides in asphalt binders, resulting in the significantly different fracture 
properties as compared to the material aged below 100°C [2,27]. 
Figure 7c shows the overall strong correlation between mixture G-Rm and FI parameter with 
a R2 value of 0.77 (using a power fitting function). It should be mentioned that this R2 value is 
calculated without including the point with the distinctive (high) FI value as highlighted in 
Figure 7c, due to its substantial impact on the overall fitting as well-established in statistical 
practices. As shown in Figure 7c, as asphalt mixtures aged, G-Rm value increases while FI 
value decreases, resulting in the point moving towards to the top-left of the plot. This good 
correlation between G-Rm and FI has also been found by NCHRP 09-58 project [38,39]. 
Figure 7d shows the overall good correlation between FI and c with a R2 value of 0.86 (using 
a polynomial fitting function; exclusion of the point with distinctive FI value). Based on this 
preliminary analysis, mixture with c lower than -1.8 (corresponding with FI = 8) should be 




the two shape parameters and the mixture cracking indices observed from Figure 7b and 7d 
indicate the potential ability of using these shape parameters to evaluate and estimate the 
mixture cracking performance.  
 
 
Figure 7 Strong Correlations between a) c and -β/𝛾; b) G-Rm and -β/𝛾; c) G-Rm and FI; 
and d) FI and c 
Table 7 below shows the result of the Hoeffding’s D correlation analysis. As mentioned before, 
if a pair of two variables have very low Pearson coefficient value and a very high value of 
Hoeffding’s D coefficient, it indicates a non-monotonic relationship exists between the two 
variables. Thus, the Hoeffding’s D correlation coefficient is only calculated for the pair of 
parameters that showed the low Pearson coefficient ( ＜0.4, weak linear correlation) as 
highlighted in Table 7. As shown in Table 7, the values of Hoeffding’s D correlation 
coefficient are generally very low (close to 0), indicating that there are no non-monotonic 

































































Table 7. Hoeffding Correlations between the Different Mixture Indices 
 
L: Linear Relationship 
The distribution of the mixture parameters including the mixture cracking indices (G-Rm, FI, 
RDCI, Gf DCT, FST, DR and Sapp) and two important shape parameters (-β/𝛾 and c) with three 
aging conditions (STA, 5 and 12 days@95°C) is evaluated by employing the frequency curve. 
Figure 8 below shows the frequency curves (standardized normal distribution) for the selected 
mixture parameters. The frequency value is shown on y-axis, while the percentiles on the 
normalized x-axis represents the scale of each data set (e.g. 0% means the minimum value, 
while 100% represents the maximum value within the selected data set). 
As shown in Figure 8, the mean values of -β/𝛾 and c parameters are very close to the median 
point, indicating that the data points for these two parameters are evenly distributed with 
increase of aging conditions. Interestingly, all the fracture indices and fatigue parameter 
generally show the “left-bias” distribution with the mean value of each data set is far away 
from the median point (the four fracture indices show the relatively more severe “bias” 
distribution). The “left-bias” distribution indicates that these parameters generally decrease 
dramatically from STA to the intermediate aging condition (5 days), and then gradually drop 
from the intermediate aging to the long-term aging conditions (12 days) (can be also clearly 
seen in Figure 7c and 7d), which has also been observed by other studies [15,32]. Due to this 
general trend, most of the data points are locating in the low value range, as indicated in Figure 
8. Specially, the most severe “bias” distribution of the FI value illustrates that the FI parameter 
couldn’t be able to differentiate the disparate mixtures with various mix variables after the 
severely (long-term) aging conditioning [15,32]. Since mixture G-Rm parameter typically 
increases with increase of aging conditions as compared to other parameters described above, 
it shows the opposite “bias” distribution with the average value is much higher than the median 
value within the data set. 
Figure 9 shows the severe “left-bias” distribution using the mixture FI parameter as an example.  
As shown in Figure 9, change of FI parameter from STA to 5 days aging is generally much 
γ -β/γ a b c G-Rm D
R Sapp Gf SCB FI RDCI Gf DCT FST
γ 1.00
-β/γ L 1.00
a L L 1.00
b L L L 1.00
c L L L L 1.00
G-Rm L L L L L 1.00
D
R
0.02 0.05 L 0.02 0.06 L 1.00
Sapp 0.01 0.01 -0.01 0.02 L L -0.01 1.00
Gf SCB 0.02 0.02 0.01 0.03 0.01 0.00 0.01 L 1.00
FI L L L L L L L L 0.01 1.00
RDCI L L L L L L -0.01 L 0.01 L 1.00
Gf DCT L L 0.06 L L L 0.02 L L L L 1.00




higher than change from 5 days to 12 days condition, resulting in the ununiform distribution of 
the frequency curve. After the 5 days and 12 days conditioning levels, the FI values are 
relatively close.  
 
Figure 8 Frequency (Density) Curve for Different Mixture Parameters 
 
Figure 9 Change of Flexibility Index (FI) with Increase of Aging Conditions  
4.3 Comparison of Mixture and Binder Parameters 
The Kendall rank correlation coefficient (matrix) and Pearson correlation factor (matrix) are 
also used to first investigate the linear correlations between the binder performance indices and 
mixture parameters with respect to their rankings and values respectively. The Kendall 
correlation coefficients for the comparisons are shown in Table 8, while Pearson correlation 









































As shown in Table 8 and Table 9, Kendall rank correlation coefficients for the pairs of 
parameters typically show the similar trend with the Pearson correlation factors, except for Tg 
value shows the moderate relationship with Gf from DCT and 𝛾 value, Gf from DCT value 
shows the moderate correlation with ΔTc, and Sapp value shows the moderate correlations with 
the binder parameters PGLT, ΔTc, G-R and three binder fatigue indices (Ef, εT and IR), while 
there are no obvious relationships between these pairs in terms of ranking of the mixtures with 
various aging conditions.  
In context of aging effect, there are generally moderate to strong correlations between the 
mixture rheological indices and all the binder parameters with the G-Rm and inflection point 
parameters -β/𝛾 and c typically show the higher correlation coefficients for both rankings and 
values as compared to others. The two transition temperature Tt and ΔTIR and the three binder 
fatigue indices generally show the strong correlations with all the mixture rheological indices 
in terms of their values as indicated in Table 9.  
Comparing the mixture fracture parameters with binder indices measured from various aging 
conditions, there are also moderate to strong correlations between each pair of them (except 
for Gf from SCB), and three binder fatigue parameters generally show the strong correlations 
with the mixture fracture indices for both rankings and values. None of the binder rheological 
indices show the strong correlations with the mixture fatigue performance indices, however, 
three binder fatigue parameters typically show the strong correlations with DR parameter and 
the moderate correlations with Sapp parameter, indicating that the binder rheological 
parameters could not capture the fatigue behavior of asphalt mixtures but the binder fatigue 
parameters have the potential to be used for evaluation of mixtures fatigue properties. The good 
relationships observed between the binder and mixture fatigue parameters are due to (1) both 
LAS and DTCF tests are developed based on the VECD theory; (2) test temperature for both 
tests are same; and (3) binder samples are extracted and recovered from the corresponding 
mixtures with certain aging conditions. 
Overall, considering the effect of aging, mixture rheological and fracture parameters (except 
for Gf from SCB) generally show the moderate to strong correlations with all the binder indices, 
while mixture fatigue parameters only correlate well with the binder fatigue parameters. 
Mixture G-Rm parameter, two inflection point parameters -β/𝛾 and c generally show the 
moderate to strong correlations with all the binder parameters. Binder fatigue parameters 







Table 8. Kendall Correlations between Mixture and Binder Parameters  
  
Table 9. Pearson Correlations between Mixture and Binder Parameters 
 
Based on the preliminary observations from Table 8 and 9, where there are the strong linear 
correlations exist between the pairs of different parameters, Figure 10-12 further investigate 
these pairs of parameter by employing the different (linear and non-linear) fitting functions 
(e.g. linear, exponential, logarithmic, polynomial and power functions) provided by Excel 
software. The comparisons and correlations of the parameters with the R2 value larger than 0.7 
are shown and discussed below (the R2 value of each individual aging condition is also 
calculated and shown in the legend). 
Figure 10 shows the overall good relationships between the mixture rheological parameters 
and binder indices. As shown in the figure legends, the R2 values of each individual aging 
condition are also fairly high except for the STA level. This observation indicates that for the 
new produced mixtures, the binder rheological parameters may not capture the mixtures’ 
viscoelastic behaviors with other mixture variables also play the significant roles. However, 
with increase of the aging conditions, the mixture rheological properties tend to be more 
dominated by the binders’ behaviors, as supported by the improved R2 values for the long-term 
aging levels in Figure 10.  
Generally, Figure 10a-10d indicate the overall strong correlations between the mixture G-Rm 
parameter with the different binder parameters (including the thermo-rheological and fatigue 
parameters). Figure 10a shows the strong correlation between mixture G-Rm and binder G-R 
γ -β/γ a b c G-Rm D
R Sapp Gf SCB FI RDCI Gf DCT FST
PGLT 0.63 -0.67 -0.46 0.56 -0.66 0.61 -0.04 -0.28 -0.24 -0.66 -0.70 -0.71 -0.76
△Tc -0.68 0.69 0.51 -0.69 0.70 -0.60 -0.03 0.15 0.33 0.70 0.74 0.69 0.74
R 0.44 -0.44 -0.53 0.52 -0.51 0.45 -0.22 -0.09 -0.04 -0.42 -0.46 -0.26 -0.34
G-R 0.69 -0.71 -0.54 0.64 -0.72 0.66 -0.05 -0.23 -0.20 -0.67 -0.72 -0.62 -0.70
TG 0.33 -0.50 -0.20 0.25 -0.47 0.58 -0.46 -0.49 0.43 -0.47 -0.49 -0.33 -0.54
Tt 0.77 -0.75 -0.64 0.73 -0.83 0.75 -0.78 -0.07 0.18 -0.75 -0.81 -0.50 -0.68
△TIR 0.68 -0.66 -0.70 0.71 -0.73 0.66 -0.78 0.00 0.12 -0.70 -0.75 -0.45 -0.66
εT -0.73 0.75 0.45 -0.57 0.75 -0.68 0.77 0.09 0.09 0.75 0.73 0.73 0.60
Ef -0.66 0.83 0.56 -0.50 0.75 -0.83 0.78 0.15 -0.14 0.83 0.81 0.62 0.71
I




parameter with a R2 value of 0.80 (using a logarithmic fitting function), while Figure 10b 
shows the good correlation between mixture G-Rm and binder ΔTc parameter with a R2 value 
of 0.70 (using a polynomial fitting function). After 12 days aging, most of the mixtures/binders  
exceed the significant cracking limit, and after 24 hours aging, all mixtures and binders exceed 
the limit. One interesting observation from Figure 10a and 10b is that if the binders exceeds 
the (binder) cracking limit value, most of mixtures contained these binders will also exceed the 
(mixture) cracking limit. This observation together with the good correlations between the 
mixture parameters and binder indices as observed from Table 8 and 9 and shown in Figure 
10 indicate that binder plays a significant role in the cracking performance of asphalt mixtures.  
Figure 10c and 10d shows the overall good correlations between G-Rm and Ef parameter, and 
G-Rm and ΔTIR parameter with the R2 value of 0.77 and 0.83 respectively (using the power 
and polynomial fitting function). As shown in Figure 10d, binders with ΔTIR greater than 60°C 
(corresponding with G-Rm = 19000MPa) should be avoided because of poor cracking 
performance, which is consistent with the conclusion observed from the previous section 
(binder evaluation). 
Figure 10e and 10f show the overall good relationships between the mixture shape parameters 
with the different binder parameters. These strong correlations indicate again that the two 
inflection point parameters can not only be used to evaluate the cracking performance of 

























































Figure 10 Correlations between a) G-Rm and G-R; b) G-Rm and ΔTc; c) G-Rm and Ef; 
d) G-Rm and ΔTIR; and e) -β/𝛾 and G-R; f) c and ΔTc 
Figure 11 shows the general good relationships between the mixture fracture parameters with 
the different binder parameters. Also, the R2 values of each individual aging condition are 
shown in the figure legends.  
Figure 11a, 11b and 11c show the overall good correlations between FI and G-R parameter 
(R2=0.86; power fitting), FI and εT parameter (R2=0.90; polynomial fitting), and FI with Tt 
parameter (R2=0.87; exponential fitting) respectively (the point with distinctive high FI value 
is not included). As shown in Figure 11a, if the binders exceed the cracking limit value of G-
R, the mixtures will fail by the FI limit. Among these three comparisons, FI shows the strongest 
overall correlation, as well as the high R2 values for each individual aging condition with εT 
parameter due to the reason that both tests (SCB and binder LAS) are conducted at the ambient 
temperature to measure the behavior of asphalt material beyond the linear viscoelastic range 
(LVE) response range.  
Figure 11d and Figure 11e show not only the overall good correlations but also the high R2 
values for each individual aging condition between the Gf measured from DCT and binder 
PGLT parameter, FST and binder ΔTc parameter. These observations indicate that binders’ low 
temperature properties are of great importance for determining the mixtures’ low temperature 






























































Figure 11 Correlations between a) FI and G-R; b) FI and εT; c) FI and Tt; d) Gf (DCT) 
and PGLT; e) FST and ΔTc 
Figure 12a-12c show the good correlations between the binder fatigue indices with the mixture 
fatigue parameter DR with the high overall R2 value and the R2 values for each individual aging 
condition. These good correlations indicate that the binder fatigue parameters have the potential 
to be used to evaluate and estimate the fatigue properties of asphalt mixtures while 
incorporating the aging effect. These good relationships also reinforce the results observed by 
researchers [53-56] that binder plays a significant role in fatigue behavior of asphalt mixtures. 
Interestingly, the fundamental thermal parameter ΔTIR also shows the overall good relationship 











































































Figure 12 Correlations between a) IR and DR; b) Ef and DR; c) εT and DR; d) DR and 
ΔTIR 
Table 10 below shows the result of the Hoeffding’s D correlation analysis conducting on the 
pairs of parameters that showed the low Pearson coefficient (＜0.4, weak linear correlation; as 
shown in Table 9) and highlighted in Table 10. The values of Hoeffding’s D correlation 
coefficient are generally very low (close to 0), indicating that there are no non-monotonic 
relationships between the parameters. 
Table 10. Hoeffding Correlations between Mixture and Binder Parameters  
  
L: Linear Relationship 
In general, the overall good correlations between binder and mixture cracking parameters while 
including the aging effect observed from this section indicate that binders play an important 
role in the cracking (both fatigue and environmental; especially the long-term) performance of 
asphalt mixtures. The fairly good correlations between the binder and mixture parameters 
evaluated in this study are building upon the aging of the mixtures on the loose state which 
provides the uniform aging of asphalt material, and the binder samples are extracted and 
recovered from the corresponding mixtures with certain aging conditions. 





























γ -β/γ a b c G-Rm D
R Sapp Gf SCB FI RDCI Gf DCT FST
PGLT L L L L L L 0.02 L 0.02 L L L L
△Tc L L L L L L 0.03 L L L L L L
R L L L L L L L 0.00 -0.04 L L 0.02 0.05
G-R L L L L L L 0.01 L 0.01 L L L L
TG L L -0.03 0.00 L L L L L L L L L
Tt L L L L L L L -0.06 -0.04 L L L L
△TIR L L L L L L L -0.07 -0.05 L L L L
εT L L L L L L L L -0.05 L L L L
Ef L L L L L L L L -0.03 L L L L
I




The main objective of this research is to compare different binder and mixture parameters that 
are used to evaluate cracking susceptibility of asphalt mixtures and binders also including the 
aging effect. Nine plant produced mixtures were subjected to various conditioning protocols (5 
and 12 days aging at 95°C, and 24 hours at 135°C on loose mixtures), and the corresponding 
binders were extracted and recovered from those mixtures. Mixture performance were 
measured from Complex Modulus (E*), Simplified Viscoelastic Continuum Damage (S-VECD) 
approach, Semi Circular Bending (SCB) and Disk-shaped Compact Tension (DCT) fracture 
tests. Mixture parameters evaluated include mixture Glover-Rowe parameter (G-Rm), fracture 
energy (Gf), flexibility index (FI), fracture strain tolerance (FST) and the average reduction in 
pseudo stiffness up to failure (DR), as well as the shape parameters from the complex modulus 
and phase angle master curves. Binder tests were conducted on the dynamic shear rheometer 
(DSR) by using the 4mm plate to measure thermo-rheological behavior of asphalt binders, and 
the Linear Amplitude Sweep (LAS) test to measure the fatigue performance of the asphalt 
binders. Binder parameters evaluated include binder Glover-Rowe (G-R) parameter, critical 
temperatures determined by creep stiffness (Tc(S)) and the relaxation rate (Tc(m)), and the 
difference between those two (ΔTc), performance grade low temperature (PGLT), binder R-
value, transition temperatures (glassy transition temperature (Tg); visco-elastic (crossover) 
transition temperature (Tt); and the intermediate region temperature range (ΔTIR)), strain 
tolerance (εT), strain tolerance energy (Ef) and average reduction in integrity to failure (IR). The 
following conclusions can be drawn from the results of testing and analysis: 
1. All the binder parameters evaluated in this study including the thermo-rheological 
parameters and fatigue indices, generally correlate well with each other in context of 
aging conditions, indicting their potential interchangeability to evaluate the cracking 
properties of asphalt binders. 
2. Comparing the different mixture parameters, mixture G-Rm and FI parameter generally 
show the moderate to strong correlations with many of the mixture cracking parameters, 
indicating that they have the potential to be used as a simplified index to evaluate and 
differentiate the performance of asphalt mixtures with different variables in general, 
while also taking aging into account. The shape parameters (-β/𝛾 and c) also have the 
potential to be used to correlate with mixture cracking performance. 
3. Comparing the binder parameters with mixture indices, mixture rheological and 
fracture parameters (except for Gf from SCB) generally show the moderate to strong 
correlations with all the binder indices while incorporating the aging effect. 
4. None of the binder rheological indices correlate well with the mixture fatigue 
performance indices, however, binder fatigue parameters typically show the strong 




rheological parameters cannot capture the fatigue behavior of asphalt mixtures but the 
binder fatigue parameters have the potential to be used for evaluation of mixtures’ 
fatigue properties.  
5. Overall, the mixture G-Rm parameter has moderate to strong correlations with many of 
the mixture and binder parameters indicating that it has the potential to be used as a 
simplified index to evaluate and differentiate the cracking properties of asphalt material 
in general. 
6. Based on the preliminary analysis, mixtures with -β/𝛾 lower than -2.5 and c lower than 
-1.8, and binders with ΔTIR greater than 60°C should be avoided because of their poor 
cracking resistance performance. 
7. Most of the mixture and binder cracking parameters dramatically change in their values 
with increase of aging condition from STA to intermediate aging condition, and then 
gradually change from intermediate aging to the long-term aging condition. These 
changes match up with the trends observed for change of binder chemical composite 
with aging, indicating the fundamental relationships between the asphalt chemistry and 
its physical and engineering properties.   
6. Future Work 
Future work and analysis are planned to continue testing on field cores and collecting the 
pavement performance data. The correlation between the different properties of aged asphalt 
mixtures and binders, as well as their relationship with the cracking performance of field core 
samples and field performance will be further investigated. 
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